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The compilation of NTMs for goods and services described in this paper cover 53 
countries, and it was constructed so as to focus upon members of the Asia Pacific 
Economic Cooperation forum (APEC) and the proposed Free Trade Area of the 
Americas (FTAA). 3 The compilation is organized by country, category, generic 
barrier, specific barrier, sector, product, source, and year. It provides information 
on goods and services and gives the reference source for each entry. The 
information contained is expected to be of potential use to researchers and 
policymakers. 

Overview 

The Office of Economics of the U.S. International Trade Commission is 

conducting research with the objective to improve the quantification of the effects 

of non-tariff measures (NTMs) on trade flows and other economic variables.4 A 

central feature of this effort was the generation of a compilation of measures for 

both goods and services that have been alleged as affecting trade. The purpose for 

constructing this compilation is to identify policies that have been reported as have 

                                                            
1 William A. Donnelly and Diane Manifold are economists in the Office of Economics, U.S. 
International Trade Commission. The views expressed in this article are those of the authors. They 
are not the views of the U.S. International Trade Commission (USITC) as a whole nor any of its 
individual Commissioners. The authors may be contacted via email at william.donnelly@usitc.gov. 
2 We acknowledge the help of John Giamalva and Saba Zeleke for their assistance in compiling some 
of the information. In addition, we thank Robert Koopman and Michael Ferrantino for helpful 
comments on this paper. Any remaining errors are those of the authors’ alone. 
3 The compilation discussed is contained in the Excel spreadsheet which is attached within this pdf, 
i.e., 2005-06-15 Donnelly & Manifold Working Paper Compilation of NTMs.xls. The paper pdf can 
be accessed at: http://hotdocs.usitc.gov/docs/pubs/research_working_papers/EC200505A.pdf. If the 
Excel attachment is not visible you may want to downloadt Adobe PDF Reader 7.0 from: 
http://www.adobe.com/products/acrobat/readstep2.html 
4 Inclusion of a citation or item in the compilation does not constitute an opinion regarding the 
WTO-consistency or lack thereof, discriminatory impact or lack thereof, or economic effect of that 
item. The intended purpose of the compilation is for general research into the economic effects of 
NTMs in support of the USITC’s customers. 

http://www.usitc.gov/publications/332/working_papers/EC200505A.pdf
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possibly influencing industrial and agricultural market access so as to be able to 

utilize the information in economic modeling of barriers to trade. To this end, this 

compilation includes information obtained from three primary sources: 1) the 

Office of the United States Trade Representative’s (USTR) National Trade 

Estimate Report on Foreign Trade Barriers (NTE); 2) the European Union’s (EU) 

Market Access Database, and; 3) the World Trade Organization’s (WTO) Trade 

Policy Reviews. 5 The information relates to measures that have been reported for 

53 countries (Table 1). Information is also provided on goods and services and on 

the sectors alleged to be affected by such measures. This compilation includes 

information on 19 of the 21 economies in the Asia Pacific Economic Cooperation 

forum (APEC) and 14 of the 34 countries in the proposed Free Trade Area of the 

Americas (FTAA).6 The various elements of the compilation are discussed in this 

paper, followed by an overview of the information contained in the compilation. 

                                                            
5For the USTR database go to: http://www.ustr.gov/Document_Library/Reports_Publications/2002/ 
2002_NTE_Report/Section_Index.html; for the EU database go to: http://mkaccdb.eu.int/ 
mkaccdb2/indexPubli.htm, and; for the WTO database go to: http://www.wto.org/english/ 
tratop_e/tpr_e/tpr_e.htm6 The two economies in APEC for which no information was reported by 
any of the three primary sources are: Brunei/Darussalam and Peru. The twenty countries in the FTAA 
for which no information  was reported in these sources are: Antigua and Barbuda, Bahamas, 
Barbados, Belize, Bolivia, Dominica, Dominican Republic, El Salvador, Grenada, Guyana, Haiti, 
Honduras, Jamaica, Nicaragua, Peru, St. Kitts and Nevis, St. Lucia, St. Vincent and the Grenadines, 
Suriname, and Trinidad and Tobago. 
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Table 1 - Countries included in this compilation of reported NTMs 
Argentina # Hungary Paraguay # 
Australia * Iceland Philippines * 
Azerbaijan India Poland 
Bangladesh Indonesia * Romania 
Brazil # Israel Russian Federation * 
Cameroon Japan * Singapore * 
Canada * # Kenya South Africa 
Chile * # Korea (Republic of) * Switzerland 
China * Libya Taiwan * 
Colombia # Malaysia * Thailand * 
Costa Rica # Mexico * # Tunisia 
Czech Republic Morocco Turkey 
Ecuador # New Zealand * United States * # 
Egypt Nigeria Uruguay # 
European Union Norway Venezuela # 
Gabon Pakistan Vietnam * 
Guatemala # Panama # Zimbabwe 
Hong Kong * Papua New Guinea * 
* denotes APEC country 
# denotes FTAA country 
 
Source: Compiled by USITC staff. 

Background 

As a consequence of several rounds of multilateral trade negotiations, most 

tariffs on imports have been reduced to relatively low levels in the major 

industrialized countries. The major remaining barriers to be addressed are 

non-tariff barriers which restrict international trade for a wide variety of products. 

Recent FTA negotiations have covered some major types of NTMs. There are a 

number of reference sources that provide information on non-tariff measures 

which may affect trade, however, there are strengths and limitations associated 

with these reference sources. All of the sources generally include some of the same 

categories as those which appear in this compilation; however, the descriptions of 

specific measures vary considerably, as does their coverage. For example, the 
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EU’s Market Access Database contains information on reported measures for most 

economies prior to 2001, but includes only a few categories and provides only 

general information for each category. The WTO reviews economies with varying 

frequencies and does not assess all of them annually. Therefore, the WTO Trade 

Policy Reviews do not provide information for every economy under 

consideration in this compilation. This compilation includes only information 

from the Trade Policy Reviews conducted from 1998 to 2002. The Trade Policy 

Reviews are most detailed for such categories as import prohibitions, quotas, 

licensing, and standards. For many economies, the USTR’s NTE report provides 

more in-depth information on measures, than does either the EU Market Access 

Database or the WTO Trade Policy Review. 

This compilation provides information on fifteen categories of measures 

compared to fewer categories for the other references. The information contained 

in the NTE reports and the EU database survey of foreign trade measures as 

reported by government officials and company representatives in the United States 

and the EU.  The WTO Trade Policy Reviews provide information on an 

economy’s trade regime as reported by the WTO Secretariat. 

In addition to specific economy and product/sector information, the 

compilation contains information on both generic and specific reported measures. 

There is no standard classification scheme for measures. However, several 

different classifications have been developed such as those of Robert Baldwin 

(1970, 1984),7 UNCTAD (TRAINS, 2000), Deardorff and Stern (1985),8 and 

OECD (2002).9 The main problem with classifying reported measures is that they 

cover a very broad range of policies and practices, especially if all measures–other 

                                                            
7 Baldwin, Robert E. (1984), “Trade Policies in Developed Countries,” Chapter 12 in Handbook of 
International Economics Volume 1: International Trade, Jones, Ronald W., and Peter B. Kenen, eds., 
Elsevier Science Publishers, Amsterdam. Baldwin, Robert E. (1970), Nontariff Distortions of 
International Trade, The Brookings Institution, Washington, DC. 
8 Deardorff, Alan V., and Robert M. Stern (1997), “Measurement of Non-Tariff Barriers,” University 
of Michigan, OECD/GD(97)129. 
9 Fliess, Barbara (2002), Trade Directorate, OECD, Paris, “Work at OECD on NTMs,” WTO 
Seminar on Market Access, Geneva, May 30. 
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than tariffs–that affect trade are included. And, although not all categories of 

measures are applicable to all economies and sectors/products there are similarities 

in measures across categories, economies, and sectors/products. 

The measures in the compilation include both formal governmental regulations 

(customs regulations), and policies (investment-related measures), and informal 

barriers and practices (nontransparency, arbitrary enforcement, corruption). These 

formal and informal measures affect a large number of sectors and different tariff 

lines. For example, there may be formal governmental measures that affect only a 

few sectors or tariff lines or there may be informal practices such as inadequate 

enforcement of anticompetitive practices or corruption which might affect imports 

in many sectors. Table 2 lists the 15 categories of measures in the compilation. 

These categories are to be found in other classification systems.10 

 

Table 2 - NTM categories used in this compilation 
anticompetitive practices / competition policy intellectual property rights 
corruption investment-related measures 
customs procedures sanitary and phytosanitary measures 
export-related measures services 

government procurement standards, testing, certification and labeling 
import licensing state-trading 
import prohibitions taxes 
import quotas  

Source: Compiled by USITC staff 

 

                                                            
9 For example, the OECD has found in a review of business surveys of non-tariff barriers that 
customs procedures, internal taxes and charges, and intellectual property rights were included in 
some or all of the surveys. The UNCTAD NTM database contains information on import quotas, 
prohibitions, licensing and technical regulations such as labeling and testing requirements. These 
categories are also found in the USTR compilation. 
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Explanation of Terminology and Information in the Compilation 
 

Generic and Specific Non-Tariff Measures 

There are over 3,550 individual entries in the compilation, including many 

related to agricultural products and to types of services. Each entry may include 

information regarding: (1) the country; (2) the NTM category for the reported 

measure; (3) the type of generic barrier; (4) the type of specific barrier; (5) the 

sector effected; (6) the specific product; and, (7 through 9) the year of reporting for 

the reference source, i.e., EU, USTR, WTO, respectively. Three examples of 

entries in the compilation and information from the primary source documents are 

given in Table 3. 



 

Table 3 – A sample of entries for Australia derived from each of the three primary sources with the wording in the source document 
col 1 col 2 col 3 Col 4 col 5 col 6 col 7 col 8 col 9   

country NTM category generic measure specific measure Sector product 
EU 
year 

USTR
year 

WTO
year   

Australia investment-related measures approval FDI real estate 
land, 
residential, 
developed 

2002   1 

Australia investment-related measures approval FDI media  2002   1 

Australia sanitary and phytosanitary measures restrictions  food and food products (fruit) apples  2002  2 

Australia sanitary and phytosanitary measures restrictions  food and food products (fruit) citrus, 
Florida  2002  2 

Australia sanitary and phytosanitary measures restrictions  food and food products (fruit) pears  2002  2 

Australia sanitary and phytosanitary measures restrictions  food and food products (fruit) stone fruit  2002  2 

Australia sanitary and phytosanitary measures restrictions  food and food products (grains and nuts) corn  2002  2 

Australia sanitary and phytosanitary measures restrictions  food and food products (meat) pork  2002  2 

Australia sanitary and phytosanitary measures restrictions  food and food products (meat) 
poultry, 
chicken, 
cooked 

 2002  2 

Australia sanitary and phytosanitary measures restrictions  food and food products (meat) 
poultry, 
chicken, 
fresh 

 2002  2 

Australia sanitary and phytosanitary measures restrictions  food and food products (meat) 
poultry, 
chicken, 
frozen 

 2002  2 

Australia state-trading market structure state-trading food and food products (grains and nuts) 
barley, 
except 
Victoria 

  2002 3 

Australia state-trading market structure state-trading food and food products (grains and nuts) rice   2002 3 

Australia state-trading market structure state-trading food and food products (grains and nuts) sugar   2002 3 

Australia state-trading market structure state-trading food and food products (grains and nuts) wheat   2002 3 
1 See the EU Market Access Database, i.e., "INVESTMENT RELATED BARRIERS.” “The Foreign Acquisitions and Take-overs Act 1975 provides for government's discretion to block 
specific foreign investment based on ‘national interest.’ Australia applies restrictions in more sensitive sectors such as the media and developed residential real estate." 
Primary source: http://mkaccdb.eu.int/ 
2 See the USTR National Trade Estimate 2002 Report, i.e., “Sanitary and Phytosanitary Measures.” ”The Government of Australia maintains restrictions and prohibitions on some 
agricultural imports through quarantine and health restrictions. These include restrictions on Florida citrus, stone fruit, chicken (fresh, cooked and frozen), pork, apples, pears and corn." 
Primary source: http://www.ustr.gov/assets/Document_Library/Reports_Publications/2002/2002_NTE_Report/asset_upload_file234_6380.pdf 
3 See the WTO Trade Policy Reports - List of Reviews - Australia, 2002, 02-4500 Part 4 (WTTPRS104-3.doc), i.e., “State trading.” “Exports of almost all wheat, barley (except in Victoria), 
rice, and sugar remain subject to single-desk arrangements (exclusive control) through either grower-owned public companies or State Government statutory authorities." 
Primary source: http://www.wto.org/english/tratop_e/tpr_e/tp_rep_e.htm#chronologically 
Source: Compiled by USITC staff. 



 

In some cases the description of the measure is listed as “horizontal” if it has 

been reported to affect many or all products or sectors. Table 4 shows an example 

of several entries for the “registration” type of generic barrier. 



 
 

Table 4 - Examples of the generic barrier “registration” entries derived from each of the primary sources 
col 1 col 2 col 3 col 4 col 5 col 6 col 7 col 8 col 9 
 
Country 

 
NTM category 

Generic 
barrier 

Specific 
Barrier 

 
Sector 

 
Product 

EU 
year 

USTR 
year 

WTO 
year 

Brazil import licensing registration guidelines, onerous horizontal   2002  
Colombia services registration FDI horizontal   2002  
Ecuador sanitary and phytosanitary measures registration process, inefficiency horizontal   2002  
European Union sanitary and phytosanitary measures registration public health animals and animal 

products 
Gelatin   2002 

Hungary services registration  professional services accounting  2002  
Indonesia standards, testing, certification, and labeling registration  food and food products soybean meal  2002  
Malaysia export-related measures registration  agricultural products palm products    2001 
Mexico customs registration delays other goods (apparel) accessories 2002   
Pakistan intellectual property rights registration delays, can take 2 years pharmaceuticals  2002   
Poland standards, testing, certification, and labeling registration delays pharmaceuticals innovative drugs  2002  
Source: Compiled by USITC staff. 

 



 
Many sectors are affected by similar types of NTMs and therefore, particular 

generic and specific barriers appear across a wide range of NTM categories. These 

situations arise because the categories generally discussed in the literature do not 

necessarily relate either to one specific industry or to a particular product. For 

example, one service barrier, such as that which might affect the delivery services 

of a foreign-licensed accountant, which might be thought to be unique to the 

“services” category, can actually have been reported there or in some other NTM 

category such as “standards, testing, certification and labeling” or “import 

prohibitions.” The generic measure cited in any of these categories might have 

been “certification.” Several other examples of generic measures which cross 

categories are presented in Table 5.  For example, some form of generic barrier 

labeled as “approval” is reported in these categories as well: (1) investment-related 

measures; (2) services; (3) export-related measures; (4) customs procedures, and; 

(5) standards, testing, certification and labeling. 
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Table 5 - Examples of NTM categories and generic barriers 

NTM category 
Number of 
entries  

Number of 
entries 

Generic barrier: approval 
customs procedures 3   
export-related measures 5   
investment-related measures 9   
sanitary and phytosanitary measures 1   
services 9   
standards, testing, certification and labeling 4   
 total approval 31 

Generic barrier: certification 
customs procedures 2   
export-related measures 2   
import licensing 3   
sanitary and phytosanitary measures 27   
services 4   
standards, testing, certification and labeling  78   
 total certification 116 

Generic barrier: licensing 
corruption 1   
customs procedures 1   
export-related measures 83   
import licensing 282   
import prohibitions 5   
investment-related measures 5   
services 23   
standards, testing, certification and labeling 5   
 total licensing 405 

Generic barrier: prohibited 
anticompetitive practices / competition policy 1   
customs procedures 7   
export-related measures 82   
import licensing 16   
import prohibitions 336   
investment-related measures 56   
sanitary and phytosanitary measures 20   
services 47   
standards, testing, certification and labeling 3   
 Total prohibited 568 
Source: Compiled by USITC staff. 
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The compilation also provides information on the specific products or sectors 

affected by the alleged NTMs. The compilation contains both industrial sectors 

such as motor vehicles (automobiles) and pharmaceuticals as well as specific 

products such as alcoholic beverages (wine) and margarine. It also includes a large 

number of service sectors such as telecommunications, banking, and legal services. 

Some sectors or products are affected by more than one measure. For example, a 

product such as wheat may be affected by import prohibitions as well as 

state-trading. Many sectors or products are affected by similar measures. For 

example, imports of cosmetics, medical equipment, and lighting fixtures are each 

affected by required inspections in some countries. 

Data Summaries 
 

Categories of NTMs 

The number of entries in the compilation should be interpreted with caution, 

since the information relates to large economies, and to more readily identifiable 

or transparent policies. Potential NTMs affecting market access in smaller markets 

or in developing economies may be under-represented, as are less transparent 

measures. In particular, inferences about the prevalence or severity of particular 

types of measures should not be made. The information regarding the total 

numbers of entries is presented here for illustrative purposes only. 

It may be noted that some categories of measures are more frequently identified 

among the 53 countries in the compilation than are others. According to the 

following tabulation, the data indicate that 46 countries were cited as having some 

inadequacy with regard to the protection of intellectual property rights. The next 

most widespread categories of NTMs were investment-related measures (40 

countries), standards, testing, certification and labeling (38), services (37), and 

import prohibitions (34). Corruption was cited the least, i.e., in only 15 countries. 
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Table 6 – Number of entries in the compilation by NTM category 

All countries APEC FTAA  
Category entries countries entries countries entries countries
standards, testing, certification and labeling 443 38 269 15 143 9
export-related measures 441 33 188 13 76 9
import licensing 416 30 244 12 54 7
services 359 37 205 15 104 8
import prohibitions 342 34 165 16 101 13
investment-related measures 311 40 205 15 54 10
customs procedures 267 32 178 11 177 10
intellectual property rights 267 46 116 18 81 12
state-trading 179 28 77 11 27 6
sanitary and phytosanitary measures 161 25 67 12 72 9
government procurement 116 33 56 11 18 7
import quotas 97 17 67 8 18 4
taxes 71 17 19 7 19 6
anticompetitive practices / competition policy 58 17 37 8 8 4
corruption 33 15 10 4 5 2
Note – Some countries are in both APEC and in the potential FTAA 
Source: Compiled by USITC staff. 

 
For the compilation as a whole, the measures which are reported with the 

greatest number of entries are found in the “export-related measures,” “import 

licensing,” and “standards, testing, certification and labeling” categories.11 The 

above categories do not necessarily reflect the way in which issues may be raised 

in trade negotiations. Several of the categories in this compilation refer to topics as 

referenced in the Doha Declaration under areas other than “industrial market 

access.” Four other categories (intellectual property rights, investment-related 

measures, government procurement, and competition policy) are referenced under 

major headings of the Declaration. One heading (customs procedures) is arguably 

related to “trade facilitation” by reference to particular GATT articles, and one 

(sanitary and phytosanitary standards) is referenced in Doha under “trade and 

environment.” 

                                                            
11 With regard to the latter category, technical regulations, standards, and conformity assessment 
procedures are covered under the WTO Agreement on Technical Barriers to Trade (“TBT 
Agreement”).  The TBT Agreement provides for certain exceptions to international standards for 
specific, legitimate objectives such as “to ensure the quality of ... exports, or for the protection of 
human, animal or plant life or health, of the environment, or for the prevention of deceptive 
practices” whenever international standards do not exist or are inadequate. WTO, “Agreement on 
Technical Barriers to Trade, “The Results of the Uruguay Round of Multilateral Trade Negotiations 
(Geneva: WTO, 1995). See, for example, the Preamble and TBT Article 1 (General Provisions), at 
Art. 1.6. 
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Sectors and Products 
 

The entries in the compilation may be aggregated by sector and/or product as is 

illustrated in Table 7. Most of the NTMs reported pertain to goods. NTMs for 

services include professional services (178), media services (118), financial 

services (94), telecommunications services (52), transportation services (51), and 

distribution services (10).12 In constructing the compilation of NTMs, related 

products and sectors were grouped in an attempt to standardize the nomenclature 

used in the compilation. No attempt has been made to exclude entries referring to 

policies which may be WTO-consistent, or those related to health, safety, or 

national security concerns. 

                                                            
12  It should be noted that not all of these services are identified in the primary source documents as 
being in the services category -- see Table 8. 
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Table 7 – Some sector and product counts 

Sector or product Number of 
entries 

horizontal 436 
other goods (miscellaneous) 299 
proscribed or protected items 228 
professional services 178 
animal and animal products 155 
media services 118 
pharmaceuticals 116 
food and food products (meat) 100 
financial services 94 
food and food products (grains and nuts) 94 
motor vehicles 94 
other goods (equipment) 92 
food and food products (miscellaneous) 88 
beverages (alcoholic) 79 
food and food products (vegetables) 79 
agricultural products (miscellaneous) 70 
food and food products (fruit) 70 
not specified 69 
art and artistic products (recordings) 63 
petroleum, gas and petroleum products 61 
forestry and forest products 60 
fisheries, fish, and fish products 59 
mining, metals, and mineral products 56 
plants and plant products 55 
telecommunication services 52 
transportation services 51 
other goods (apparel) 50 
chemical and chemical products 49 
textiles 48 
utilities 33 
food and food products (diary) 32 
other goods (dietary supplements) 31 
food and food products (sweeteners) 29 
tobacco and tobacco products 19 
agricultural production (fertilizers) 16 
medical devices 16 
real estate 15 
agricultural production (feed) 14 
iron and steel products 14 
beverages (non-alcoholic) 12 
information technology services 12 
other goods (electronic) 12 
other goods (materials) 12 
distribution services 10 
electronic commerce 10 
food and food products (eggs) 10 
money 10 
Source: Compiled by USITC staff. 
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Services Products 

There are a large number of different service sectors which have been reported 

to be affected by some type of non-tariff measure. In to the compilation, there are 

more than 100 different services products enumerated that are affected by NTMs.10 

These services products range from accounting services to water services. 

However, over 50 percent of the services products reported appear in NTM 

categories other than the “services” NTM category, itself. For example, 102 NTMs 

are cited as affecting services that have been reported under the NTM category 

“intellectual property rights,” 87 under “investment-related measures,” 29 under 

“state-trading,” and 21 under “government procurement” (Table 8). 

 
Table 8 –Services product NTM counts 
 
NTM category 

All 
countries 

APEC 
countries 

FTAA 
countries 

services 281 163 91 
intellectual property rights 102 50 30 
investment-related measures 87 62 18 
state-trading 29 4 1 
government procurement 21 14 4 
anticompetitive practices / competition policy 11 10 5 
import licensing 8 7 0 
standards, testing, certification and labeling 6 6 4 
import prohibitions 4 4 2 
corruption 3 0 1 
export-related measures 3 1 0 
customs procedures 2 2 2 
sanitary and phytosanitary measures 1 0 1 
Note – Some countries are in both APEC and in the potential FTAA 
Source: Compiled by USITC staff. 
 

                                                            
10 Services products are different from the “services” category, because many services products are 
reported in other categories, too. 
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Horizontal Non-Tariff Measures 

Throughout the fifteen NTM categories there are 428 instances of an 

“horizontal” NTM pertaining, i.e., no specific sector is identified. Such references  

in the source documents are reported as affecting most or all products. This 

appears to be particularly true of “customs procedures,” “government 

procurement,” “export-related measures,” “investment-related measures,” 

“intellectual property rights,” “standards, testing, certification, and labeling,” and 

“anticompetitive practices / competition policy,” each of which are cited often as 

having “horizontal” NTMs. 

 
Table 9 – Counts of horizontal NTMs 
 
NTM category 

All 
countries 

APEC 
countries 

FTAA 
Countries 

customs procedures 69 24 13 
export-related measures 66 18 7 
government procurement 65 21 12 
investment-related measures 61 28 10 
intellectual property rights 48 11 18 
standards, testing, certification, and labeling 37 14 3 
anticompetitive practices / competition policy 21 13 1 
corruption 13 3 2 
import licensing 10 0 4 
import prohibitions 10 7 0 
services 9 4 7 
taxes 8 3 4 
state-trading 6 4 0 
sanitary and phytosanitary measures 5 2 2 
Note – Some countries are in both APEC and in the potential FTAA 
Source: Compiled by USITC staff. 
 

Some additional insights may be gleaned from looking at multiple citation 

patterns relating to major categories of measures relating to products, such as was 

presented in Table 8. For example, 

 
• Motor vehicles and parts are particularly affected by import licensing, import 

prohibitions (particularly for parts and used vehicles) and import quotas. 
• Import licensing also affects chemicals, equipment and machinery, fish, 

petroleum, and weapons. 
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• Chemicals and chemical products, pharmaceuticals, and recordings are 

particularly affected by intellectual property rights.  
 
• Pharmaceuticals are also affected by product standards in many economies, as 

are cosmetics, equipment, motor vehicles, and textiles. 
 
• Customs procedures are particularly important for textiles and footwear. 
 
• Sectoral entries for investment-related measures refer primarily to services 

products. Significant references for goods include motor vehicles and weapons. 
 
Finally, this compilation should be viewed as preliminary. It was constructed to 

be used in conjunction with quantitative studies; therefore no conclusions should 

be drawn from the raw information as compiled. This paper merely provides a 

broad overview of the information obtained from the reference sources cited has 

been provided. The most frequently cited NTM category overall is “standards, 

testing, certification, and labeling,” perhaps because this category is so broad and 

affects many individual goods and services products. Finally, the compilation 

shows that a very large number of services sectors are currently reported to be 

affected by NTMs. The sectors range from broad areas such as telecommunication 

services and legal services to specific professions such as accountants and 

journalists. 



compilation

		The information contained in this compilation does not represent the views of the U.S. International Trade Commission (USITC) staff, the Commission as a whole, or any of its individual Commissioners.

		country		NTM category		generic measure		specific measure		sector		product		EU
year		USTR
year		WTO
year

		Argentina		customs procedures		certification		certificate of origin		other goods (electronic)						2002

		Argentina		customs procedures		certification		certificate of origin		other goods		footwear		2002

		Argentina		customs procedures		charges		fees, handling		horizontal								1999

		Argentina		customs procedures		charges		fees, storage		horizontal								1999

		Argentina		customs procedures		inspection		pre-shipment		other goods (apparel)		handbags						1999

		Argentina		customs procedures		inspection		pre-shipment		other goods		decalomanias (decals)						1999

		Argentina		customs procedures		inspection		pre-shipment		other goods		floor coverings						1999

		Argentina		customs procedures		inspection		pre-shipment		other goods		lamps, filament						1999

		Argentina		customs procedures		inspection		pre-shipment		other goods		leather products						1999

		Argentina		customs procedures		inspection		pre-shipment		other goods		plastic, certain articles of						1999

		Argentina		customs procedures		inspection		pre-shipment		other goods		polishes for coachwork						1999

		Argentina		customs procedures		inspection		pre-shipment		other goods		rubber, vulcanized						1999

		Argentina		customs procedures		inspection		pre-shipment		chemicals and chemical products		surface active preparations						1999

		Argentina		customs procedures		market behavior		unfair competition, imports, minimum prices		other goods		footwear				2002

		Argentina		customs procedures		market behavior		unfair competition, imports, minimum prices		not specified						2002

		Argentina		customs procedures		market behavior		unfair competition, imports, minimum prices		textiles						2002

		Argentina		customs procedures		market behavior		unfair competition, imports, minimum prices		other goods		toys				2002

		Argentina		customs procedures		requirements		local content, from Brazil		motor vehicles		automobiles						1999

		Argentina		import licensing		licensing				motor vehicles		automobiles						1999

		Argentina		import licensing		licensing				paper and paper products		paper, certain types						1999

		Argentina		import licensing		licensing				textiles						2002

		Argentina		import licensing		restrictions		quantitative		paper and paper products		paper, certain types						1999

		Argentina		import prohibitions		prohibited				proscribed or protected items		environmental items						1999

		Argentina		import prohibitions		prohibited				other goods (equipment)		transportation, used						1999

		Argentina		import prohibitions		prohibited				other goods (instruments)		used						1999

		Argentina		import prohibitions		prohibited				other goods (equipment)		used machinery						1999

		Argentina		import prohibitions		prohibited				motor vehicles		mopeds, used						1999

		Argentina		import prohibitions		prohibited				motor vehicles		motorcycle parts, used						1999

		Argentina		import prohibitions		prohibited				other goods		tires, pneumatic, used						1999

		Argentina		import prohibitions		prohibited		protection of national security		proscribed or protected items								1999

		Argentina		import prohibitions		prohibited		protection of animals		proscribed or protected items								1999

		Argentina		import prohibitions		prohibited		protection of plants		proscribed or protected items								1999

		Argentina		import prohibitions		prohibited		protection of public health		proscribed or protected items								1999

		Argentina		import prohibitions		prohibited		protection of security		proscribed or protected items								1999

		Argentina		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, copyrights		printing and publishing		books				2002

		Argentina		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, copyrights		other goods		computer software				2002

		Argentina		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, copyrights		art and artistic products (recordings)		music				2002

		Argentina		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, copyrights		other goods		videos				2002

		Argentina		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, patents		pharmaceuticals						2002

		Argentina		services		procedures		delays, customs procedures clearance		just-in-time shipments						2002

		Argentina		services		prohibited				just-in-time shipments		electronically produced air waybill				2002

		Argentina		services		requirements		registration		media services		films, dubbing				2002

		Argentina		services		requirements		registration		media services		films, printing				2002

		Argentina		services		requirements		registration		media services		films, programming				2002

		Argentina		services		requirements		registration		media services		films, showing				2002

		Argentina		services		requirements		registration		media services		television, dubbing, cable				2002

		Argentina		services		requirements		registration		media services		television, dubbing, pay				2002

		Argentina		services		requirements		registration		media services		television, printing, cable				2002

		Argentina		services		requirements		registration		media services		television, printing, pay				2002

		Argentina		services		requirements		registration		media services		television, programming, cable				2002

		Argentina		services		requirements		registration		media services		television, programming, pay				2002

		Argentina		services		requirements		registration		media services		television, showing, cable				2002

		Argentina		services		requirements		registration		media services		television, showing, pay				2002

		Argentina		standards, testing, certification and labeling		certification				other goods (appliances)		household				2002

		Argentina		standards, testing, certification and labeling		certification				proscribed or protected items		dangerous or hazardous goods				2002

		Argentina		standards, testing, certification and labeling		certification				other goods		electrical products, low voltage				2002

		Argentina		standards, testing, certification and labeling		certification				other goods (electronic)						2002

		Argentina		standards, testing, certification and labeling		certification				other goods (equipment)		elevators				2002

		Argentina		standards, testing, certification and labeling		certification				other goods (equipment)		protective, personal				2002

		Argentina		standards, testing, certification and labeling		certification				other goods		gas products				2002

		Argentina		standards, testing, certification and labeling		certification				other goods (materials)		electrical				2002

		Argentina		standards, testing, certification and labeling		certification				iron and steel products		steel construction products				2002

		Argentina		standards, testing, certification and labeling		certification				other goods		toys				2002

		Argentina		standards, testing, certification and labeling		labeling				other goods (apparel)						2002

		Argentina		standards, testing, certification and labeling		labeling				textiles						2002

		Argentina		standards, testing, certification and labeling		restrictions				animals and animal products		swine genetics				2002

		Argentina		standards, testing, certification and labeling		standards				other goods (appliances)		household				2002

		Argentina		standards, testing, certification and labeling		standards				proscribed or protected items						2002

		Argentina		standards, testing, certification and labeling		standards				other goods		electrical products, low voltage				2002

		Argentina		standards, testing, certification and labeling		standards				other goods (electronic)						2002

		Argentina		standards, testing, certification and labeling		standards				other goods (equipment)		elevators				2002

		Argentina		standards, testing, certification and labeling		standards				other goods (equipment)		protective, personal				2002

		Argentina		standards, testing, certification and labeling		standards				other goods		gas products				2002

		Argentina		standards, testing, certification and labeling		standards				other goods (materials)		electrical				2002

		Argentina		standards, testing, certification and labeling		standards				iron and steel products		steel construction products				2002

		Argentina		standards, testing, certification and labeling		standards				other goods		toys				2002

		Argentina		taxes		charges		excise tax		horizontal								1999

		Argentina		taxes		charges		VAT		horizontal								1999

		Australia		export-related measures		licensing				animals and animal products		native, Australian						2002

		Australia		export-related measures		licensing				proscribed or protected items		native, Australian						2002

		Australia		export-related measures		licensing				forestry and forest products		wood, unprocessed						2002

		Australia		export-related measures		licensing		discretionary		chemicals and chemical products		co-precipitates						2002

		Australia		export-related measures		licensing		discretionary		food and food products (dairy)		butter						2002

		Australia		export-related measures		licensing		discretionary		food and food products (dairy)		butteral						2002

		Australia		export-related measures		licensing		discretionary		food and food products (dairy)		milk, buttermilk powder						2002

		Australia		export-related measures		licensing		discretionary		food and food products (dairy)		casein						2002

		Australia		export-related measures		licensing		discretionary		food and food products (dairy)		caseinates						2002

		Australia		export-related measures		licensing		discretionary		food and food products (dairy)		cheese						2002

		Australia		export-related measures		licensing		discretionary		food and food products (dairy)		milk, skim powder						2002

		Australia		export-related measures		licensing		discretionary		food and food products (dairy)		milk, whole powder						2002

		Australia		export-related measures		market structure		state-trading, board, commodity		food and food products (grains and nuts)		rice				2002

		Australia		export-related measures		market structure		state-trading, board, commodity		food and food products (grains and nuts)		wheat				2002

		Australia		export-related measures		market structure		state-trading, board, commodity		food and food products (sweeteners)		sugar				2002

		Australia		export-related measures		prohibited				animals and animal products		sheep, merino, embryos						2002

		Australia		export-related measures		prohibited				animals and animal products		sheep, merino, ewes						2002

		Australia		export-related measures		prohibited		to Iraq		other goods								2002

		Australia		export-related measures		prohibited		to Liberia		other goods								2002

		Australia		export-related measures		prohibited		to Sierra Leone		other goods								2002

		Australia		export-related measures		prohibited		to Somalia		other goods								2002

		Australia		export-related measures		subsidies		grants		other goods (apparel)		development				2002

		Australia		export-related measures		subsidies		grants		development services						2002

		Australia		export-related measures		subsidies		grants		other goods		footware development				2002

		Australia		export-related measures		subsidies		grants		motor vehicles		automobile, parts, development				2002

		Australia		export-related measures		subsidies		grants		motor vehicles		automobiles, development				2002

		Australia		export-related measures		subsidies		grants		other goods		development				2002

		Australia		export-related measures		subsidies		grants		property rights		industrial, development				2002

		Australia		export-related measures		subsidies		grants		textiles		development				2002

		Australia		export-related measures		subsidies		grants		tourism services		development				2002

		Australia		government procurement		requirements		performance		information technology services								2002

		Australia		government procurement		restrictions		regional		horizontal				2002

		Australia		import prohibitions		licensing				agricultural products		various						2002

		Australia		import prohibitions		licensing				fisheries, fish, and fish products		caught in international waters						2002

		Australia		import prohibitions		licensing				proscribed or protected items		narcotics						2002

		Australia		import prohibitions		licensing				plants and plant products		seeds, plant						2002

		Australia		import prohibitions		licensing				pharmaceuticals		antibiotics						2002

		Australia		import prohibitions		prohibited				proscribed or protected items		matches containing phosphorous						2002

		Australia		import prohibitions		prohibited				psychotropic substances								2002

		Australia		import prohibitions		prohibited				proscribed or protected items		"Swan Vestas" containing phosphorous						2002

		Australia		import prohibitions		prohibited				proscribed or protected items		nuclear waste						2002

		Australia		import prohibitions		prohibited		from Iraq		proscribed or protected items								2002

		Australia		intellectual property rights		market behavior		parallel imports		food and food products		packaged				2002

		Australia		intellectual property rights		market behavior		parallel imports		other goods		footware, branded other goods				2002

		Australia		intellectual property rights		market behavior		parallel imports		art and artistic products (recordings)		discs, audio				2002

		Australia		intellectual property rights		market behavior		parallel imports		other goods		toys				2002

		Australia		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, counterfeiting		other goods		DVDs				2002

		Australia		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, decompilation		other goods		computer software				2002

		Australia		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, IPR		chemicals and chemical products		agricultural				2002

		Australia		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, IPR		chemicals and chemical products		veterinary				2002

		Australia		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, trademarks		other goods (apparel)		brand name				2002

		Australia		investment-related measures		approval		FDI		financial services		banking		2002

		Australia		investment-related measures		approval		FDI		real estate		land, residential, developed		2002

		Australia		investment-related measures		approval		FDI		media services		print, newspapers		2002

		Australia		investment-related measures		approval		FDI		transportation services		airport		2002

		Australia		investment-related measures		not specified				interest rate subsidies								2002

		Australia		investment-related measures		procedures		screening process		horizontal						2002

		Australia		investment-related measures		requirements		local content		media services		broadcasting						2002

		Australia		investment-related measures		subsidies		concessional loans		financial services		banking						2002

		Australia		investment-related measures		subsidies		guarantees		not specified								2002

		Australia		investment-related measures		subsidies		sector-specific		not specified								2002

		Australia		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		inspection				food and food products				2002				2002

		Australia		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		restrictions				food and food products (fruit)		apples				2002

		Australia		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		restrictions				food and food products (fruit)		citrus, Florida				2002

		Australia		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		restrictions				food and food products (fruit)		pears				2002

		Australia		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		restrictions				food and food products (fruit)		stone fruit				2002

		Australia		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		restrictions				food and food products (grains and nuts)		corn				2002

		Australia		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		restrictions				food and food products (meat)		pork				2002

		Australia		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		restrictions				food and food products (meat)		pork, uncooked				2002

		Australia		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		restrictions				food and food products (meat)		poultry, chicken, cooked				2002

		Australia		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		restrictions				food and food products (meat)		poultry, chicken, fresh				2002

		Australia		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		restrictions				food and food products (meat)		poultry, chicken, frozen				2002

		Australia		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		not specified				biotechnology products						2002

		Australia		services		approval				media services				2002

		Australia		services		approval				media services		broadcasting		2002

		Australia		services		approval				telecommunication services				2002

		Australia		services		approval				transportation services		airline		2002

		Australia		services		infrastructure		inadequate		Internet		Internet technology				2002

		Australia		services		market behavior		unfair competition		telecommunication services						2002

		Australia		services		requirements		local content		media services		broadcasting, television				2002

		Australia		standards, testing, certification and labeling		standards				other goods		electronic equipment		2002

		Australia		standards, testing, certification and labeling		standards				other goods (equipment)		telecommunications		2002

		Australia		standards, testing, certification and labeling		standards				medical devices				2002

		Australia		standards, testing, certification and labeling		standards				motor vehicles		automobiles		2002

		Australia		standards, testing, certification and labeling		standards				motor vehicles		parts		2002

		Australia		standards, testing, certification and labeling		standards		design rules		motor vehicles		automobiles		2002

		Australia		standards, testing, certification and labeling		standards		design rules		motor vehicles		parts		2002

		Australia		state-trading		market structure		state-trading		agricultural products								2002

		Australia		state-trading		market structure		state-trading		beverages (alcoholic)		brandy						2002

		Australia		state-trading		market structure		state-trading		beverages (alcoholic)		wine						2002

		Australia		state-trading		market structure		state-trading		animals and animal products		livestock						2002

		Australia		state-trading		market structure		state-trading		food and food products (dairy)								2002

		Australia		state-trading		market structure		state-trading		food and food products (fruit)		dried						2002

		Australia		state-trading		market structure		state-trading		food and food products (grains and nuts)								2002

		Australia		state-trading		market structure		state-trading		food and food products (grains and nuts)		barley, except Victoria						2002

		Australia		state-trading		market structure		state-trading		food and food products (grains and nuts)		rice						2002

		Australia		state-trading		market structure		state-trading		food and food products (grains and nuts)		wheat						2002

		Australia		state-trading		market structure		state-trading		animals and animal products		honey						2002

		Australia		state-trading		market structure		state-trading		plants and plant products		horticulture						2002

		Australia		state-trading		market structure		state-trading		mining, metals, and mineral products		metals and mineral products						2002

		Australia		state-trading		market structure		state-trading		food and food products (sweeteners)		sugar						2002

		Australia		state-trading		market structure		state-trading		agricultural products		wool						2002

		Azerbaijan		investment-related measures		infrastructure		inadequate		financial services		banking		2002

		Azerbaijan		investment-related measures		infrastructure		inadequate		horizontal				2002

		Azerbaijan		investment-related measures		requirements		cash transactions		horizontal				2002

		Bangladesh		customs procedures		enforcement		inadequate, smuggling, from India		other goods								2000

		Bangladesh		customs procedures		inspection		pre-shipment		horizontal								2000

		Bangladesh		customs procedures		procedures		delays, assessment		horizontal								2000

		Bangladesh		customs procedures		procedures		delays, clearance		horizontal								2000

		Bangladesh		export-related measures		prohibited				agricultural products		certain		2002

		Bangladesh		export-related measures		prohibited				animals and animal products		hides, raw		2002

		Bangladesh		export-related measures		prohibited				proscribed or protected items		archaeological items		2002

		Bangladesh		export-related measures		prohibited				proscribed or protected items		explosives		2002

		Bangladesh		export-related measures		prohibited				other goods		leather, wet blue		2002

		Bangladesh		export-related measures		prohibited				proscribed or protected items		fissionable material		2002

		Bangladesh		export-related measures		prohibited				petroleum, gas and petroleum products				2002

		Bangladesh		export-related measures		prohibited				proscribed or protected items		ammunition		2002

		Bangladesh		export-related measures		prohibited				proscribed or protected items		chemical						2000

		Bangladesh		export-related measures		prohibited				proscribed or protected items		chemical		2002

		Bangladesh		export-related measures		prohibited				proscribed or protected items		firearms		2002

		Bangladesh		export-related measures		prohibited		to Israel		horizontal								2000

		Bangladesh		export-related measures		requirements		local content		horizontal								2000

		Bangladesh		export-related measures		restrictions				animals and animal products		buffalo, hooves						2000

		Bangladesh		export-related measures		restrictions				animals and animal products		buffalo, horns						2000

		Bangladesh		export-related measures		restrictions				animals and animal products		cattle, hooves						2000

		Bangladesh		export-related measures		restrictions				animals and animal products		cattle, horns						2000

		Bangladesh		export-related measures		restrictions				food and food products (sweeteners)		date gur						2000

		Bangladesh		export-related measures		restrictions				agricultural production (fertilizers)		urea						2000

		Bangladesh		export-related measures		restrictions				food and food products (grains and nuts)		rice bran, de-oiled						2000

		Bangladesh		export-related measures		restrictions				food and food products (grains and nuts)		wheat bran						2000

		Bangladesh		export-related measures		restrictions				food and food products (sweeteners)		molasses						2000

		Bangladesh		export-related measures		restrictions				proscribed or protected items		chemical						2000

		Bangladesh		export-related measures		subsidies				agricultural products		manufactured of jute		2002

		Bangladesh		export-related measures		subsidies				other goods (apparel)				2002

		Bangladesh		export-related measures		subsidies				other goods		flowers, artificial		2002

		Bangladesh		export-related measures		subsidies				other goods		handicrafts		2002

		Bangladesh		export-related measures		subsidies				other goods		leather products		2002

		Bangladesh		export-related measures		subsidies				textiles				2002

		Bangladesh		export-related measures		subsidies		grants		other goods (apparel)								2000

		Bangladesh		export-related measures		subsidies		grants		textiles								2000

		Bangladesh		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		agricultural products				2002

		Bangladesh		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		beverages (alcoholic)		distilled spirits		2002

		Bangladesh		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		animals and animal products		swine, pigs, live		2002

		Bangladesh		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		horizontal								2000

		Bangladesh		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		proscribed or protected items		narcotics		2002

		Bangladesh		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		proscribed or protected items		pesticides, insecticides, certain		2002

		Bangladesh		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		textiles				2002

		Bangladesh		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		proscribed or protected items		firearms		2002

		Bangladesh		import prohibitions		prohibited		from Israel		proscribed or protected items				2002

		Bangladesh		import prohibitions		prohibited		from Montenegro		proscribed or protected items				2002

		Bangladesh		import prohibitions		prohibited		from Serbia		proscribed or protected items				2002

		Bangladesh		intellectual property rights		enforcement		inadequate		horizontal								2000

		Bangladesh		investment-related measures		corruption		investment-related measures		horizontal				2002

		Bangladesh		investment-related measures		infrastructure		inadequate		horizontal				2002

		Bangladesh		investment-related measures		prohibited		FDI		utilities		nuclear power, generation		2002

		Bangladesh		investment-related measures		prohibited		FDI		forestry and forest products		forestry		2002

		Bangladesh		investment-related measures		prohibited		FDI		money		minting		2002

		Bangladesh		investment-related measures		prohibited		FDI		security printing				2002

		Bangladesh		investment-related measures		prohibited		FDI		proscribed or protected items		ammunition		2002

		Bangladesh		investment-related measures		prohibited		FDI		proscribed or protected items		firearms		2002

		Bangladesh		investment-related measures		regulations		burdensome		horizontal				2002

		Bangladesh		investment-related measures		restrictions		FDI		other goods (apparel)		ready-made		2002

		Bangladesh		state-trading		market structure		state-trading, inefficient		horizontal								2000

		Brazil		customs procedures		licensing		automatic		horizontal				2001		2002

		Brazil		customs procedures		procedures		clearance		horizontal						2002

		Brazil		government procurement		local preference				horizontal						2002

		Brazil		government procurement		not specified				financial services		banking				2002

		Brazil		government procurement		procedures		nontransparent preferences, bids		horizontal						2002

		Brazil		government procurement		protection		inadequate, IPR		art and artistic products (recordings)		discs, audio				2002

		Brazil		government procurement		protection		inadequate, IPR		telecommunication services						2002

		Brazil		import licensing		licensing				horizontal						2002

		Brazil		import licensing		registration		guidelines, onerous		horizontal						2002

		Brazil		import licensing		requirements		capital		horizontal						2002

		Brazil		intellectual property rights		not specified				financial services						2002

		Brazil		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, IPR		art and artistic products (recordings)		discs, audio				2002

		Brazil		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, IPR		telecommunication services						2002

		Brazil		investment-related measures		prohibited		strategic industries		media services						2002

		Brazil		investment-related measures		prohibited		strategic industries		transportation services						2002

		Brazil		investment-related measures		prohibited		strategic industries		utilities		public				2002

		Brazil		investment-related measures		restrictions		presidential decree for foreign branches		horizontal						2002

		Brazil		investment-related measures		subsidies		exhibitions		horizontal						2002

		Brazil		investment-related measures		subsidies		trade fairs		horizontal						2002

		Brazil		services		market structure		monopoly, state		financial services		insurance				2002

		Brazil		services		prohibited				airway bills electronically produced						2002

		Brazil		services		quotas		local firms		media services		films, screens				2002

		Brazil		services		requirements		local content, 100%		media services		broadcasting, television, printing				2002

		Brazil		services		requirements		local content, 100%		media services		films, printing				2002

		Brazil		standards, testing, certification and labeling		registration		product		not specified						2002

		Brazil		standards, testing, certification and labeling		standards		phytosanitary		food and food products (grains and nuts)		wheat				2002

		Cameroon		corruption		market behavior		corruption		legal system services						2002

		Cameroon		corruption		market behavior		corruption, arbitrary		business services						2002

		Cameroon		corruption		market behavior		corruption, arbitrary		legal system services						2002

		Cameroon		corruption		market behavior		corruption, arbitrary		professional services		administrative				2002

		Cameroon		corruption		market behavior		corruption, favoritism		business services						2002

		Cameroon		corruption		market behavior		corruption, favoritism		professional services		administrative				2002

		Cameroon		customs procedures		inspection		pre-shipment, goods >= CFAF 1 million		horizontal								2001

		Cameroon		export-related measures		certification				food and food products (vegetables)		cocoa		2002

		Cameroon		export-related measures		certification				food and food products (vegetables)		coffee		2002

		Cameroon		export-related measures		charges		fees, exports		plants and plant products		cotton, export inspection						2001

		Cameroon		export-related measures		charges		fees, exports		food and food products (fruit)		bananas, inspection						2001

		Cameroon		export-related measures		charges		fees, exports		food and food products		palm oil						2001

		Cameroon		export-related measures		charges		fees, export inspection		plants and plant products		medicinal						2001

		Cameroon		export-related measures		charges		fees, export inspection		other goods		rubber						2001

		Cameroon		export-related measures		charges		fees, export inspection		food and food products (sweeteners)		sugar						2001

		Cameroon		export-related measures		charges		fees, export inspection		forestry and forest products		logs		2002

		Cameroon		export-related measures		charges		fees, exports, inspection		food and food products (vegetables)		cocoa						2001

		Cameroon		export-related measures		charges		taxes, exports		food and food products (vegetables)		cocoa						2001

		Cameroon		export-related measures		charges		taxes, export tax		plants and plant products		cotton						2001

		Cameroon		export-related measures		charges		taxes, exports		food and food products (fruit)		bananas, export tax						2001

		Cameroon		export-related measures		charges		taxes, exports		food and food products		palm oil						2001

		Cameroon		export-related measures		charges		taxes, export tax		plants and plant products		medicinal						2001

		Cameroon		export-related measures		charges		taxes, export tax		other goods		rubber						2001

		Cameroon		export-related measures		charges		taxes, export tax		food and food products (sweeteners)		sugar						2001

		Cameroon		export-related measures		charges		taxes, export tax		forestry and forest products		logs		2002

		Cameroon		export-related measures		licensing				other goods		diamonds		2002

		Cameroon		export-related measures		licensing				proscribed or protected items		ecologically sensitive items						2001

		Cameroon		export-related measures		licensing				mining, metals, and mineral products		gold		2002

		Cameroon		export-related measures		prohibited				proscribed or protected items		dangerous or hazardous goods						2001

		Cameroon		government procurement		market behavior		unfair competition		not specified		20% of local items		2002				2001

		Cameroon		import licensing		licensing		renewable, 2-year		horizontal						2002

		Cameroon		intellectual property rights		enforcement		inadequate		other goods		computer software				2002

		Cameroon		intellectual property rights		enforcement		inadequate		horizontal						2002

		Cameroon		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, piracy		other goods		computer software				2002

		Cameroon		investment-related measures		prior approval				horizontal						2002

		Cameroon		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		certification		sanitary		plants and plant products		cotton, raw						2001

		Cameroon		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		certification		sanitary		proscribed or protected items		earth compounds, holding containers						2001

		Cameroon		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		certification		sanitary		plants and plant products		banana						2001

		Cameroon		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		certification		sanitary		plants and plant products		cocoa						2001

		Cameroon		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		certification		sanitary		plants and plant products		cotton						2001

		Cameroon		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		certification		sanitary		plants and plant products		seeds, cotton						2001

		Cameroon		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		certification		sanitary		food and food products (sweeteners)		sugar cane						2001

		Cameroon		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		inspection		sanitary		animals and animal products								2001

		Cameroon		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		inspection		veterinary		animals and animal products								2001

		Cameroon		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prior approval				pharmaceuticals		medical compounds, not specified						2001

		Cameroon		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prior approval				pharmaceuticals		medicines						2001

		Cameroon		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prior approval				pharmaceuticals		vaccines						2001

		Cameroon		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prior approval				pharmaceuticals		antibiotics						2001

		Cameroon		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prior approval				proscribed or protected items		toxins						2001

		Cameroon		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prior approval				proscribed or protected items		viruses						2001

		Cameroon		services		licensing				financial services		banking				2002

		Cameroon		services		requirements		local content		financial services		insurance				2002

		Cameroon		standards, testing, certification and labeling		labeling				horizontal								2001

		Cameroon		standards, testing, certification and labeling		labeling		requirements, in French and English		horizontal						2002

		Cameroon		state-trading		market structure		state-trading		mining, metals, and mineral products		aluminum						2001

		Cameroon		state-trading		market structure		state-trading		mining, metals, and mineral products		cement						2001

		Cameroon		state-trading		market structure		state-trading		petroleum, gas and petroleum products		petroleum						2001

		Canada		anticompetitive practices / competition policy		market structure		state-trading, board, commodity, regional		beverages (alcoholic)		wine						2000

		Canada		anticompetitive practices / competition policy		requirements		local content		media services		broadcasting						2000

		Canada		anticompetitive practices / competition policy		requirements		local content		motor vehicles		automobiles						2000

		Canada		customs procedures		market behavior		unfair competition, dual pricing scheme		food and food products (eggs)		egg products				2002

		Canada		export-related measures		charges		taxes, export tax		tobacco and tobacco products		cigarettes						2000

		Canada		export-related measures		subsidies				forestry and forest products		lumber, softwood				2002

		Canada		export-related measures		subsidies		financing		horizontal								2000

		Canada		export-related measures		subsidies		grants		horizontal								2000

		Canada		export-related measures		subsidies		guarantees		horizontal								2000

		Canada		export-related measures		subsidies		insurance		horizontal								2000

		Canada		government procurement		local preference				horizontal								2000

		Canada		government procurement		local preference		pricing		horizontal				2002		2002

		Canada		government procurement		market behavior		discriminatory		not specified				2002		2002

		Canada		government procurement		market behavior		unfair competition, priority to small business		horizontal				2002		2002

		Canada		government procurement		regulations		policies		horizontal				2002		2002

		Canada		government procurement		restrictions		centralized government procurement		not specified				2002		2002

		Canada		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		aeronautics and aerospace		aircraft, used						2000

		Canada		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		proscribed or protected items		endangered species						2000

		Canada		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		food and food products (fruit)		fresh, consignment sales				2002

		Canada		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		proscribed or protected items		matches, phosphorous, white						2000

		Canada		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		other goods		mattresses, used						2000

		Canada		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		media services		print, periodicals including a split-run regional edition containing advertisement specifically directed to the Canadian market						2000

		Canada		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		media services		print, publications, split-run of regional edition containing advertisement specifically directed at the Canadian market						2000

		Canada		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		proscribed or protected items		metallic trading checks						2000

		Canada		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		money		coins, counterfeit						2000

		Canada		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		motor vehicles		automobiles, used						2000

		Canada		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		motor vehicles		trucks, used						2000

		Canada		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		proscribed or protected items		child pornography, as defined in the Criminal Code						2000

		Canada		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		proscribed or protected items		posters, depicting crime						2000

		Canada		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		proscribed or protected items		posters, depicting violence						2000

		Canada		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		other goods		other goods made with prison labor						2000

		Canada		import prohibitions		prohibited		violating the Trade Marks Act		other goods								2000

		Canada		import prohibitions		prohibited		as defined in the Criminal Code		proscribed or protected items		hate propaganda						2000

		Canada		import prohibitions		prohibited		as defined in the Criminal Code		proscribed or protected items		seditious propaganda						2000

		Canada		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports, as defined in the Criminal Code		proscribed or protected items		treasonous propaganda						2000

		Canada		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports of Canadian and British works copyrighted in Canada		printing and publishing		reprints						2000

		Canada		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		smoke screen apparatus		for use in vessels						2000

		Canada		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		proscribed or protected items		toxic						2000

		Canada		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		food and food products (vegetables)		fresh, consignment sales				2002

		Canada		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		proscribed or protected items		weapons						2000

		Canada		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports, obscene material		not specified								2000

		Canada		import prohibitions		prohibited		protection of the economy		not specified								2000

		Canada		import prohibitions		prohibited		protection of the environment		proscribed or protected items		not specified						2000

		Canada		import prohibitions		prohibited		protection of public health		proscribed or protected items		not specified						2000

		Canada		import prohibitions		prohibited		protection of public safety		proscribed or protected items		not specified						2000

		Canada		import prohibitions		restrictions				food and food products (grains and nuts)		wheat				2002

		Canada		import quotas		quotas		imports		other goods (apparel)		not specified		2002

		Canada		import quotas		quotas		imports		textiles		not specified		2002

		Canada		intellectual property rights		charges		taxes		other goods		tapes, analog, blank				2002

		Canada		intellectual property rights		charges		taxes		other goods		tapes, digital, blank				2002

		Canada		intellectual property rights		enforcement		inadequate, border		horizontal						2002

		Canada		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, geographical indications		not specified						2002

		Canada		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, patents		pharmaceuticals						2002

		Canada		intellectual property rights		protection		reciprocal treatment, copyrights, certain types		media services		broadcasting				2002

		Canada		intellectual property rights		protection		reciprocal treatment, copyrights, certain types		professional services		performers				2002

		Canada		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		not specified				animals and animal products		camels						2000

		Canada		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		not specified				animals and animal products		deer						2000

		Canada		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		not specified				animals and animal products		elk						2000

		Canada		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		not specified				animals and animal products		llamas						2000

		Canada		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		not specified				animals and animal products		swine						2000

		Canada		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		not specified				animals and animal products		honey bees						2000

		Canada		services		approval		FDI		horizontal				2002

		Canada		services		labeling		procedures, regional, i.e., Quebec stickering procedures		media services		films				2002

		Canada		services		prohibited		FDI, acquisition		media services		films, Canadian owned				2002

		Canada		services		prohibited		FDI, acquisition		media services		print, book distribution, Canadian owned				2002

		Canada		services		prohibited		FDI, acquisition		media services		print, book publishing, Canadian owned				2002

		Canada		services		requirements		local content		media services		broadcasting				2002

		Canada		services		restrictions		FDI		horizontal				2002

		Canada		services		restrictions		FDI		telecommunication services						2002

		Canada		services		restrictions		FDI, review, certain cases		horizontal				2002

		Canada		standards, testing, certification and labeling		certification		provincial		other goods (equipment)		oil burning				2002

		Canada		standards, testing, certification and labeling		inspection				fisheries, fish, and fish products		fish						2000

		Canada		standards, testing, certification and labeling		market behavior		unfair competition, listings		beverages (alcoholic)		distilled spirits				2002

		Canada		standards, testing, certification and labeling		market behavior		unfair competition		beverages (alcoholic)		wine, listings				2002

		Canada		standards, testing, certification and labeling		market behavior		unfair competition, cost of service mark-ups		beverages (alcoholic)		distilled spirits				2002

		Canada		standards, testing, certification and labeling		market behavior		unfair competition, cost of service mark-ups		beverages (alcoholic)		wine				2002

		Canada		standards, testing, certification and labeling		market behavior		unfair competition, discounting policies		beverages (alcoholic)		distilled spirits				2002

		Canada		standards, testing, certification and labeling		market behavior		unfair competition, discounting policies		beverages (alcoholic)		wine				2002

		Canada		standards, testing, certification and labeling		market behavior		unfair competition, distribution policies		beverages (alcoholic)		distilled spirits				2002

		Canada		standards, testing, certification and labeling		market behavior		unfair competition, distribution policies		beverages (alcoholic)		wine				2002

		Canada		standards, testing, certification and labeling		market behavior		unfair competition, reference prices		beverages (alcoholic)		distilled spirits				2002

		Canada		standards, testing, certification and labeling		market behavior		unfair competition, reference prices		beverages (alcoholic)		wine				2002

		Canada		standards, testing, certification and labeling		market behavior		unfair competition, warehousing policies		beverages (alcoholic)		distilled spirits				2002

		Canada		standards, testing, certification and labeling		market behavior		unfair competition, warehousing policies		beverages (alcoholic)		wine				2002

		Canada		state-trading		market structure		monopoly, state		postal services								2000

		Canada		state-trading		market structure		state-trading, board, commodity		food and food products (dairy)				2002				2000

		Canada		state-trading		market structure		state-trading, board, commodity, Canadian Freshwater Fish Marketing Corporation		fisheries, fish, and fish products		fish		2002				2000

		Canada		state-trading		market structure		state-trading, board, commodity		food and food products (grains and nuts)		wheat, Canadian Wheat Board				2002		2002

		Canada		state-trading		market structure		state-trading, board, commodity, regional		beverages (alcoholic)		distilled spirits, liquor		2002				2000

		Canada		state-trading		market structure		state-trading, board, commodity, regional		food and food products (vegetables)		white pea beans, Ontario Bean Producers, white pea beans		2002				2000

		Chile		customs procedures		market behavior		unfair competition, price band system		food and food products (grains and nuts)		oilseeds				2002

		Chile		customs procedures		market behavior		unfair competition, price band system		food and food products (grains and nuts)		wheat		2001

		Chile		customs procedures		market behavior		unfair competition, price band system		food and food products		vegetable oil, edible		2001

		Chile		customs procedures		market behavior		unfair competition, price band system		food and food products (sweeteners)		sugar		2001

		Chile		customs procedures		market behavior		unfair competition, price band system		food and food products		flour, wheat		2001

		Chile		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		proscribed or protected items		endangered species, fauna						1997

		Chile		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		proscribed or protected items		endangered species, flora						1997

		Chile		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		food and food products (fruit)		from fruit fly infestation areas						1997

		Chile		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		motor vehicles		automobiles, used						1997

		Chile		intellectual property rights		not specified				horizontal				2001

		Chile		intellectual property rights		not specified				pharmaceuticals				2001

		Chile		investment-related measures		regulations		exceptions, to national treatment		fisheries, fish, and fish products		fisheries		2001

		Chile		investment-related measures		regulations		exceptions, to national treatment		transportation services		land		2001

		Chile		investment-related measures		regulations		exceptions, to national treatment		transportation services		marine		2001

		Chile		investment-related measures		requirements		local content		motor vehicles		automobiles						1997

		Chile		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		inspection		sanitary, salmonella		fisheries, fish, and fish products		salmon eggs				2002

		Chile		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		inspection		sanitary, salmonella		food and food products (meat)		poultry, fresh				2002

		Chile		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		inspection		sanitary, salmonella		food and food products (meat)		poultry, frozen				2002

		Chile		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		inspection		sanitary, salmonella		food and food products (meat)		red meat				2002

		Chile		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		not specified				food and food products (fruit)		cherries				2002

		Chile		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		regulations		safety, sanitary, fumigation		food and food products (vegetables)		peas, dry				2002

		Chile		standards, testing, certification and labeling		standards				chemicals and chemical products				2001

		Chile		standards, testing, certification and labeling		standards				professional services		construction		2001

		Chile		standards, testing, certification and labeling		standards				forestry and forest products		wood products		2001

		Chile		state-trading		market structure		state-trading		food and food products (grains and nuts)		cereals						1997

		Chile		state-trading		market structure		state-trading		food and food products (grains and nuts)		wheat						1997

		Chile		taxes		charges		surcharge		food and food products (dairy)		milk, powered						1997

		Chile		taxes		charges		surcharge		food and food products (grains and nuts)		corn						1997

		Chile		taxes		charges		surcharge		food and food products (grains and nuts)		rice						1997

		Chile		taxes		charges		surcharge		food and food products		flour, wheat						1997

		Chile		taxes		charges		taxes, VAT, 18%		not specified								1997

		China		anticompetitive practices / competition policy		enforcement		inconsistent, application of laws		labor						2002

		China		anticompetitive practices / competition policy		enforcement		nontransparent, laws		labor						2002

		China		anticompetitive practices / competition policy		market behavior		not specified		horizontal						2002

		China		anticompetitive practices / competition policy		restrictions		on mobility		labor						2002

		China		corruption		corruption				horizontal						2002

		China		customs procedures		market behavior		nontransparent, valuations		horizontal						2002

		China		export-related measures		licensing				horizontal		products subject to antidumping duties				2002

		China		export-related measures		subsidies		indirect		horizontal				2001

		China		government procurement		protection		inadequate, for foreign participants		horizontal						2002

		China		import licensing		licensing		imports		aeronautics and aerospace		aircraft, commercial				2002

		China		import licensing		licensing		imports		plants and plant products		cotton				2002

		China		import licensing		licensing		imports		food and food products (grains and nuts)				2001		2002

		China		import licensing		licensing		imports		iron and steel products		iron				2002

		China		import licensing		licensing		imports		food and food products (meat)		livestock products				2002

		China		import licensing		licensing		imports		food and food products (meat)						2002

		China		import licensing		licensing		imports		motor vehicles		automobiles				2002

		China		import licensing		licensing		imports		motor vehicles		trucks, hauling				2002

		China		import licensing		licensing		imports		food and food products		vegetable oil				2002

		China		import licensing		licensing		imports		food and food products		soybean oil				2002

		China		import licensing		licensing		imports		other goods		rubber products				2002

		China		import licensing		licensing		imports		iron and steel products		steel products				2002

		China		import quotas		quotas		imports		motor vehicles		automobiles				2002

		China		import quotas		quotas		imports		motor vehicles		motorcycles				2002

		China		import quotas		quotas		imports		petroleum, gas and petroleum products		oil				2002

		China		import quotas		quotas		imports		other goods		rubber				2002

		China		import quotas		quotas		imports		other goods		watches				2002

		China		import quotas		quotas				not specified		8 categories				2002

		China		intellectual property rights		enforcement		inadequate		media services		films				2002

		China		intellectual property rights		enforcement		inadequate, patents		pharmaceuticals						2002

		China		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, copyrights		media services		films				2002

		China		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, copyrights		media services		print, academic journals				2002

		China		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, copyrights		art and artistic products (recordings)		music				2002

		China		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, piracy, copyrights		other goods		computer software				2002

		China		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, trademarks, trademark agent shortage		other goods		brand named				2002

		China		investment-related measures		enforcement		inconsistent, laws		not specified						2002

		China		investment-related measures		enforcement		nontransparent, laws		horizontal						2002

		China		investment-related measures		infrastructure		inadequate, legal system, lack of rules-based laws		not specified						2002

		China		investment-related measures		restrictions				holding companies						2002

		China		investment-related measures		restrictions				media services		broadcasting				2002

		China		investment-related measures		restrictions				media services		broadcasting, television				2002

		China		investment-related measures		restrictions				media services		news				2002

		China		investment-related measures		restrictions				mining, metals, and mineral products		minerals processing				2002

		China		investment-related measures		restrictions				mining, metals, and mineral products		mining				2002

		China		investment-related measures		restrictions				venture capital						2002

		China		investment-related measures		restrictions				proscribed or protected items		production, arms				2002

		China		investment-related measures		restrictions		access		capital market services						2002

		China		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		not specified				animals and animal products		poultry				2002

		China		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		not specified				food and food products (fruit)		apples				2002

		China		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		not specified				food and food products (fruit)		grapes				2002

		China		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		not specified				food and food products (fruit)		peaches				2002

		China		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		not specified				food and food products (fruit)		pears				2002

		China		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		not specified				food and food products (grains and nuts)		barley				2002

		China		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		not specified				food and food products (grains and nuts)		wheat				2002

		China		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		not specified				food and food products (meat)						2002

		China		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		not specified				food and food products (vegetables)		avocados				2002

		China		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		not specified				food and food products (vegetables)		potatoes				2002

		China		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		not specified				forestry and forest products		lumber, softwood				2002

		China		services		licensing		guidelines, unclear		professional services		construction				2002

		China		services		market structure		monopoly, state		transportation services						2002

		China		services		market structure		state-trading		transportation services						2002

		China		services		not specified				media services		films				2002

		China		services		not specified				media services		print, magazines				2002

		China		services		prohibited				professional services		accounting, comparative advertising				2002

		China		services		prohibited				direct marketing						2002

		China		services		prohibited		foreign firms, full service agencies		tourism services						2002

		China		services		prohibited		jvs		not specified						2002

		China		services		regulations		differing		professional services		accounting				2002

		China		services		regulations		heavily regulated		distribution services						2002

		China		services		regulations		heavily regulated		Internet						2002

		China		services		regulations		heavily regulated		telecommunication services						2002

		China		services		regulations		heavily regulated		transportation services						2002

		China		services		regulations		heavily regulated		other goods		videos				2002

		China		services		regulations		not specified		financial services		insurance				2002

		China		services		restrictions				art and artistic products (recordings)		discs, audio				2002

		China		services		restrictions		FDI		direct marketing						2002

		China		services		restrictions		foreign firms can practice in only one city		professional services		legal				2002

		China		services		restrictions		foreign participation		financial services						2002

		China		standards, testing, certification and labeling		inspection		statutory, 800 items		not specified				2001		2002

		China		standards, testing, certification and labeling		licensing		delays, of quality		other goods				2001		2002

		China		standards, testing, certification and labeling		licensing		safety		other goods						2002

		China		standards, testing, certification and labeling		licensing		safety		food and food products		processed				2002

		China		standards, testing, certification and labeling		regulations		labeling		biotechnology products						2002

		China		standards, testing, certification and labeling		regulations		labeling		food and food products		processed				2002

		China		standards, testing, certification and labeling		regulations		labeling		food and food products (grains and nuts)		corn				2002

		China		standards, testing, certification and labeling		regulations		labeling		food and food products (vegetables)		soybeans				2002

		China		state-trading		restrictions		numbers of entities		plants and plant products		cotton				2002

		China		state-trading		restrictions		numbers of entities		agricultural production (fertilizers)						2002

		China		state-trading		restrictions		numbers of entities		food and food products (grains and nuts)						2002

		China		state-trading		restrictions		numbers of entities		media services		print, news publications				2002

		China		state-trading		restrictions		numbers of entities		food and food products		vegetable oil				2002

		China		state-trading		restrictions		numbers of entities		petroleum, gas and petroleum products		petroleum				2002

		China		state-trading		restrictions		on types		plants and plant products		cotton				2002

		China		state-trading		restrictions		on types		agricultural production (fertilizers)						2002

		China		state-trading		restrictions		on types		food and food products (grains and nuts)						2002

		China		state-trading		restrictions		on types		media services		print, news publications				2002

		China		state-trading		restrictions		on types		food and food products		vegetable oil				2002

		China		state-trading		restrictions		on types		petroleum, gas and petroleum products		petroleum				2002

		China		taxes		charges		taxes, customs procedures tax		beverages (alcoholic)		wine				2002

		China		taxes		charges		taxes, imports, discriminatory		horizontal						2002

		China		taxes		regulations		valuation		beverages (alcoholic)		wine				2002

		Colombia		customs procedures		market behavior		nontransparent		food and food products (dairy)		milk				2002

		Colombia		customs procedures		market behavior		nontransparent		food and food products (grains and nuts)		barley				2002

		Colombia		customs procedures		market behavior		nontransparent		food and food products (grains and nuts)		corn				2002

		Colombia		customs procedures		market behavior		nontransparent		food and food products (grains and nuts)		rice				2002

		Colombia		customs procedures		market behavior		nontransparent		food and food products (sweeteners)		sorghum				2002

		Colombia		customs procedures		market behavior		nontransparent		food and food products (grains and nuts)		wheat				2002

		Colombia		customs procedures		market behavior		nontransparent		food and food products (meat)		poultry, chicken, parts				2002

		Colombia		customs procedures		market behavior		unfair competition, price band system		agricultural products		13 products				2002

		Colombia		customs procedures		market behavior		unfair competition, price band system, 146 products		substitute products						2002

		Colombia		import licensing		licensing		imports		food and food products (vegetables)		grains, oilseed				2002

		Colombia		import licensing		licensing		imports		animals and animal products		poultry				2002

		Colombia		import licensing		licensing		imports		plants and plant products		cotton				2002

		Colombia		import licensing		licensing		imports		food and food products (grains and nuts)		barley, malt				2002

		Colombia		import licensing		licensing		imports		food and food products (grains and nuts)		corn				2002

		Colombia		import licensing		licensing		imports		food and food products (grains and nuts)		oilseeds				2002

		Colombia		import licensing		licensing		imports		food and food products (grains and nuts)		rice				2002

		Colombia		import licensing		licensing		imports		food and food products (sweeteners)		sorghum				2002

		Colombia		import licensing		licensing		imports		food and food products (grains and nuts)		wheat				2002

		Colombia		import licensing		licensing		imports		other goods (equipment)		used machinery				2002

		Colombia		import licensing		licensing		imports		food and food products (meat)		poultry, chicken, parts				2002

		Colombia		import licensing		licensing		imports		food and food products (meat)		poultry, chicken, preserved				2002

		Colombia		import licensing		licensing		imports		food and food products (meat)		poultry, turkey, products				2002

		Colombia		import licensing		licensing		imports		proscribed or protected items		narcotics, precursor chemicals				2002

		Colombia		import licensing		licensing		imports		proscribed or protected items		armaments				2002

		Colombia		import licensing		licensing		imports		proscribed or protected items		munitions				2002

		Colombia		import licensing		licensing		imports		food and food products		flour, wheat				2002

		Colombia		import licensing		licensing				horizontal		2% of items				2002

		Colombia		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		other goods (apparel)						2002

		Colombia		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		motor vehicles		automobile, parts				2002

		Colombia		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		motor vehicles		automobiles				2002

		Colombia		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		other goods		tires				2002

		Colombia		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		proscribed or protected items		used products				2002

		Colombia		intellectual property rights		enforcement		inadequate, copyrights		other goods		computer software				2002

		Colombia		intellectual property rights		enforcement		inadequate, copyrights		media services		broadcasting, television, cable				2002

		Colombia		intellectual property rights		enforcement		inadequate, copyrights		media services		broadcasting, television, pay				2002

		Colombia		intellectual property rights		enforcement		inadequate, copyrights		other goods		printed matter				2002

		Colombia		intellectual property rights		enforcement		inadequate, copyrights		art and artistic products (recordings)		discs, audio				2002

		Colombia		intellectual property rights		enforcement		inadequate, copyrights		other goods		videos				2002

		Colombia		intellectual property rights		enforcement		inadequate, trademarks		pharmaceuticals						2002

		Colombia		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, patents		pharmaceuticals						2002

		Colombia		services		charges		surcharge, 20%		professional services		construction				2002

		Colombia		services		local preference		presence		information technology services		processing				2002

		Colombia		services		local preference		presence		professional services		construction				2002

		Colombia		services		prohibited				financial services		maritime				2002

		Colombia		services		prohibited				insurance services		maritime				2002

		Colombia		services		prohibited				telecommunication services		callback services				2002

		Colombia		services		prohibited				telecommunication services		fixed satellite systems				2002

		Colombia		services		prohibited				telecommunication services		satellite systems				2002

		Colombia		services		prohibited		establishing, branches		financial services						2002

		Colombia		services		prohibited		establishing, local branch offices		insurance services						2002

		Colombia		services		registration				professional services		healthcare providers				2002

		Colombia		services		registration				tourism services						2002

		Colombia		services		registration		FDI		horizontal						2002

		Colombia		services		registration		foreign direct investment-related measures, all		motor vehicles		automobiles				2002

		Colombia		services		requirements		contract, state oil company		development services		petroleum				2002

		Colombia		services		requirements		contract, state oil company		professional services		petroleum exploration				2002

		Colombia		services		requirements		local content		media services		broadcasting, television				2002

		Colombia		services		requirements		residency		professional services		educational institutions				2002

		Colombia		services		restrictions		FDI, hazardous waste		horizontal						2002

		Colombia		services		restrictions		FDI, national security		horizontal						2002

		Colombia		services		restrictions		movement of personnel		professional services		architects				2002

		Colombia		services		restrictions		movement of personnel		professional services		engineers				2002

		Colombia		services		restrictions		movement of personnel		professional services		lawyers				2002

		Colombia		services		restrictions		operating		professional services		legal				2002

		Colombia		services		restrictions		sub-quotas, burdensome		media services		broadcasting, television				2002

		Colombia		taxes		charges		taxes, VAT, discriminatory, aged > 12		beverages (alcoholic)		distilled spirits				2002

		Costa Rica		export-related measures		charges		taxes, exports		food and food products (fruit)		bananas, export tax		2002

		Costa Rica		export-related measures		licensing				animals and animal products		cattle, on the hoof		2002

		Costa Rica		export-related measures		licensing				animals and animal products		fauna, wild		2002

		Costa Rica		export-related measures		licensing				food and food products (vegetables)		coffee		2002

		Costa Rica		export-related measures		licensing				plants and plant products		cotton, raw		2002

		Costa Rica		export-related measures		licensing				other goods		flowers		2002

		Costa Rica		export-related measures		licensing				animals and animal products		honey, virgin		2002

		Costa Rica		export-related measures		licensing				plants and plant products		flora, wild		2002

		Costa Rica		export-related measures		licensing				food and food products (sweeteners)		sugar, bulk		2002

		Costa Rica		export-related measures		licensing				forestry and forest products		logs, tropical wood		2002

		Costa Rica		export-related measures		licensing		visa		other goods (apparel)								2001

		Costa Rica		export-related measures		licensing		visa		textiles								2001

		Costa Rica		export-related measures		prohibited				forestry and forest products		logs						2001

		Costa Rica		export-related measures		subsidies				horizontal				2002

		Costa Rica		government procurement		procedures		nonstandardization, bid assessment		horizontal						2002		2001

		Costa Rica		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		agricultural products		coffee (husks)		2002

		Costa Rica		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		agricultural products		coffee (skins)		2002

		Costa Rica		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		paper and paper products		cardboard, egg separators		2002

		Costa Rica		import quotas		restrictions		quotas		mining, metals, and mineral products		asbestos		2002

		Costa Rica		import quotas		restrictions		quotas		other goods		cosmetics		2002

		Costa Rica		import quotas		restrictions		quotas		pharmaceuticals		unauthorized drugs		2002

		Costa Rica		import quotas		restrictions		quotas		proscribed or protected items		explosives		2002

		Costa Rica		import quotas		restrictions		quotas		proscribed or protected items		dangerous or hazardous goods		2002

		Costa Rica		import quotas		restrictions		quotas		pharmaceuticals		medicines		2002

		Costa Rica		import quotas		restrictions		quotas		proscribed or protected items		narcotics		2002

		Costa Rica		import quotas		restrictions		quotas		pharmaceuticals		natural		2002

		Costa Rica		import quotas		restrictions		quotas		proscribed or protected items		ozone depleting		2002

		Costa Rica		import quotas		restrictions		quotas		proscribed or protected items		psychotropic		2002

		Costa Rica		import quotas		restrictions		quotas		proscribed or protected items		arms		2002

		Costa Rica		intellectual property rights		enforcement		inadequate		horizontal						2002

		Costa Rica		intellectual property rights		enforcement		inadequate, copyrights		other goods		computer software				2002

		Costa Rica		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, BPI		pharmaceuticals						2002

		Costa Rica		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, counterfeiting		art and artistic products (recordings)		discs, audio				2002

		Costa Rica		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, counterfeiting		art and artistic products (recordings)		videos				2002

		Costa Rica		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, counterfeiting, trademarks		other goods (apparel)						2002

		Costa Rica		investment-related measures		market behavior		delays		legal system services						2002

		Costa Rica		investment-related measures		market behavior		expropriation, inadequate compensation		horizontal						2002

		Costa Rica		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		documentation		lengthy		food and food products (grains and nuts)		rice				2002

		Costa Rica		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		documentation		lengthy		food and food products (vegetables)		onions				2002

		Costa Rica		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		documentation		lengthy		food and food products (vegetables)		potatoes				2002

		Costa Rica		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		inspection				animals and animal products		poultry, export plants				2002

		Costa Rica		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prior approval				biotechnology products		biological control agents						2001

		Costa Rica		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prior approval				agricultural production		organisms, agricultural use						2001

		Costa Rica		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prior approval				plants and plant products		plants						2001

		Costa Rica		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		requirements		burdensome		food and food products (grains and nuts)		rice				2002

		Costa Rica		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		requirements		burdensome		food and food products (vegetables)		onions				2002

		Costa Rica		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		requirements		burdensome		food and food products (vegetables)		potatoes				2002

		Costa Rica		services		market structure		monopoly, state		distribution services		petroleum				2002

		Costa Rica		services		market structure		monopoly, state		financial services		insurance				2002

		Costa Rica		services		market structure		monopoly, state		telecommunication services						2002

		Costa Rica		services		market structure		monopoly, state		utilities		electric, generation, large				2002

		Costa Rica		services		requirements		residency		professional services		accounting				2002

		Costa Rica		services		requirements		residency		professional services		architects				2002

		Costa Rica		services		requirements		residency		professional services		engineers				2002

		Costa Rica		services		requirements		residency		professional services		lawyers				2002

		Costa Rica		services		requirements		residency		professional services		medical practitioners				2002

		Costa Rica		services		requirements		residency		professional services		teachers				2002

		Costa Rica		standards, testing, certification and labeling		certification				agricultural products						2002

		Costa Rica		standards, testing, certification and labeling		certification				food and food products						2002

		Costa Rica		standards, testing, certification and labeling		labeling				other goods		non-food products		2002

		Costa Rica		standards, testing, certification and labeling		labeling				stationary products				2002

		Costa Rica		standards, testing, certification and labeling		labeling				textiles				2002

		Costa Rica		standards, testing, certification and labeling		testing				agricultural products						2002

		Costa Rica		standards, testing, certification and labeling		testing				food and food products						2002

		Czech Republic		intellectual property rights		enforcement		inadequate, patents		pharmaceuticals				2002

		Czech Republic		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, trademarks, bad faith registration		horizontal				2002

		Czech Republic		investment-related measures		restrictions				real estate		land		2002

		Czech Republic		investment-related measures		restrictions				transportation services		airline		2002

		Czech Republic		standards, testing, certification and labeling		certification				other goods		baby products		2002

		Czech Republic		standards, testing, certification and labeling		certification				other goods		carpet (wall-to-wall)		2002

		Czech Republic		standards, testing, certification and labeling		certification				chemicals and chemical products				2002

		Czech Republic		standards, testing, certification and labeling		certification				other goods		cosmetics		2002

		Czech Republic		standards, testing, certification and labeling		certification				other goods		fittings		2002

		Czech Republic		standards, testing, certification and labeling		certification				other goods		fixtures		2002

		Czech Republic		standards, testing, certification and labeling		certification				food and food products				2002

		Czech Republic		standards, testing, certification and labeling		certification				other goods		glass, crystal		2002

		Czech Republic		standards, testing, certification and labeling		certification				other goods (equipment)		machinery		2002

		Czech Republic		standards, testing, certification and labeling		certification				beverages (non-alcoholic)		mineral water		2002

		Czech Republic		standards, testing, certification and labeling		certification				textiles		wall coverings		2002

		Czech Republic		standards, testing, certification and labeling		certification				tiles		ceramic		2002

		Czech Republic		standards, testing, certification and labeling		certification				other goods		power tools		2002

		Czech Republic		standards, testing, certification and labeling		certification				other goods (equipment)		tools and frames		2002

		Czech Republic		standards, testing, certification and labeling		certification		homologation proceedings		motor vehicles		automobile		2002

		Czech Republic		standards, testing, certification and labeling		labeling				beverages (alcoholic)		distilled spirits, whiskey		2002

		Czech Republic		standards, testing, certification and labeling		labeling				food and food products				2002

		Czech Republic		standards, testing, certification and labeling		labeling				other goods		footwear		2002

		Ecuador		customs procedures		inspection		pre-shipment		horizontal						2002

		Ecuador		export-related measures		subsidies				horizontal						2002

		Ecuador		import licensing		local preference				food and food products (dairy)						2002

		Ecuador		import licensing		local preference				food and food products (grains and nuts)		corn				2002

		Ecuador		import licensing		local preference				food and food products (grains and nuts)		rice				2002

		Ecuador		import prohibitions		prohibited		permits denied		animals and animal products		turkeys				2002

		Ecuador		import prohibitions		prohibited		permits denied		food and food products (dairy)						2002

		Ecuador		import prohibitions		prohibited		permits denied		food and food products (fruit)		apples				2002

		Ecuador		import prohibitions		prohibited		permits denied		food and food products (fruit)		fresh				2002

		Ecuador		import prohibitions		prohibited		permits denied		food and food products (grains and nuts)		rice				2002

		Ecuador		import prohibitions		prohibited		permits denied		food and food products (meat)		poultry, chicken, parts, frozen				2002

		Ecuador		import quotas		quotas		imports		other goods (apparel)						2002

		Ecuador		import quotas		quotas		imports		motor vehicles		automobiles, used				2002

		Ecuador		import quotas		quotas		imports		other goods		tires				2002

		Ecuador		intellectual property rights		enforcement		inadequate, copyrights		other goods (apparel)		brand name				2002

		Ecuador		intellectual property rights		enforcement		inadequate, copyrights		other goods		computer software				2002

		Ecuador		intellectual property rights		enforcement		inadequate, copyrights		art and artistic products (recordings)		discs, audio				2002

		Ecuador		intellectual property rights		enforcement		inadequate, copyrights		art and artistic products (recordings)		videos				2002

		Ecuador		intellectual property rights		enforcement		inadequate, patents		other goods (apparel)		brand name				2002

		Ecuador		intellectual property rights		enforcement		inadequate, patents		other goods		computer software				2002

		Ecuador		intellectual property rights		enforcement		inadequate, patents		art and artistic products (recordings)		discs, audio				2002

		Ecuador		intellectual property rights		enforcement		inadequate, patents		art and artistic products (recordings)		videos				2002

		Ecuador		intellectual property rights		enforcement		inadequate, trademarks		other goods (apparel)		brand name				2002

		Ecuador		intellectual property rights		enforcement		inadequate, trademarks		other goods		computer software				2002

		Ecuador		intellectual property rights		enforcement		inadequate, trademarks		art and artistic products (recordings)		discs, audio				2002

		Ecuador		intellectual property rights		enforcement		inadequate, trademarks		art and artistic products (recordings)		videos				2002

		Ecuador		investment-related measures		market behavior		expropriation, compensation inadequate		telecommunication services						2002

		Ecuador		investment-related measures		market behavior		expropriation, inadequate compensation		agricultural production						2002

		Ecuador		investment-related measures		market behavior		expropriation, inadequate compensation		mining, metals, and mineral products		mining				2002

		Ecuador		investment-related measures		market behavior		expropriation, inadequate compensation		petroleum, gas and petroleum products		petroleum				2002

		Ecuador		investment-related measures		market structure		monopoly, state		professional services		petroleum exploration				2002

		Ecuador		investment-related measures		market structure		monopoly, state		fisheries, fish, and fish products		fisheries				2002

		Ecuador		investment-related measures		market structure		monopoly, state		media services		broadcasting				2002

		Ecuador		investment-related measures		requirements		local content		motor vehicles		automobiles				2002

		Ecuador		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		certification		no biotechnology		animals and animal products						2002

		Ecuador		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		certification		no biotechnology		plants and plant products		plants				2002

		Ecuador		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		market behavior		nontransparent, registration procedures		horizontal						2002

		Ecuador		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		registration		process, inefficiency		horizontal						2002

		Ecuador		taxes		charges		taxes, import excise tax 10%		aeronautics and aerospace		aircraft				2002

		Ecuador		taxes		charges		taxes, import excise tax 31%		beverages (alcoholic)		beer				2002

		Ecuador		taxes		charges		taxes, import excise tax 27%		beverages (alcoholic)		distilled spirits				2002

		Ecuador		taxes		charges		taxes		beverages (non-alcoholic)		soft drinks, import excise tax 10%				2002

		Ecuador		taxes		charges		taxes		motor vehicles		import excise tax 5%				2002

		Ecuador		taxes		charges		taxes, import excise tax 18% to 77%		tobacco and tobacco products		cigarettes				2002

		Egypt		customs procedures		procedures		complex, clearance		horizontal				2002

		Egypt		customs procedures		procedures		confusing, 2 systems		horizontal						2002

		Egypt		customs procedures		procedures		inefficient, 2 systems		horizontal						2002

		Egypt		government procurement		local preference				horizontal				2002

		Egypt		government procurement		market behavior		nontransparent, procedures		horizontal						2002

		Egypt		government procurement		procedures		procurement, slow		horizontal				2002

		Egypt		government procurement		requirements		bond, bid		horizontal				2002

		Egypt		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		proscribed or protected items		aerosols						1999

		Egypt		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		agricultural products		certain						1999

		Egypt		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		animals and animal products		hides						1999

		Egypt		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		animals and animal products		live						1999

		Egypt		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		chemicals and chemical products		dangerous, hazardous						1999

		Egypt		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		other goods		air conditioners						1999

		Egypt		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		pharmaceuticals		certain						1999

		Egypt		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		proscribed or protected items		plants, certain						1999

		Egypt		intellectual property rights		enforcement		inadequate, copyrights		other goods		computer software				2002

		Egypt		intellectual property rights		enforcement		inadequate, copyrights		art and artistic products (recordings)		sound				2002

		Egypt		intellectual property rights		enforcement		inadequate, copyrights		art and artistic products (recordings)		videos				2002

		Egypt		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, copyrights		other goods		printed matter				2002

		Egypt		services		charges		fees, licensing		postal services		express mail				2002

		Egypt		services		protection		inadequate, security		electronic commerce						2002

		Egypt		services		quotas		on number of screens		media services		films				2002

		Egypt		services		restrictions		on number of prints		media services		films				2002

		Egypt		services		restrictions		FDI		financial services		banking				2002

		Egypt		services		restrictions		FDI		professional services		construction				2002

		Egypt		services		restrictions		FDI		transportation services						2002

		Egypt		standards, testing, certification and labeling		labeling		complicated		food and food products				2002				1999

		Egypt		standards, testing, certification and labeling		labeling		complicated		food and food products (meat)		poultry		2002		2002

		Egypt		standards, testing, certification and labeling		labeling		complicated		textiles				2002		2002

		Egypt		standards, testing, certification and labeling		market behavior		nontransparent, procedures, testing		horizontal						2002

		Egypt		standards, testing, certification and labeling		packaging		complicated		food and food products				2002				1999

		Egypt		standards, testing, certification and labeling		packaging		complicated		food and food products (meat)		poultry		2002		2002

		Egypt		standards, testing, certification and labeling		packaging		complicated		textiles				2002		2002

		Egypt		standards, testing, certification and labeling		requirements		standards, rigid shelf-life, 50%		food and food products (dairy)		cheese				2002

		Egypt		standards, testing, certification and labeling		restrictions		standards, quality, unscientific		food and food products						2002

		Egypt		standards, testing, certification and labeling		restrictions		standards, quality, unscientific		food and food products (meat)		beef				2002

		Egypt		standards, testing, certification and labeling		standards		quality, burdensome and inspection		horizontal						2002		1999

		Egypt		standards, testing, certification and labeling		testing		costly		pharmaceuticals				2002

		Egypt		standards, testing, certification and labeling		testing		delays		pharmaceuticals				2002

		Egypt		standards, testing, certification and labeling		testing		inconsistent		horizontal						2002

		European Union		export-related measures		prohibited		to Afghanistan		proscribed or protected items		military equipment						2002

		European Union		export-related measures		prohibited		to Afghanistan		proscribed or protected items		arms						2002

		European Union		export-related measures		prohibited		to Afghanistan		proscribed or protected items		munitions						2002

		European Union		export-related measures		prohibited		to Angola		proscribed or protected items		military equipment						2002

		European Union		export-related measures		prohibited		to Angola		proscribed or protected items		arms						2002

		European Union		export-related measures		prohibited		to Angola		proscribed or protected items		munitions						2002

		European Union		export-related measures		prohibited		to Eritrea		proscribed or protected items		military equipment						2002

		European Union		export-related measures		prohibited		to Eritrea		proscribed or protected items		arms						2002

		European Union		export-related measures		prohibited		to Eritrea		proscribed or protected items		munitions						2002

		European Union		export-related measures		prohibited		to Ethiopia		proscribed or protected items		military equipment						2002

		European Union		export-related measures		prohibited		to Ethiopia		proscribed or protected items		arms						2002

		European Union		export-related measures		prohibited		to Ethiopia		proscribed or protected items		munitions						2002

		European Union		export-related measures		prohibited		to Iraq		proscribed or protected items		military equipment						2002

		European Union		export-related measures		prohibited		to Iraq		proscribed or protected items		arms						2002

		European Union		export-related measures		prohibited		to Iraq		proscribed or protected items		munitions						2002

		European Union		export-related measures		prohibited		to Libya		proscribed or protected items		military equipment						2002

		European Union		export-related measures		prohibited		to Libya		proscribed or protected items		arms						2002

		European Union		export-related measures		prohibited		to Libya		proscribed or protected items		munitions						2002

		European Union		export-related measures		prohibited		to Montenegro		proscribed or protected items		military equipment						2002

		European Union		export-related measures		prohibited		to Montenegro		proscribed or protected items		arms						2002

		European Union		export-related measures		prohibited		to Montenegro		proscribed or protected items		munitions						2002

		European Union		export-related measures		prohibited		to Myanmar (Berma)		proscribed or protected items		military equipment						2002

		European Union		export-related measures		prohibited		to Myanmar (Berma)		proscribed or protected items		arms						2002

		European Union		export-related measures		prohibited		to Myanmar (Berma)		proscribed or protected items		munitions						2002

		European Union		export-related measures		prohibited		to Serbia		proscribed or protected items		military equipment						2002

		European Union		export-related measures		prohibited		to Serbia		proscribed or protected items		arms						2002

		European Union		export-related measures		prohibited		to Serbia		proscribed or protected items		munitions						2002

		European Union		export-related measures		prohibited		to Sierra Leone		proscribed or protected items		military equipment						2002

		European Union		export-related measures		prohibited		to Sierra Leone		proscribed or protected items		arms						2002

		European Union		export-related measures		prohibited		to Sierra Leone		proscribed or protected items		munitions						2002

		European Union		export-related measures		prohibited		to Sudan		proscribed or protected items		military equipment						2002

		European Union		export-related measures		prohibited		to Sudan		proscribed or protected items		arms						2002

		European Union		export-related measures		prohibited		to Sudan		proscribed or protected items		munitions						2002

		European Union		export-related measures		subsidies				aeronautics and aerospace		aircraft						2002

		European Union		export-related measures		subsidies				beverages (alcoholic)		distilled spirits, alcohol						2002

		European Union		export-related measures		subsidies				beverages (alcoholic)		wine						2002

		European Union		export-related measures		subsidies				animals and animal products		poultry						2002

		European Union		export-related measures		subsidies				food and food products (dairy)		milk products						2002

		European Union		export-related measures		subsidies				food and food products (dairy)		milk						2002

		European Union		export-related measures		subsidies				food and food products (eggs)		eggs						2002

		European Union		export-related measures		subsidies				food and food products (fruit)								2002

		European Union		export-related measures		subsidies				food and food products (fruit)		processed						2002

		European Union		export-related measures		subsidies				food and food products (grains and nuts)		cereals						2002

		European Union		export-related measures		subsidies				food and food products (grains and nuts)		rice						2002

		European Union		export-related measures		subsidies				food and food products (meat)		beef						2002

		European Union		export-related measures		subsidies				food and food products (meat)		pig						2002

		European Union		export-related measures		subsidies				food and food products (meat)		veal						2002

		European Union		export-related measures		subsidies				food and food products (sweeteners)		sugar products						2002

		European Union		export-related measures		subsidies				food and food products (sweeteners)		sugar						2002

		European Union		export-related measures		subsidies				food and food products (vegetables)								2002

		European Union		export-related measures		subsidies				food and food products (vegetables)		processed						2002

		European Union		government procurement		market behavior		discriminatory, bid criteria		utilities		energy						2002

		European Union		government procurement		market behavior		discriminatory, bid criteria		telecommunication services								2002

		European Union		government procurement		market behavior		discriminatory, bid criteria		transportation services								2002

		European Union		government procurement		market behavior		discriminatory, bid criteria		utilities		water						2002

		European Union		government procurement		market behavior		value of published tenders is low		horizontal								2002

		European Union		import licensing		licensing		imports		beverages (alcoholic)		wine						2002

		European Union		import licensing		licensing		imports		food and food products (dairy)		milk products						2002

		European Union		import licensing		licensing		imports		food and food products (dairy)		milk						2002

		European Union		import licensing		licensing		imports		food and food products (fruit)		bananas						2002

		European Union		import licensing		licensing		imports		food and food products (fruit)		processed						2002

		European Union		import licensing		licensing		imports		food and food products (grains and nuts)		cereals						2002

		European Union		import licensing		licensing		imports		food and food products (grains and nuts)		rice						2002

		European Union		import licensing		licensing		imports		food and food products (meat)		beef						2002

		European Union		import licensing		licensing		imports		food and food products (meat)		goat						2002

		European Union		import licensing		licensing		imports		food and food products (meat)		sheep						2002

		European Union		import licensing		licensing		imports		food and food products (meat)		veal						2002

		European Union		import licensing		licensing		imports		food and food products		olive oil						2002

		European Union		import licensing		licensing		imports		plants and plant products		seeds						2002

		European Union		import licensing		licensing		imports		food and food products (sweeteners)		sugar						2002

		European Union		import licensing		licensing		imports		food and food products (vegetables)								2002

		European Union		import quotas		quotas		imports		other goods (apparel)								2002

		European Union		intellectual property rights		charges		fees, costly, maintenance, patents		horizontal								2002

		European Union		intellectual property rights		charges		fees, costly, patents, filing		horizontal								2002

		European Union		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, geographical indications		agricultural products								2002

		European Union		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, geographical indications		beverages (alcoholic)		distilled spirits						2002

		European Union		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, geographical indications		beverages (alcoholic)		wine						2002

		European Union		investment-related measures		prohibited		FDI		transportation services		marine						2002

		European Union		investment-related measures		reciprocity		national treatment clauses		financial services		banking						2002

		European Union		investment-related measures		reciprocity		national treatment clauses		financial services		insurance						2002

		European Union		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		approval		public health		animals and animal products		gelatin						2002

		European Union		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		inspection		public health		animals and animal products		gelatin						2002

		European Union		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited				animals and animal products		poultry, with microbial treatments						2002

		European Union		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited				food and food products (meat)		beef, with growth hormones						2002

		European Union		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		specified risk materials		agricultural production (feed)		feed						2002

		European Union		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		specified risk materials		agricultural production (fertilizers)								2002

		European Union		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		specified risk materials		food and food products								2002

		European Union		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		registration		public health		animals and animal products		gelatin						2002

		European Union		services		enforcement		burdensome, procedures		telecommunication services								2002

		European Union		services		licensing		regional		professional services		accounting						2002

		European Union		services		licensing		regional		professional services		legal						2002

		European Union		services		market structure		monopoly, state		postal services								2002

		European Union		services		requirements		local content		media services		broadcasting						2002

		European Union		standards, testing, certification and labeling		certification				beverages (alcoholic)		wine						2002

		European Union		standards, testing, certification and labeling		labeling				beverages (alcoholic)								2002

		European Union		standards, testing, certification and labeling		labeling				beverages (alcoholic)		wine						2002

		European Union		standards, testing, certification and labeling		labeling				other goods		appliances, household						2002

		European Union		standards, testing, certification and labeling		labeling				biotechnology products								2002

		European Union		standards, testing, certification and labeling		labeling				other goods		cosmetics						2002

		European Union		standards, testing, certification and labeling		labeling				food and food products		novel						2002

		European Union		standards, testing, certification and labeling		labeling				other goods		footwear						2002

		European Union		standards, testing, certification and labeling		labeling				food and food products (meat)		beef						2002

		European Union		standards, testing, certification and labeling		labeling				food and food products (meat)		beef, products						2002

		European Union		standards, testing, certification and labeling		labeling				pharmaceuticals		medicines						2002

		European Union		standards, testing, certification and labeling		labeling				textiles								2002

		European Union		standards, testing, certification and labeling		labeling				tobacco and tobacco products		tobacco products						2002

		European Union		standards, testing, certification and labeling		prohibited		testing, of animals		other goods		cosmetics						2002

		European Union		standards, testing, certification and labeling		restrictions		on registration		aeronautics and aerospace		aircraft with hush kit noise reduction devices						2002

		European Union		standards, testing, certification and labeling		restrictions		on use		aeronautics and aerospace		aircraft with hush kit noise reduction devices						2002

		European Union		standards, testing, certification and labeling		standards		specifications, design, restrictive		other goods		gas connector hoses						2002

		European Union		standards, testing, certification and labeling		standards		stringent installation		other goods		anchor bolts						2002

		European Union		standards, testing, certification and labeling		standards		water solubility		agricultural production (fertilizers)								2002

		European Union		standards, testing, certification and labeling		testing				horizontal								2002

		European Union		standards, testing, certification and labeling		testing				pharmaceuticals								2002

		European Union		standards, testing, certification and labeling		traceability				biotechnology products								2002

		Gabon		customs procedures		corruption		undervaluation		horizontal								2001

		Gabon		customs procedures		corruption		undervaluation		horizontal								2001

		Gabon		government procurement		local preference				horizontal		local small and medium sized firms						2001

		Gabon		state-trading		market structure		state-trading, exports		forestry and forest products		okoume						2001

		Gabon		state-trading		market structure		state-trading, exports		forestry and forest products		ozigo						2001

		Guatemala		corruption		corruption		public officials		not specified						2002

		Guatemala		government procurement		market behavior		bidding, noncompetitive		horizontal						2002

		Guatemala		intellectual property rights		enforcement		inadequate		other goods		computer software				2002

		Guatemala		intellectual property rights		enforcement		inadequate		media services		broadcasting, television, cable				2002

		Guatemala		intellectual property rights		enforcement		inadequate		art and artistic products (recordings)		videos				2002

		Guatemala		investment-related measures		restrictions		FDI		forestry and forest products		forestry				2002

		Guatemala		investment-related measures		restrictions				professional services		auditing				2002

		Guatemala		services		prohibited				financial services		insurance				2002

		Guatemala		services		prohibited		branches		financial services		banking				2002

		Guatemala		standards, testing, certification and labeling		certification				horizontal						2002

		Hong Kong		export-related measures		regulations		tight		other goods (apparel)								1999

		Hong Kong		export-related measures		regulations		tight		textiles								1999

		Hong Kong		import licensing		licensing		imports		motor vehicles		automobiles, left-hand drive						1999

		Hong Kong		import licensing		licensing		imports		motor vehicles		trucks, left-hand drive						1999

		Hong Kong		import licensing		licensing		imports		proscribed or protected items		pesticides, agricultural						1999

		Hong Kong		import licensing		licensing		imports		pharmaceuticals								1999

		Hong Kong		import licensing		licensing		imports		pharmaceuticals		medicines						1999

		Hong Kong		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		food and food products (grains and nuts)		aflatoxins						1999

		Hong Kong		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		other goods		coloring matter						1999

		Hong Kong		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		other goods (dietary supplements)		antioxidants						1999

		Hong Kong		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		food and food products (sweeteners)		artificial						1999

		Hong Kong		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		tobacco and tobacco products		smokeless						1999

		Hong Kong		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, patents, infringement		pharmaceuticals		generics				2002

		Hong Kong		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, piracy, copyrights		other goods		CDs				2002

		Hong Kong		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, piracy, copyrights		other goods		DVDs				2002

		Hong Kong		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, piracy, copyrights		Internet						2002

		Hong Kong		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, piracy, via repackaging, patents		pharmaceuticals						2002

		Hong Kong		investment-related measures		restrictions				financial services		banking		2001

		Hong Kong		investment-related measures		restrictions				financial services		insurance		2001

		Hong Kong		investment-related measures		restrictions				media services		broadcasting		2001

		Hong Kong		services		moratorium on purchasing undersea capacity on existing submarine cables				telecommunication services						2002

		Hong Kong		services		requirements		assets, >= $ 641 million, branches		financial services		banking				2002

		Hong Kong		services		requirements		deposits, >= $ 513 million, branches		financial services		banking				2002

		Hong Kong		services		restrictions				transportation services		civil aviation, cargo services				2002

		Hong Kong		services		restrictions				transportation services		civil aviation, passenger carrier				2002

		Hungary		corruption		market behavior		nontransparent, business dealings		horizontal						2002

		Hungary		export-related measures		subsidies				agricultural products						2002

		Hungary		government procurement		local preference				professional services		construction				2002

		Hungary		import licensing		licensing		non-WTO		other goods (apparel)						2002

		Hungary		import licensing		licensing		non-WTO		other goods		dry other goods				2002

		Hungary		import licensing		licensing		non-WTO		fisheries, fish, and fish products		fish				2002

		Hungary		import licensing		licensing		non-WTO		other goods		footwear				2002

		Hungary		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, BPI, test data		horizontal						2002

		Hungary		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, copyrights		printing and publishing		books				2002

		Hungary		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, IPR		other goods		computer software				2002

		Hungary		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, IPR		other goods		computer software				2002

		Hungary		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, IPR		media services		broadcasting, television, cable				2002

		Hungary		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, IPR		art and artistic products (recordings)		music				2002

		Hungary		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, IPR		art and artistic products (recordings)		discs, audio				2002

		Hungary		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, IPR		art and artistic products (recordings)		videos				2002

		Hungary		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, IPR		other goods		videos				2002

		Hungary		investment-related measures		restrictions		FDI		media services		broadcasting				2002

		Hungary		services		charges		duties		electronic commerce						2002

		Hungary		services		market behavior		nontransparent, customs procedures procedures		transportation services		air cargo				2002

		Hungary		services		market behavior		nontransparent, requirements, customs procedures documentation		transportation services		air cargo				2002

		Hungary		services		registration				professional services		accounting				2002

		Hungary		services		requirements		local content		media services		broadcasting				2002

		Hungary		services		requirements		local content		professional services		legal				2002

		Hungary		standards, testing, certification and labeling		regulations		delays		animals and animal products		livestock, semen				2002

		Hungary		standards, testing, certification and labeling		regulations		delays		animals and animal products		breeding stock				2002

		Hungary		standards, testing, certification and labeling		regulations		delays		plants and plant products		new varieties				2002

		Hungary		standards, testing, certification and labeling		regulations		delays		plants and plant products		seeds, planting				2002

		Hungary		standards, testing, certification and labeling		regulations		limits		animals and animal products		livestock, semen				2002

		Hungary		standards, testing, certification and labeling		regulations		limits		animals and animal products		breeding stock				2002

		Hungary		standards, testing, certification and labeling		regulations		limits		plants and plant products		new varieties				2002

		Hungary		standards, testing, certification and labeling		regulations		limits		plants and plant products		seeds, planting				2002

		Hungary		standards, testing, certification and labeling		restrictions		genetically modified organisms		plants and plant products		new varieties				2002

		Iceland		import licensing		licensing		imports (used outside of Iceland)		other goods		angling gear						2000

		Iceland		import licensing		licensing		imports		other goods (apparel)		riding, used outside of Iceland						2000

		Iceland		import licensing		licensing		imports		chemicals and chemical products								2000

		Iceland		import licensing		licensing		imports		other goods		communications, connected to public telecommunication networks						2000

		Iceland		import licensing		licensing		imports		agricultural production (feed)		animal fodder						2000

		Iceland		import licensing		licensing		imports		agricultural production (fertilizers)								2000

		Iceland		import licensing		licensing		imports		other goods		flowers						2000

		Iceland		import licensing		licensing		imports for public works		other goods (equipment)		machinery						2000

		Iceland		import licensing		licensing		imports		pharmaceuticals		medicines, therapeutic, containing narcotic drugs						2000

		Iceland		import licensing		licensing		imports		pharmaceuticals		medicines, therapeutic, containing psychotropic substances						2000

		Iceland		import licensing		licensing		imports		plants and plant products		plants, other						2000

		Iceland		import licensing		licensing		used outside of Iceland		other goods (apparel)		riding gear						2000

		Iceland		import licensing		licensing		imports		plants and plant products		seeds, planting						2000

		Iceland		import licensing		licensing		imports		proscribed or protected items		ammunition						2000

		Iceland		import licensing		licensing		imports		proscribed or protected items		firearms						2000

		Iceland		import licensing		licensing		special authorization		chemicals and chemical products		dangerous, poisonous						2000

		Iceland		import licensing		protection		public health, licensing		animals and animal products		live						2000

		Iceland		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		animals and animal products		blood						2000

		Iceland		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		animals and animal products		bones						2000

		Iceland		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		animals and animal products		hides, unprocessed						2000

		Iceland		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		animals and animal products		organic, other						2000

		Iceland		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		animals and animal products		serum						2000

		Iceland		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		animals and animal products		skins						2000

		Iceland		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		food and food products (dairy)		milk, unpasteurized						2000

		Iceland		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		pharmaceuticals		dangerous drugs						2000

		Iceland		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		food and food products (eggs)		eggs, unpasteurized						2000

		Iceland		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		agricultural production (feed)		animal, containing offal						2000

		Iceland		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		agricultural production (fertilizers)		manure, livestock						2000

		Iceland		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		agricultural production		machinery						2000

		Iceland		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		food and food products (meat)		raw						2000

		Iceland		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		food and food products (meat)		uncooked						2000

		Iceland		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		proscribed or protected items		narcotics						2000

		Iceland		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		proscribed or protected items		ozone-depleting substances, other than hydrochloro-fluorocarbons						2000

		Iceland		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		proscribed or protected items		weapons						2000

		Iceland		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		not specified				plants and plant products		plants						2000

		Iceland		standards, testing, certification and labeling		regulations		technical		beverages (alcoholic)		distilled spirits						2000

		Iceland		standards, testing, certification and labeling		regulations		technical		other goods		appliances, household						2000

		Iceland		standards, testing, certification and labeling		regulations		technical		other goods		cosmetics						2000

		Iceland		standards, testing, certification and labeling		regulations		technical		information technology services		data processing equipment						2000

		Iceland		standards, testing, certification and labeling		regulations		technical		other goods (equipment)		construction						2000

		Iceland		standards, testing, certification and labeling		regulations		technical		other goods (equipment)		construction						2000

		Iceland		standards, testing, certification and labeling		regulations		technical		other goods (equipment)		telecommunications						2000

		Iceland		standards, testing, certification and labeling		regulations		technical		agricultural production (fertilizers)								2000

		Iceland		standards, testing, certification and labeling		regulations		technical		food and food products								2000

		Iceland		standards, testing, certification and labeling		regulations		technical		medical devices								2000

		Iceland		standards, testing, certification and labeling		regulations		technical		motor vehicles								2000

		Iceland		standards, testing, certification and labeling		regulations		technical		pharmaceuticals								2000

		Iceland		standards, testing, certification and labeling		regulations		technical		textiles								2000

		Iceland		standards, testing, certification and labeling		regulations		technical		tobacco and tobacco products		tobacco						2000

		Iceland		standards, testing, certification and labeling		regulations		technical		other goods		toys						2000

		India		anticompetitive practices / competition policy		enforcement		inadequate		pharmaceuticals						2002

		India		corruption		corruption		arbitrary behavior		pharmaceuticals						2002

		India		corruption		corruption		behavior, capricious		pharmaceuticals						2002

		India		customs procedures		market behavior		unfair competition, imports, minimum prices		iron and steel products		steel products				2002

		India		export-related measures		subsidies				chemicals and chemical products		agricultural				2002

		India		government procurement		market behavior		discriminatory		horizontal				2002		2002

		India		government procurement		market behavior		nontransparent		horizontal				2002		2002

		India		government procurement		requirements		countertrade		pharmaceuticals						2002

		India		import licensing		licensing		special sales		motor vehicles		motorcycles				2002

		India		import licensing		prior approval		licensing, certification, imports, censorship		media services		films				2002

		India		import licensing		restrictions		MOUs to indigenize products		motor vehicles		automobiles						1998

		India		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		animals and animal products		fat				2002

		India		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		animals and animal products		tallow				2002

		India		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		food and food products		oil of animal origin				2002

		India		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, copyrights		pharmaceuticals						2002

		India		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, patents		pharmaceuticals				2002		2002

		India		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, trademarks		pharmaceuticals						2002

		India		investment-related measures		local preference		shareholding, stringent		pharmaceuticals						2002

		India		investment-related measures		market behavior		nontransparent		pharmaceuticals		local shareholding				2002

		India		investment-related measures		requirements		equity, minimum, jvs		pharmaceuticals						2002

		India		investment-related measures		requirements		local content		pharmaceuticals						2002

		India		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		restrictions				food and food products (grains and nuts)		wheat				2002

		India		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		restrictions		nontransparent		food and food products (vegetables)		soybeans				2002

		India		services		market behavior		bias, towards government-owned providers		pharmaceuticals						2002

		India		services		market behavior		tendering, irregularities bias towards government-owned service providers		pharmaceuticals						2002

		India		services		reciprocity				pharmaceuticals						2002

		India		services		requirements		residency		pharmaceuticals						2002

		India		services		restrictions				pharmaceuticals						2002

		India		services		restrictions		branches		pharmaceuticals						2002

		India		services		restrictions		FDI		pharmaceuticals						2002

		India		services		restrictions		non-convertible, rupee payment basis		pharmaceuticals						2002

		India		services		restrictions		on holdings of issued capital		pharmaceuticals						2002

		India		services		restrictions		on remittances, <= $6 million		pharmaceuticals						2002

		India		standards, testing, certification and labeling		labeling				other goods		commodities, prepackaged				2002		1998

		India		standards, testing, certification and labeling		labeling				food and food products						2002

		India		standards, testing, certification and labeling		labeling				textiles		fabrics				2002

		India		standards, testing, certification and labeling		standards		emissions		motor vehicles		motorcycles				2002

		India		standards, testing, certification and labeling		standards		product		beverages (alcoholic)		distilled spirits				2002

		India		standards, testing, certification and labeling		standards		quality, 133 items		not specified				2002		2002

		India		standards, testing, certification and labeling		testing		quality		pharmaceuticals								1998

		India		state-trading		market structure		state-trading		food and food products (grains and nuts)		grains		2002		2002

		India		state-trading		market structure		state-trading		petroleum, gas and petroleum products		petroleum		2002		2002

		India		state-trading		market structure		state-trading		pharmaceuticals				2002		2002

		Indonesia		corruption		charges		fees, licensing, irregular		not specified						2002

		Indonesia		corruption		charges		fees, licensing, nontransparent		not specified						2002

		Indonesia		corruption		charges		fees, permit, irregular		not specified						2002

		Indonesia		corruption		charges		fees, permit, nontransparent		not specified						2002

		Indonesia		corruption		market behavior		arbitrary, corruption		legal system services						2002

		Indonesia		corruption		market behavior		government contracts, non competitive		not specified						2002

		Indonesia		corruption		market behavior		nontransparent		not specified						2002

		Indonesia		export-related measures		subsidies		financing		agricultural products						2002

		Indonesia		export-related measures		subsidies		financing to small and medium businesses		not specified						2002

		Indonesia		government procurement		local preference				horizontal						2002

		Indonesia		government procurement		market behavior		set-asides, small and medium-sized enterprises		horizontal						2002

		Indonesia		government procurement		requirements		countertrade		horizontal						2002		1998

		Indonesia		import licensing		licensing		imports		agricultural products				2001

		Indonesia		import licensing		licensing		imports		beverages (non-alcoholic)				2001

		Indonesia		import licensing		licensing		imports		chemicals and chemical products		basic		2001

		Indonesia		import licensing		licensing		imports		mining, metals, and mineral products		basic metals and minerals		2001

		Indonesia		import licensing		licensing		imports		paper and paper products		paper products		2001

		Indonesia		import licensing		licensing		imports				141 tariff lines		2001

		Indonesia		import licensing		licensing		special		beverages (alcoholic)						2002

		Indonesia		import licensing		licensing		special		chemicals and chemical products		dangerous, certain				2002

		Indonesia		import licensing		licensing		special		other goods		engineering products		2001

		Indonesia		import licensing		licensing		special		other goods (equipment)		transportation		2001

		Indonesia		import licensing		licensing		special		proscribed or protected items		explosives				2002

		Indonesia		import licensing		licensing		special		petroleum, gas and petroleum products		lubrications				2002

		Indonesia		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		food and food products (meat)		poultry, chicken, parts				2002

		Indonesia		import quotas		quotas		imports		food and food products (meat)						2002

		Indonesia		import quotas		quotas		imports		food and food products (meat)		poultry, products				2002

		Indonesia		intellectual property rights		enforcement		inadequate, copyrights		other goods		computer software				2002

		Indonesia		intellectual property rights		enforcement		inadequate, copyrights		pharmaceuticals						2002

		Indonesia		intellectual property rights		enforcement		inadequate, copyrights		art and artistic products (recordings)		discs, audio				2002

		Indonesia		intellectual property rights		enforcement		inadequate, copyrights		art and artistic products (recordings)		discs, video				2002

		Indonesia		intellectual property rights		enforcement		inadequate, patents		other goods		computer software				2002

		Indonesia		intellectual property rights		enforcement		inadequate, patents		pharmaceuticals						2002

		Indonesia		intellectual property rights		enforcement		inadequate, patents		art and artistic products (recordings)		discs, audio				2002

		Indonesia		intellectual property rights		enforcement		inadequate, patents		art and artistic products (recordings)		discs, video				2002

		Indonesia		intellectual property rights		enforcement		inadequate, trademarks		other goods		computer software				2002

		Indonesia		intellectual property rights		enforcement		inadequate, trademarks		pharmaceuticals						2002

		Indonesia		intellectual property rights		enforcement		inadequate, trademarks		art and artistic products (recordings)		discs, audio				2002

		Indonesia		intellectual property rights		enforcement		inadequate, trademarks		art and artistic products (recordings)		discs, video				2002

		Indonesia		investment-related measures		enforcement		inadequate, contract		media services		broadcasting				2002

		Indonesia		investment-related measures		enforcement		inadequate, contract		media services		print				2002

		Indonesia		investment-related measures		infrastructure		inadequate, support of open telecom policy		electronic commerce						2002

		Indonesia		investment-related measures		licensing		permits, burdensome		media services		broadcasting				2002

		Indonesia		investment-related measures		licensing		permits, burdensome		media services		print				2002

		Indonesia		investment-related measures		licensing		permits, time-consuming		media services		broadcasting				2002

		Indonesia		investment-related measures		licensing		permits, time-consuming		media services		print				2002

		Indonesia		investment-related measures		prohibited		FDI, negative list		media services		broadcasting				2002

		Indonesia		investment-related measures		prohibited		FDI, negative list		media services		print				2002

		Indonesia		investment-related measures		regulations		lack of cyber law		Internet						2002

		Indonesia		investment-related measures		restrictions		access to fixed land lines, limited		Internet						2002

		Indonesia		investment-related measures		restrictions		lack of central authority		media services		films, establishing branches				2002

		Indonesia		investment-related measures		restrictions		lack of central authority		media services		print				2002

		Indonesia		services		market behavior		jvs, requirements		professional services		architecture				2002

		Indonesia		services		market behavior		jvs, requirements		professional services		construction				2002

		Indonesia		services		market behavior		jvs, requirements		professional services		engineering				2002

		Indonesia		services		market behavior		unfair competition, subcontractors, only		professional services		architecture				2002

		Indonesia		services		market behavior		unfair competition, subcontractors, only		professional services		construction				2002

		Indonesia		services		market behavior		unfair competition, subcontractors, only		professional services		engineering				2002

		Indonesia		services		prohibited		establishing, branches		financial services		insurance				2002

		Indonesia		services		prohibited		FDI		media services		films, distribution, establishing branches				2002

		Indonesia		services		prohibited		FDI		professional services		legal				2002

		Indonesia		services		prohibited		FDI		other goods		tapes, distribution, establishing branches				2002

		Indonesia		services		prohibited		foreign nationals		professional services		lawyers				2002

		Indonesia		services		requirements		educational, foreign operations		professional services		legal				2002

		Indonesia		services		restrictions		FDI		media services		films				2002

		Indonesia		services		restrictions		FDI		telecommunication services						2002

		Indonesia		standards, testing, certification and labeling		certification				food and food products						2002

		Indonesia		standards, testing, certification and labeling		labeling				beverages (non-alcoholic)		juices				2002

		Indonesia		standards, testing, certification and labeling		labeling				food and food products						2002

		Indonesia		standards, testing, certification and labeling		labeling				food and food products (fruit)		canned				2002

		Indonesia		standards, testing, certification and labeling		labeling				food and food products (vegetables)		soybean meal				2002

		Indonesia		standards, testing, certification and labeling		labeling				food and food products (vegetables)		soybeans				2002

		Indonesia		standards, testing, certification and labeling		labeling				food and food products (vegetables)						2002

		Indonesia		standards, testing, certification and labeling		registration				beverages (non-alcoholic)		juices				2002

		Indonesia		standards, testing, certification and labeling		registration				food and food products (fruit)		canned				2002

		Indonesia		standards, testing, certification and labeling		registration				food and food products (vegetables)		soybean meal				2002

		Indonesia		standards, testing, certification and labeling		registration				food and food products (vegetables)		soybeans				2002

		Indonesia		standards, testing, certification and labeling		registration				food and food products (vegetables)						2002

		Indonesia		standards, testing, certification and labeling		standards				food and food products						2002

		Indonesia		standards, testing, certification and labeling		testing				beverages (non-alcoholic)		juices				2002

		Indonesia		standards, testing, certification and labeling		testing				food and food products						2002

		Indonesia		standards, testing, certification and labeling		testing				food and food products (fruit)		canned				2002

		Indonesia		standards, testing, certification and labeling		testing				food and food products (vegetables)		soybean meal				2002

		Indonesia		standards, testing, certification and labeling		testing				food and food products (vegetables)		soybeans				2002

		Indonesia		standards, testing, certification and labeling		testing				food and food products (vegetables)						2002

		Indonesia		state-trading		market structure		state-trading		beverages (alcoholic)		distilled spirits				2002

		Indonesia		state-trading		market structure		state-trading		petroleum, gas and petroleum products		petroleum				2002

		Indonesia		taxes		charges		taxes, VAT		beverages (alcoholic)		distilled spirits				2002

		Indonesia		taxes		charges		taxes, VAT		beverages (alcoholic)		wine				2002

		Israel		government procurement		market behavior		offsets, tenders => $500,000		horizontal						2002

		Israel		import licensing		licensing		imports		other goods (equipment)		telecommunications		2002

		Israel		import licensing		licensing		imports		petroleum, gas and petroleum products		gas, natural		2002

		Israel		import licensing		licensing		imports		motor vehicles				2002

		Israel		import licensing		licensing		imports		petroleum, gas and petroleum products		petroleum		2002

		Israel		import licensing		protection		public health, licensing		food and food products (meat)				2002

		Israel		import licensing		protection		public health, licensing		pharmaceuticals				2002

		Israel		import licensing		quotas		imports		agricultural products				2002

		Israel		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		agricultural products						2002

		Israel		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		beverages (alcoholic)		wine, non-kosher				2002

		Israel		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		other goods (apparel)		used				2002

		Israel		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		food and food products (meat)		non-kosher				2002

		Israel		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		food and food products (meat)		non-kosher, products				2002

		Israel		import quotas		quotas		imports		agricultural products						2002

		Israel		intellectual property rights		enforcement		inadequate, copyrights		other goods		computer software (CDs)				2002

		Israel		intellectual property rights		enforcement		inadequate, copyrights		art and artistic products (recordings)		music				2002

		Israel		intellectual property rights		enforcement		inadequate, copyrights		other goods		cassettes				2002

		Israel		intellectual property rights		enforcement		inadequate, patents		other goods		computer software (CDs)				2002

		Israel		intellectual property rights		enforcement		inadequate, patents		art and artistic products (recordings)		music				2002

		Israel		intellectual property rights		enforcement		inadequate, patents		other goods		cassettes				2002

		Israel		intellectual property rights		enforcement		inadequate, trademarks		other goods		computer software (CDs)				2002

		Israel		intellectual property rights		enforcement		inadequate, trademarks		art and artistic products (recordings)		music				2002

		Israel		intellectual property rights		enforcement		inadequate, trademarks		other goods		cassettes				2002

		Israel		investment-related measures		restrictions				defense				2002

		Israel		investment-related measures		restrictions				utilities		power		2002

		Israel		investment-related measures		restrictions				transportation services		airline		2002

		Israel		services		testing		strict		financial services						2002

		Israel		services		testing		strict		professional services		lawyers				2002

		Israel		standards, testing, certification and labeling		labeling		detailed		beverages (alcoholic)		wine				2002

		Israel		standards, testing, certification and labeling		protection		standards, public safety		other goods		electrical appliances		2002

		Israel		standards, testing, certification and labeling		protection		standards, public safety		food and food products		additives		2002

		Israel		standards, testing, certification and labeling		protection		standards, public safety		food and food products				2002

		Israel		standards, testing, certification and labeling		protection		standards, public safety		other goods		mechanical parts		2002

		Israel		taxes		charges		taxes, excise tax 5% to 95%		beverages (alcoholic)		distilled spirits, alcohol				2002

		Israel		taxes		charges		taxes, excise 5% to 95%		other goods		stereo systems				2002

		Israel		taxes		charges		taxes		motor vehicles		motorcycles, excise tax 5% to 95%				2002

		Israel		taxes		charges		taxes		televisions		color, excise tax 5% to 95%				2002

		Israel		taxes		charges		taxes, excise tax 5% to 95%		tobacco and tobacco products		tobacco				2002

		Israel		taxes		charges		taxes, excise tax 5% to 95%		motor vehicles		automobiles				2002

		Japan		anticompetitive practices / competition policy		enforcement		inadequate, antitrust		horizontal						2002

		Japan		anticompetitive practices / competition policy		market behavior		administrative requirement		transportation services		marine				2002

		Japan		anticompetitive practices / competition policy		market behavior		unfair competition		iron and steel products		steel, not specified				2002

		Japan		anticompetitive practices / competition policy		market behavior		unfair competition, exclusionary business practices		paper and paper products		paper				2002

		Japan		anticompetitive practices / competition policy		market behavior		unfair competition		paper and paper products		exclusionary business practices				2002

		Japan		anticompetitive practices / competition policy		market behavior		unfair competition, buyer-supplier networks		horizontal						2002

		Japan		anticompetitive practices / competition policy		market behavior		unfair competition, exclusionary business practices		horizontal						2002

		Japan		anticompetitive practices / competition policy		market behavior		unfair competition, high levels of cross-shareholding		horizontal						2002

		Japan		anticompetitive practices / competition policy		market behavior		unfair competition, industry associations		horizontal						2002

		Japan		anticompetitive practices / competition policy		market behavior		unfair competition, premium offers		horizontal						2002

		Japan		anticompetitive practices / competition policy		market behavior		unfair competition, sales promotions		horizontal						2002

		Japan		anticompetitive practices / competition policy		market behavior		unfair competition, wide authority		transportation services		marine				2002

		Japan		anticompetitive practices / competition policy		market structure		oligopoly		other goods		glass, flat				2002

		Japan		customs procedures		restrictions		administrative guidance		horizontal				2002

		Japan		export-related measures		approval				proscribed or protected items		art works, designated		2002

		Japan		export-related measures		approval				proscribed or protected items		endangered species		2002

		Japan		export-related measures		approval				money		currency, counterfeit		2002

		Japan		export-related measures		approval				proscribed or protected items		narcotics		2002

		Japan		export-related measures		approval				plants and plant products		seeds, certain		2002

		Japan		export-related measures		restrictions				retail trade		gasoline stations		2002

		Japan		export-related measures		restrictions				petroleum, gas and petroleum products		paraffin oil		2002

		Japan		export-related measures		restrictions				petroleum, gas and petroleum products		gas, liquid		2002

		Japan		export-related measures		restrictions				petroleum, gas and petroleum products		oil, crude		2002

		Japan		export-related measures		restrictions				petroleum, gas and petroleum products		oil, heavy		2002

		Japan		export-related measures		restrictions				petroleum, gas and petroleum products		oil, volatile		2002

		Japan		export-related measures		restrictions				other goods		involving criminal offenses in Japan		2002

		Japan		government procurement		market behavior		award criteria		telecommunication services						2002

		Japan		government procurement		market behavior		bidding, noncompetitive		professional services		construction		2002		2002

		Japan		government procurement		market behavior		discriminatory, qualification criteria		professional services		construction		2002		2002

		Japan		government procurement		market behavior		needs to fully utilize Internet		other goods		computers				2002

		Japan		government procurement		market behavior		unfair competition		utilities		electric power, procurement				2002

		Japan		government procurement		market behavior		unfair competition, excessive, sole sourcing		telecommunication services						2002

		Japan		government procurement		market behavior		unfair competition, nontransparent		utilities		electric power, procurement				2002

		Japan		government procurement		market behavior		unfair competition, presolicitation, unequal participation		professional services		architecture				2002

		Japan		government procurement		market behavior		unfair competition, specification, unequal participation		professional services		architecture				2002

		Japan		government procurement		market behavior		unfair competition, structuring of procurements to below international thresholds		professional services		construction		2002		2002

		Japan		government procurement		market structure		low foreign share of public sector		other goods		computers				2002

		Japan		government procurement		procedures		procurement, broaden use of overall greatest value evaluation methodology		other goods		computers				2002

		Japan		government procurement		procedures		procurement, provide advance information on upcoming procurements		other goods		computers				2002

		Japan		government procurement		restrictions		joint ventures, unreasonable		professional services		construction		2002		2002

		Japan		government procurement		restrictions		large-scale procurements, ambiguous		professional services		engineering				2002

		Japan		government procurement		restrictions		vague qualification criteria		professional services		construction		2002		2002

		Japan		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		animals and animal products		poultry				2002

		Japan		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		proscribed or protected items		narcotics		2002

		Japan		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		proscribed or protected items		firearms, revolvers and pistols		2002

		Japan		import prohibitions		prohibited		counterfeit		money		currency		2002

		Japan		import prohibitions		prohibited		from all BSE infected countries		animals and animal products		livestock				2002

		Japan		import prohibitions		prohibited		infringing IPR		other goods		all		2002

		Japan		import prohibitions		prohibited		infringing patents		other goods		all		2002

		Japan		import prohibitions		prohibited		protection of public health		food and food products (vegetables)		bell peppers				2002

		Japan		import prohibitions		prohibited		protection of public health		food and food products (vegetables)		eggplant, fresh				2002

		Japan		import prohibitions		prohibited		protection of public health		food and food products (vegetables)		potatoes				2002

		Japan		import prohibitions		prohibited		protection of public health		printing and publishing		books, and other articles		2002

		Japan		import prohibitions		prohibited		protection of public health		printing and publishing		books, and other articles		2002

		Japan		import quotas		market behavior		nontransparent, imports, quotas		chemicals and chemical products		chlorofluorocarbons						2000

		Japan		import quotas		market behavior		nontransparent, imports, quotas		chemicals and chemical products		certain						2000

		Japan		import quotas		market behavior		nontransparent, imports, quotas		chemicals and chemical products		methyl bromide						2000

		Japan		import quotas		market behavior		nontransparent, imports, quotas		other goods		footwear				2002

		Japan		import quotas		market behavior		nontransparent, imports, quotas		food and food products (grains and nuts)		rice				2002

		Japan		import quotas		market behavior		nontransparent, imports, quotas		proscribed or protected items		HCFCs (hydro chlorofluorocarbons)						2000

		Japan		import quotas		market behavior		nontransparent, imports, quotas		food and food products		seaweed, Kombu, Kjellemaniella spp., preparation of						2000

		Japan		import quotas		market behavior		nontransparent, imports, quotas		food and food products		seaweed, Kombu, Laminaria spp., preparation of						2000

		Japan		import quotas		market behavior		nontransparent, imports, quotas		other goods		leather				2002

		Japan		import quotas		market behavior		nontransparent, imports, quotas		other goods (equipment)		machinery made of zirconium for nuclear power generation						2000

		Japan		import quotas		market behavior		nontransparent, imports, quotas		proscribed or protected items		nuclear materials						2000

		Japan		import quotas		market behavior		nontransparent, imports, quotas		pharmaceuticals		certain						2000

		Japan		import quotas		market behavior		nontransparent, import quotas		proscribed or protected items		pipes made of zirconium for nuclear power generation						2000

		Japan		import quotas		market behavior		nontransparent, import quotas		proscribed or protected items		goods goods made of species registered to the Washington Treaty						2000

		Japan		import quotas		market behavior		nontransparent, imports, quotas		food and food products		seaweed, dried laver						2000

		Japan		import quotas		market behavior		nontransparent, imports, quotas		food and food products		seaweed, dried, enteromorpha species						2000

		Japan		import quotas		market behavior		nontransparent, imports, quotas		food and food products		seaweed, dried, monostroma species						2000

		Japan		import quotas		market behavior		nontransparent, imports, quotas		food and food products		seaweed, edible						2000

		Japan		import quotas		market behavior		nontransparent, imports, quotas		proscribed or protected items		species registered in the Washington Treaty						2000

		Japan		import quotas		market behavior		nontransparent, imports, quotas		proscribed or protected items		arms						2000

		Japan		import quotas		market behavior		nontransparent, imports, quotas		proscribed or protected items		gunpowder						2000

		Japan		import quotas		market behavior		nontransparent, imports, quotas, from China		other goods (apparel)								2000

		Japan		import quotas		market behavior		nontransparent, imports, quotas, from China		textiles								2000

		Japan		import quotas		procedures		administrative, imports		fisheries, fish, and fish products		cod, Pacific				2002

		Japan		import quotas		procedures		administrative, imports		fisheries, fish, and fish products		herring				2002

		Japan		import quotas		procedures		administrative, imports		fisheries, fish, and fish products		mackerel				2002

		Japan		import quotas		procedures		administrative, imports		fisheries, fish, and fish products		pollock roe				2002

		Japan		import quotas		procedures		administrative, imports		fisheries, fish, and fish products		sardines				2002

		Japan		import quotas		procedures		administrative, imports		fisheries, fish, and fish products		squid				2002

		Japan		import quotas		procedures		administrative, imports		fisheries, fish, and fish products		surimi				2002

		Japan		import quotas		procedures		administrative, imports		fisheries, fish, and fish products		whiting				2002

		Japan		import quotas		quotas		allocation process		fisheries, fish, and fish products		cod, Pacific				2002

		Japan		import quotas		quotas		allocation process		fisheries, fish, and fish products		herring				2002

		Japan		import quotas		quotas		allocation process		fisheries, fish, and fish products		mackerel				2002

		Japan		import quotas		quotas		allocation process		fisheries, fish, and fish products		pollock roe				2002

		Japan		import quotas		quotas		simultaneous-buy-sell system		food and food products (grains and nuts)		rice				2002

		Japan		import quotas		quotas		species-specific		fisheries, fish, and fish products		pollock				2002

		Japan		import quotas		quotas		species-specific		fisheries, fish, and fish products		sardines				2002

		Japan		import quotas		quotas		species-specific		fisheries, fish, and fish products		squid				2002

		Japan		import quotas		quotas		species-specific		fisheries, fish, and fish products		surimi				2002

		Japan		import quotas		quotas		species-specific		fisheries, fish, and fish products		whiting				2002

		Japan		intellectual property rights		enforcement		inadequate, border		not specified						2002

		Japan		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, BPI		other goods		computer software				2002

		Japan		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, copyrights		other goods		computer software				2002

		Japan		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, copyrights		art and artistic products (recordings)		music, temporary copies allowed				2002

		Japan		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, geographical indications		other goods		computer software				2002

		Japan		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, patents		other goods		computer software				2002

		Japan		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, patents, for business methods		Internet						2002

		Japan		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, trademarks		other goods		computer software				2002

		Japan		investment-related measures		approval		FDI		horizontal						2002

		Japan		investment-related measures		approval		FDI		other goods		leather manufacture		2002

		Japan		investment-related measures		approval		FDI		other goods		leather product manufacture		2002

		Japan		investment-related measures		costs		high		horizontal						2002

		Japan		investment-related measures		infrastructure		complex, legal system, laws, provisions		horizontal				2002

		Japan		investment-related measures		market behavior		nontransparent		petroleum, gas and petroleum products		gas, natural				2002

		Japan		investment-related measures		market behavior		nontransparent, accountancy regulations		horizontal				2002

		Japan		investment-related measures		market behavior		nontransparent, government rule making		motor vehicles		automobiles				2002

		Japan		investment-related measures		market behavior		restriction		petroleum, gas and petroleum products		gas, natural				2002

		Japan		investment-related measures		market behavior		unfair competition, business practices, exclusionary		horizontal						2002

		Japan		investment-related measures		market behavior		unfair competition, keiretsu		horizontal				2002

		Japan		investment-related measures		market structure		bureaucratic obstacles		horizontal						2002

		Japan		investment-related measures		market structure		high cross-shareholding, difficulty in conducting mergers & acquisitions		horizontal				2002

		Japan		investment-related measures		prior approval		FDI		agricultural production				2002

		Japan		investment-related measures		prior approval		FDI		financial services		investment-related measures trust, management		2002

		Japan		investment-related measures		prior approval		FDI		fisheries, fish, and fish products		fisheries		2002

		Japan		investment-related measures		prior approval		FDI		forestry and forest products		forestry		2002

		Japan		investment-related measures		prior approval		FDI		petroleum, gas and petroleum products		petroleum		2002

		Japan		investment-related measures		prior approval		FDI		transportation services		airline		2002

		Japan		investment-related measures		prior approval		FDI		transportation services		marine		2002

		Japan		investment-related measures		prohibited		FDI		agricultural production				2002

		Japan		investment-related measures		prohibited		FDI		industrial production		footware		2002

		Japan		investment-related measures		prohibited		FDI		other goods		leather manufacture		2002

		Japan		investment-related measures		prohibited		FDI		motor vehicles		motorcycles, tandem riding				2002

		Japan		investment-related measures		restrictions				fisheries, fish, and fish products		fisheries		2002

		Japan		investment-related measures		restrictions		capital structure of companies, lack of flexibility		horizontal						2002

		Japan		investment-related measures		restrictions		commercial code stifles		horizontal						2002

		Japan		investment-related measures		subsidies		taxes		horizontal				2002

		Japan		services		approval		lengthy		financial services		insurance				2002

		Japan		services		approval		lengthy		information technology services		new				2002

		Japan		services		certification		CPA, Japan		professional services		accounting				2002

		Japan		services		certification		CPA, Japan		professional services		auditing				2002

		Japan		services		charges		fees, high		Internet						2002

		Japan		services		infrastructure		inadequate, legal system		information technology services						2002

		Japan		services		local preference				professional services		accounting				2002

		Japan		services		local preference		presence		professional services		auditing				2002

		Japan		services		market behavior		inadequate, disclosure		information technology services						2002

		Japan		services		market behavior		landing slot availability, limited		transportation services		aviation, civil				2002

		Japan		services		market behavior		nontransparent		financial services		insurance				2002

		Japan		services		market behavior		nontransparent		information technology services						2002

		Japan		services		market behavior		restrictions, on foreign consultants		professional services		legal				2002

		Japan		services		market behavior		unfair competition, lack of competition		financial services		insurance				2002

		Japan		services		procedures		use of administrative guidance		information technology services						2002

		Japan		services		prohibited		foreign, branches		professional services		accounting				2002

		Japan		services		prohibited		foreign, branches		professional services		auditing				2002

		Japan		services		prohibited		foreign, subsidiaries		professional services		auditing				2002

		Japan		services		regulations		foreign lawyers		professional services		legal				2002

		Japan		services		regulations		highly segmented		information technology services						2002

		Japan		services		regulations		positive list		information technology services						2002

		Japan		services		regulations		strict		information technology services						2002

		Japan		services		restrictions		foreign names		professional services		accounting				2002

		Japan		services		restrictions		foreign names		professional services		auditing				2002

		Japan		services		standards		technical, need for market-based approaches		information technology services						2002

		Japan		standards, testing, certification and labeling		certification		arbitrary reimbursement system		medical devices						2002

		Japan		standards, testing, certification and labeling		certification		arbitrary reimbursement system		pharmaceuticals						2002

		Japan		standards, testing, certification and labeling		certification		delays		horizontal				2002

		Japan		standards, testing, certification and labeling		certification		delays		pharmaceuticals		veterinary				2002

		Japan		standards, testing, certification and labeling		certification		delays, biotechnology foods		food and food products (vegetables)		potatoes				2002

		Japan		standards, testing, certification and labeling		certification		foreign recognition, limited		horizontal				2002

		Japan		standards, testing, certification and labeling		certification		impractical		food and food products		organic				2002

		Japan		standards, testing, certification and labeling		classification		arbitrary, restrictions;  shape, dosage, and retail format		other goods (dietary supplements)		herbal, drugs				2002

		Japan		standards, testing, certification and labeling		classification		arbitrary, restrictions;  shape, dosage, and retail format		other goods (dietary supplements)		mineral, drugs				2002

		Japan		standards, testing, certification and labeling		classification		arbitrary, restrictions;  shape, dosage, and retail format		other goods (dietary supplements)		non-active ingredients, drugs				2002

		Japan		standards, testing, certification and labeling		classification		arbitrary, restrictions;  shape, dosage, and retail format		other goods (dietary supplements)		vitamins, drugs				2002

		Japan		standards, testing, certification and labeling		labeling		biotechnology products		food and food products (grains and nuts)		corn		2002

		Japan		standards, testing, certification and labeling		labeling		biotechnology products		food and food products		soybean oil, high oleic acid				2002

		Japan		standards, testing, certification and labeling		labeling		biotechnology products		plants and plant products		seeds, cotton		2002

		Japan		standards, testing, certification and labeling		labeling		biotechnology products		plants and plant products		rapeseed		2002

		Japan		standards, testing, certification and labeling		labeling		biotechnology products		food and food products (vegetables)		soybeans		2002

		Japan		standards, testing, certification and labeling		labeling		biotechnology products		food and food products (vegetables)		potatoes		2002

		Japan		standards, testing, certification and labeling		market behavior		discriminatory, specifications		utilities		electric power				2002

		Japan		standards, testing, certification and labeling		market behavior		discriminatory, standards		utilities		electric power				2002

		Japan		standards, testing, certification and labeling		market behavior		nontransparent, standards		horizontal				2002

		Japan		standards, testing, certification and labeling		market behavior		nontransparent, testing		horizontal				2002

		Japan		standards, testing, certification and labeling		regulations		protection, public safety, food additives, restrictive list		food and food products		processed				2002

		Japan		standards, testing, certification and labeling		regulations		protection, public safety, nontransparent		other goods		boats				2002

		Japan		standards, testing, certification and labeling		regulations		protection, public safety, nontransparent		other goods (equipment)		engines, marine				2002

		Japan		standards, testing, certification and labeling		regulations		protection, public safety, nontransparent		other goods (equipment)		marine				2002

		Japan		standards, testing, certification and labeling		regulations		protection, public safety, quarantine, quantitative		food and food products (fruit)		apples				2002

		Japan		standards, testing, certification and labeling		regulations		protection, public safety, sanitary, fumigation, excessive		other goods		flowers, cut				2002

		Japan		standards, testing, certification and labeling		regulations		protection, public safety, sanitary, fumigation, excessive		food and food products (fruit)		fresh				2002

		Japan		standards, testing, certification and labeling		regulations		protection, public safety, sanitary, fumigation, excessive		food and food products		lettuce				2002

		Japan		standards, testing, certification and labeling		regulations		protection, public safety, sanitary, fumigation, excessive		food and food products (vegetables)		avocados				2002

		Japan		standards, testing, certification and labeling		regulations		protection, public safety, sanitary, fumigation, excessive		food and food products (vegetables)		fresh				2002

		Japan		standards, testing, certification and labeling		restrictions		building codes		other goods (housing)		wood				2002

		Japan		standards, testing, certification and labeling		restrictions		building codes		forestry and forest products		wood products				2002

		Japan		standards, testing, certification and labeling		standards		narrow, dimension-based technical standards		utilities		electric power				2002

		Japan		standards, testing, certification and labeling		standards		restrictive		other goods (housing)		wood				2002

		Japan		standards, testing, certification and labeling		standards		restrictive		forestry and forest products		wood products				2002

		Japan		standards, testing, certification and labeling		testing		delays		horizontal				2002

		Japan		standards, testing, certification and labeling		testing		foreign, limited recognition		horizontal				2002

		Japan		state-trading		market structure		state-trading		beverages (alcoholic)				2002

		Japan		state-trading		market structure		state-trading		food and food products (dairy)		milk products		2002

		Japan		state-trading		market structure		state-trading		food and food products (grains and nuts)		rice		2002

		Japan		state-trading		market structure		state-trading		food and food products (grains and nuts)		wheat				2002

		Japan		state-trading		market structure		state-trading		proscribed or protected items		opium		2002

		Japan		state-trading		market structure		state-trading		salt		for common use		2002

		Japan		state-trading		market structure		state-trading		silk		raw		2002

		Japan		state-trading		market structure		state-trading		tobacco and tobacco products		leaf		2002

		Kenya		customs procedures		inspection		pre-shipment		horizontal						2002

		Kenya		government procurement		restrictions		award process, arbitrary		horizontal						2002

		Kenya		intellectual property rights		enforcement		inadequate, copyrights		art and artistic products (recordings)		music				2002

		Kenya		intellectual property rights		enforcement		inadequate, copyrights		other goods		tapes				2002

		Kenya		intellectual property rights		enforcement		inadequate, patents		art and artistic products (recordings)		music				2002

		Kenya		intellectual property rights		enforcement		inadequate, patents		other goods		tapes				2002

		Kenya		intellectual property rights		enforcement		inadequate, trademarks		art and artistic products (recordings)		music				2002

		Kenya		intellectual property rights		enforcement		inadequate, trademarks		other goods		tapes				2002

		Kenya		investment-related measures		procedures		burdensome, secured deeds		real estate		land				2002

		Kenya		investment-related measures		procedures		nontransparent, secured deeds		real estate		land				2002

		Kenya		investment-related measures		restrictions		FDI		financial services		securities				2002

		Kenya		investment-related measures		restrictions		FDI		telecommunication services						2002

		Kenya		services		certification		examination		professional services		medical practitioners				2002

		Kenya		services		market behavior		discriminatory, bids for public projects		professional services		construction				2002

		Kenya		services		market behavior		discriminatory, tenders for public projects		professional services		architecture				2002

		Kenya		services		market behavior		discriminatory, tenders for public projects		professional services		engineering				2002

		Kenya		services		market behavior		privatization, failure		telecommunication services						2002

		Kenya		services		market structure		monopoly		electronic commerce						2002

		Kenya		services		requirements		one-year induction		professional services		medical practitioners				2002

		Kenya		services		restrictions		limits on practice time		professional services		legal				2002

		Kenya		standards, testing, certification and labeling		certification				plants and plant products		seeds, corn				2002

		Kenya		standards, testing, certification and labeling		certification				plants and plant products		seeds, hybrid, grain				2002

		Kenya		standards, testing, certification and labeling		inspection				agricultural products						2002

		Kenya		state-trading		market structure		state-trading		utilities		electric power, generation				2002

		Kenya		state-trading		market structure		state-trading		transportation services		railroads				2002

		Libya		state-trading		market structure		state-trading		distribution services		electric power		2002

		Libya		state-trading		market structure		state-trading		petroleum, gas and petroleum products		petroleum		2002

		Malaysia		export-related measures		charges		duties, exports		forestry and forest products		forest products						2001

		Malaysia		export-related measures		charges		duties, exports		agricultural products		palm oil products						2001

		Malaysia		export-related measures		charges		duties, exports		petroleum, gas and petroleum products		crude oil						2001

		Malaysia		export-related measures		charges		duties, exports, 710 tariff lines		not specified								2001

		Malaysia		export-related measures		licensing				not specified		36.2% of tariff lines						2001

		Malaysia		export-related measures		prohibited				food and food products		turtle eggs						2001

		Malaysia		export-related measures		prohibited				plants and plant products		rattan						2001

		Malaysia		export-related measures		registration				food and food products (fruit)		pineapple						2001

		Malaysia		export-related measures		registration				agricultural products		palm products						2001

		Malaysia		export-related measures		registration				food and food products		pepper						2001

		Malaysia		export-related measures		registration				other goods		rubber, natural						2001

		Malaysia		export-related measures		registration				forestry and forest products		timber						2001

		Malaysia		export-related measures		subsidies		financing		horizontal						2002

		Malaysia		export-related measures		subsidies		refinancing		not specified				2001		2002

		Malaysia		government procurement		local preference				horizontal				2001		2002

		Malaysia		government procurement		procedures		procurement, nontransparent		horizontal				2001		2002

		Malaysia		import licensing		licensing		imports		other goods (equipment)		amusement machines, coin operated equipment						2001

		Malaysia		import licensing		licensing		imports		animals and animal products								2001

		Malaysia		import licensing		licensing		imports		animals and animal products								2001

		Malaysia		import licensing		licensing		imports		animals and animal products		wildlife						2001

		Malaysia		import licensing		licensing		imports		chemicals and chemical products								2001

		Malaysia		import licensing		licensing		imports		chemicals and chemical products		dangerous, toxic						2001

		Malaysia		import licensing		licensing		imports		chemicals and chemical products		dangerous, toxic						2001

		Malaysia		import licensing		licensing		imports		chemicals and chemical products		dangerous, toxic, their precursors						2001

		Malaysia		import licensing		licensing		imports		food and food products (vegetables)		coffee						2001

		Malaysia		import licensing		licensing		imports		other goods		electrical products						2001

		Malaysia		import licensing		licensing		imports		other goods		electrical products						2001

		Malaysia		import licensing		licensing		imports		pharmaceuticals		ephedrine						2001

		Malaysia		import licensing		licensing		imports		other goods (equipment)		construction, heavy						2001

		Malaysia		import licensing		licensing		imports		other goods (equipment)		recording, discs, mastering, and parts thereof						2001

		Malaysia		import licensing		licensing		imports		other goods (equipment)		telecommunications						2001

		Malaysia		import licensing		licensing		imports		other goods (equipment)		transportation						2001

		Malaysia		import licensing		licensing		imports		fisheries, fish, and fish products		fish						2001

		Malaysia		import licensing		licensing		imports		fisheries, fish, and fish products		fish						2001

		Malaysia		import licensing		licensing		imports		food and food products (grains and nuts)		rice						2001

		Malaysia		import licensing		licensing		imports		iron and steel products		cold rolled flat						2001

		Malaysia		import licensing		licensing		imports		iron and steel products		hot rolled flat						2001

		Malaysia		import licensing		licensing		imports		other goods (equipment)		machinery for coin making						2001

		Malaysia		import licensing		licensing		imports		other goods (equipment)		machinery for medicine making						2001

		Malaysia		import licensing		licensing		imports		other goods (equipment)		machinery						2001

		Malaysia		import licensing		licensing		imports		other goods (electronic)		amusement machinery, disc operated						2001

		Malaysia		import licensing		licensing		imports		proscribed or protected items		radioactive materials						2001

		Malaysia		import licensing		licensing		imports		food and food products		palm oil						2001

		Malaysia		import licensing		licensing		imports		proscribed or protected items		pesticides						2001

		Malaysia		import licensing		licensing		imports		pharmaceuticals								2001

		Malaysia		import licensing		licensing		imports		plants and plant products		plant products						2001

		Malaysia		import licensing		licensing		imports		plants and plant products		plants						2001

		Malaysia		import licensing		licensing		imports		pharmaceuticals		pseudoephedrine						2001

		Malaysia		import licensing		licensing		imports		tobacco and tobacco products		tobacco						2001

		Malaysia		import licensing		licensing		imports		food and food products (vegetables)		vegetable products						2001

		Malaysia		import licensing		licensing		imports		food and food products (vegetables)		cabbage						2001

		Malaysia		import licensing		licensing		imports		proscribed or protected items		hazardous waste						2001

		Malaysia		import licensing		licensing		imports		proscribed or protected items		toxic waste						2001

		Malaysia		import licensing		licensing		imports		proscribed or protected items		ammunition						2001

		Malaysia		import licensing		licensing		imports		proscribed or protected items		arms						2001

		Malaysia		import licensing		licensing		imports		forestry and forest products		wood						2001

		Malaysia		import licensing		licensing		imports		forestry and forest products		wood products						2001

		Malaysia		import licensing		licensing				not specified		17% of tariff lines						2001

		Malaysia		import prohibitions		prohibited		protection of the environment		food and food products (grains and nuts)		rice		2001

		Malaysia		import prohibitions		prohibited		protection of national security		food and food products (grains and nuts)		rice		2001

		Malaysia		import prohibitions		prohibited		religious reasons		food and food products (grains and nuts)		rice		2001

		Malaysia		import quotas		quotas		imports		motor vehicles		automobiles				2002

		Malaysia		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, copyrights		other goods		CDs				2002

		Malaysia		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, copyrights		art and artistic products (recordings)		discs, optical				2002

		Malaysia		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, copyrights		art and artistic products (recordings)		discs, video				2002

		Malaysia		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, patents		other goods		CDs				2002

		Malaysia		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, patents		art and artistic products (recordings)		discs, optical				2002

		Malaysia		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, patents		art and artistic products (recordings)		discs, video				2002

		Malaysia		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, trademarks		other goods		CDs				2002

		Malaysia		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, trademarks		art and artistic products (recordings)		music				2002

		Malaysia		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, trademarks		art and artistic products (recordings)		discs, optical				2002

		Malaysia		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, trademarks		art and artistic products (recordings)		discs, video				2002

		Malaysia		investment-related measures		local preference		local partner		horizontal						2002

		Malaysia		investment-related measures		requirements		local content		motor vehicles								2001

		Malaysia		investment-related measures		restrictions		FDI, by level of exports		industrial production		not specified				2002

		Malaysia		investment-related measures		restrictions		investment-related measuress, by individuals		horizontal						2002

		Malaysia		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		requirements		not specified		food and food products (meat)		poultry, chicken, parts				2002

		Malaysia		services		licensing				professional services		engineering				2002

		Malaysia		services		local preference		presence, locally controlled subsidiaries		financial services		banking				2002

		Malaysia		services		prohibited				media services		films, foreign actors				2002

		Malaysia		services		requirements		affiliate with local firms		professional services		legal				2002

		Malaysia		services		requirements		experience		professional services		engineering				2002

		Malaysia		services		requirements		local content, 80%		media services		films				2002

		Malaysia		services		requirements		local credit, >= 50% from Malaysian banks		financial services		banking				2002

		Malaysia		services		requirements		local ownership		direct marketing						2002

		Malaysia		services		requirements		local sponsor		professional services		engineering				2002

		Malaysia		services		requirements		registration, before applying for license		professional services		accounting				2002

		Malaysia		services		requirements		registration, before applying for license		professional services		tax preparation services				2002

		Malaysia		services		restrictions				telecommunication services						2002

		Malaysia		services		restrictions		employment, expatriate specialists		financial services		insurance				2002

		Malaysia		services		restrictions		FDI, caps		financial services		insurance				2002

		Malaysia		services		restrictions		foreign content		media services		broadcasting, radio				2002

		Malaysia		services		restrictions		foreign content		media services		broadcasting, television				2002

		Malaysia		services		restrictions		foreign ownership		financial services		securities				2002

		Malaysia		services		restrictions		on operations		professional services		legal				2002

		Malaysia		services		restrictions		only as jvs		professional services		architecture				2002

		Malaysia		services		restrictions		provided only through affiliates		professional services		accounting				2002

		Malaysia		services		restrictions		provided only through affiliates		professional services		tax preparation services				2002

		Malaysia		standards, testing, certification and labeling		certification				animals and animal products		poultry				2002

		Malaysia		standards, testing, certification and labeling		certification				food and food products (eggs)		egg products				2002

		Malaysia		standards, testing, certification and labeling		certification				food and food products (eggs)		eggs				2002

		Malaysia		standards, testing, certification and labeling		certification				food and food products (meat)						2002

		Malaysia		standards, testing, certification and labeling		certification				food and food products (meat)		processed, products				2002

		Malaysia		standards, testing, certification and labeling		requirements		standards, 34 items		not specified				2001

		Malaysia		standards, testing, certification and labeling		standards		voluntary, 1,700 items		not specified				2001

		Malaysia		state-trading		market structure		state-owned enterprises		petroleum, gas and petroleum products		petroleum						2001

		Malaysia		state-trading		market structure		state-owned enterprises		postal services								2001

		Malaysia		state-trading		market structure		state-owned enterprises		telecommunication services								2001

		Malaysia		state-trading		market structure		state-owned enterprises		transportation services								2001

		Malaysia		state-trading		market structure		state-owned enterprises		utilities		electric power						2001

		Malaysia		state-trading		market structure		state-trading, board, commodity, National Paddy & Rice Board		food and food products (grains and nuts)		rice						2001

		Mexico		anticompetitive practices / competition policy		local preference				media services		films, local dubbing obligation				2002

		Mexico		anticompetitive practices / competition policy		local preference				media services		films, local printing obligation				2002

		Mexico		anticompetitive practices / competition policy		market behavior		not specified		telecommunication services						2002

		Mexico		customs procedures		approval				animals and animal products		poultry				2002

		Mexico		customs procedures		approval				animals and animal products		swine, hogs, live				2002

		Mexico		customs procedures		approval				food and food products (meat)						2002

		Mexico		customs procedures		clearance		arbitrary		other goods				2002

		Mexico		customs procedures		clearance		arbitrary		textiles				2002

		Mexico		customs procedures		clearance		arbitrary		other goods		toys		2002

		Mexico		customs procedures		clearance		delays		other goods (electronic)				2002

		Mexico		customs procedures		clearance		delays		other goods		footwear		2002

		Mexico		customs procedures		clearance		delays		textiles				2002

		Mexico		customs procedures		clearance		delays		other goods		toys		2002

		Mexico		customs procedures		enforcement		discriminatory, labeling		horizontal						2002

		Mexico		customs procedures		enforcement		inconsistent, standards and labeling		horizontal						2002

		Mexico		customs procedures		inspection		burdensome		agricultural products						2002

		Mexico		customs procedures		inspection		delays		agricultural products						2002

		Mexico		customs procedures		inspection		frequent		other goods (electronic)				2002

		Mexico		customs procedures		inspection		frequent		other goods		footwear		2002

		Mexico		customs procedures		inspection		frequent		textiles				2002

		Mexico		customs procedures		inspection		frequent		other goods		toys		2002

		Mexico		customs procedures		inspection		nontransparent		agricultural products						2002

		Mexico		customs procedures		market behavior		arbitrary		other goods		footwear		2002

		Mexico		customs procedures		market behavior		arbitrary		horizontal						2002

		Mexico		customs procedures		market behavior		insufficient prior notification of procedural changes		horizontal						2002

		Mexico		customs procedures		market behavior		requirements change		other goods (electronic)				2002

		Mexico		customs procedures		market behavior		requirements change		other goods		footwear		2002

		Mexico		customs procedures		market behavior		requirements change		textiles				2002

		Mexico		customs procedures		market behavior		requirements change		other goods		toys		2002

		Mexico		customs procedures		market behavior		unfair competition, reference prices		beverages (alcoholic)		beer				2002

		Mexico		customs procedures		market behavior		unfair competition, reference prices		beverages (alcoholic)		distilled spirits				2002

		Mexico		customs procedures		market behavior		unfair competition, reference prices		other goods (apparel)						2002

		Mexico		customs procedures		market behavior		unfair competition, reference prices		chemicals and chemical products						2002

		Mexico		customs procedures		market behavior		unfair competition, reference prices		food and food products (fruit)		apples				2002

		Mexico		customs procedures		market behavior		unfair competition, reference prices		food and food products (grains and nuts)		rice, milled				2002

		Mexico		customs procedures		market behavior		unfair competition, reference prices		paper and paper products		paper				2002

		Mexico		customs procedures		market behavior		unfair competition, reference prices		paper and paper products		paperboard products				2002

		Mexico		customs procedures		market behavior		unfair competition, reference prices		textiles						2002

		Mexico		customs procedures		market behavior		unfair competition, reference prices		other goods		toys				2002

		Mexico		customs procedures		market behavior		unfair competition, reference prices		forestry and forest products						2002

		Mexico		customs procedures		procedures		burdensome		agricultural products						2002

		Mexico		customs procedures		procedures		delays		agricultural products						2002

		Mexico		customs procedures		procedures		estimated valuation, 308 as of 11/01/2001		not specified								2002

		Mexico		customs procedures		procedures		nontransparent		agricultural products						2002

		Mexico		customs procedures		procedures		not allowed through all ports of entry		beverages (alcoholic)		beer		2002

		Mexico		customs procedures		procedures		not allowed through all ports of entry		animals and animal products		fat, swine, pig		2002

		Mexico		customs procedures		procedures		not allowed through all ports of entry		animals and animal products		hides		2002

		Mexico		customs procedures		procedures		not allowed through all ports of entry		animals and animal products		skins		2002

		Mexico		customs procedures		procedures		not allowed through all ports of entry		animals and animal products		live		2002

		Mexico		customs procedures		procedures		not allowed through all ports of entry		food and food products (dairy)		milk		2002

		Mexico		customs procedures		procedures		not allowed through all ports of entry		other goods (equipment)		milking machines		2002

		Mexico		customs procedures		procedures		not allowed through all ports of entry		other goods		footwear		2002

		Mexico		customs procedures		procedures		not allowed through all ports of entry		other goods		footware, accessories		2002

		Mexico		customs procedures		procedures		not allowed through all ports of entry		other goods		footware, parts		2002

		Mexico		customs procedures		procedures		not allowed through all ports of entry		food and food products (fruit)				2002

		Mexico		customs procedures		procedures		not allowed through all ports of entry		food and food products (fruit)		apples		2002

		Mexico		customs procedures		procedures		not allowed through all ports of entry		horizontal						2002

		Mexico		customs procedures		procedures		not allowed through all ports of entry		other goods		matches		2002

		Mexico		customs procedures		procedures		not allowed through all ports of entry		food and food products (meat)				2002

		Mexico		customs procedures		procedures		not allowed through all ports of entry		other goods		pencils		2002

		Mexico		customs procedures		procedures		not allowed through all ports of entry		other goods		recorders		2002

		Mexico		customs procedures		procedures		not allowed through all ports of entry		art and artistic products (recordings)		discs, magnetic		2002

		Mexico		customs procedures		procedures		not allowed through all ports of entry		art and artistic products (recordings)		records		2002

		Mexico		customs procedures		procedures		not allowed through all ports of entry		plants and plant products		seed potatoes		2002

		Mexico		customs procedures		procedures		not allowed through all ports of entry		textiles				2002

		Mexico		customs procedures		procedures		not allowed through all ports of entry		other goods		tires, pneumatic, bicycles, new		2002

		Mexico		customs procedures		procedures		not allowed through all ports of entry		other goods		tires, pneumatic, bicycles, used		2002

		Mexico		customs procedures		procedures		not allowed through all ports of entry		tobacco and tobacco products		cigarettes		2002

		Mexico		customs procedures		procedures		not allowed through all ports of entry		tobacco and tobacco products		cigars		2002

		Mexico		customs procedures		prohibited		imports		animals and animal products		poultry				2002

		Mexico		customs procedures		prohibited		imports		animals and animal products		swine, hogs, live				2002

		Mexico		customs procedures		prohibited		imports		food and food products (meat)						2002

		Mexico		customs procedures		registration		burdensome		beverages (alcoholic)		beer		2002

		Mexico		customs procedures		registration		burdensome		beverages (alcoholic)		distilled spirits		2002

		Mexico		customs procedures		registration		burdensome		animals and animal products		fat		2002

		Mexico		customs procedures		registration		burdensome		animals and animal products		oils		2002

		Mexico		customs procedures		registration		burdensome		other goods (apparel)		accessories		2002

		Mexico		customs procedures		registration		burdensome		other goods		bicycles		2002

		Mexico		customs procedures		registration		burdensome		chemicals and chemical products				2002

		Mexico		customs procedures		registration		burdensome		other goods		diapers		2002

		Mexico		customs procedures		registration		burdensome		other goods (electronic)				2002

		Mexico		customs procedures		registration		burdensome		other goods		household care products		2002

		Mexico		customs procedures		registration		burdensome		iron and steel products		steel		2002

		Mexico		customs procedures		registration		burdensome		other goods		lighters		2002

		Mexico		customs procedures		registration		burdensome		other goods		locks, other than padlocks		2002

		Mexico		customs procedures		registration		burdensome		other goods		padlocks		2002

		Mexico		customs procedures		registration		burdensome		other goods		luggage, accessories		2002

		Mexico		customs procedures		registration		burdensome		food and food products (meat)		goat		2002

		Mexico		customs procedures		registration		burdensome		food and food products (meat)		pork		2002

		Mexico		customs procedures		registration		burdensome		food and food products (meat)		poultry		2002

		Mexico		customs procedures		registration		burdensome		food and food products (meat)		sheep		2002

		Mexico		customs procedures		registration		burdensome		motor vehicles				2002

		Mexico		customs procedures		registration		burdensome		other goods		pencils		2002

		Mexico		customs procedures		registration		burdensome		textiles				2002

		Mexico		customs procedures		registration		burdensome		other goods		tires, pneumatic		2002

		Mexico		customs procedures		registration		burdensome		tobacco and tobacco products		cigars		2002

		Mexico		customs procedures		registration		burdensome		other goods		hand tools		2002

		Mexico		customs procedures		registration		burdensome		other goods		toys		2002

		Mexico		customs procedures		registration		burdensome		forestry and forest products		plywood		2002

		Mexico		customs procedures		registration		delays		beverages (alcoholic)		beer		2002

		Mexico		customs procedures		registration		delays		beverages (alcoholic)		distilled spirits		2002

		Mexico		customs procedures		registration		delays		animals and animal products		fat		2002

		Mexico		customs procedures		registration		delays		animals and animal products		oils		2002

		Mexico		customs procedures		registration		delays		other goods (apparel)		accessories		2002

		Mexico		customs procedures		registration		delays		other goods		bicycles		2002

		Mexico		customs procedures		registration		delays		chemicals and chemical products				2002

		Mexico		customs procedures		registration		delays		other goods		diapers		2002

		Mexico		customs procedures		registration		delays		other goods (electronic)				2002

		Mexico		customs procedures		registration		delays		other goods		household care products		2002

		Mexico		customs procedures		registration		delays		iron and steel products		steel		2002

		Mexico		customs procedures		registration		delays		other goods		lighters		2002

		Mexico		customs procedures		registration		delays		other goods		locks, other than padlocks		2002

		Mexico		customs procedures		registration		delays		other goods		padlocks		2002

		Mexico		customs procedures		registration		delays		other goods		luggage, accessories		2002

		Mexico		customs procedures		registration		delays		food and food products (meat)		goat		2002

		Mexico		customs procedures		registration		delays		food and food products (meat)		pork		2002

		Mexico		customs procedures		registration		delays		food and food products (meat)		poultry		2002

		Mexico		customs procedures		registration		delays		food and food products (meat)		sheep		2002

		Mexico		customs procedures		registration		delays		motor vehicles				2002

		Mexico		customs procedures		registration		delays		other goods		pencils		2002

		Mexico		customs procedures		registration		delays		textiles				2002

		Mexico		customs procedures		registration		delays		other goods		tires, pneumatic		2002

		Mexico		customs procedures		registration		delays		tobacco and tobacco products		cigars		2002

		Mexico		customs procedures		registration		delays		other goods		hand tools		2002

		Mexico		customs procedures		registration		delays		other goods		toys		2002

		Mexico		customs procedures		registration		delays		forestry and forest products		plywood		2002

		Mexico		customs procedures		standards		enforcement, discriminatory		horizontal						2002

		Mexico		import licensing		licensing		imports		food and food products (sweeteners)		high fructose corn syrup				2002

		Mexico		import prohibitions		prohibited				not specified		17 items						2002

		Mexico		import prohibitions		prohibited		transshipments		beverages (alcoholic)		beer				2002

		Mexico		import prohibitions		prohibited		transshipments		beverages (alcoholic)		distilled spirits, liquor				2002

		Mexico		import prohibitions		prohibited		transshipments		beverages (alcoholic)		wine				2002

		Mexico		import prohibitions		prohibited		transshipments		other goods		diapers				2002

		Mexico		import prohibitions		prohibited		transshipments		other goods (electronic)						2002

		Mexico		import prohibitions		prohibited		transshipments		textiles		certain				2002

		Mexico		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, counterfeiting		chemicals and chemical products		agricultural				2002

		Mexico		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, counterfeiting		pharmaceuticals						2002

		Mexico		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, counterfeiting, patents		horizontal						2002

		Mexico		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, counterfeiting, trademarks		horizontal						2002

		Mexico		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, piracy, copyrights		art and artistic products (recordings)		discs, audio				2002

		Mexico		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, piracy, copyrights		art and artistic products (recordings)		videos				2002

		Mexico		investment-related measures		charges		taxes		other goods		luxury other goods						2002

		Mexico		investment-related measures		charges		taxes		motor vehicles		automobiles						2002

		Mexico		investment-related measures		requirements		local content		petroleum, gas and petroleum products		petroleum				2002

		Mexico		investment-related measures		requirements		local content		utilities		electric power				2002

		Mexico		investment-related measures		restrictions		FDI		distribution services		electric power				2002

		Mexico		investment-related measures		restrictions		FDI		distribution services		gasoline stations				2002

		Mexico		investment-related measures		restrictions		FDI		professional services		gas exploration				2002

		Mexico		investment-related measures		restrictions		FDI		professional services		petroleum exploration				2002

		Mexico		investment-related measures		restrictions		FDI		professional services		gas, natural				2002

		Mexico		investment-related measures		restrictions		FDI		media services		broadcasting, radio		2002

		Mexico		investment-related measures		restrictions		FDI		media services		broadcasting, television		2002

		Mexico		investment-related measures		restrictions		FDI		petroleum, gas and petroleum products		oil development				2002

		Mexico		investment-related measures		restrictions		FDI		postal services				2002

		Mexico		investment-related measures		restrictions		FDI		transportation services		airline, domestic				2002

		Mexico		investment-related measures		restrictions		FDI		transportation services		land		2002

		Mexico		investment-related measures		restrictions		FDI		transportation services		marine				2002

		Mexico		investment-related measures		restrictions		FDI, < 30 miles of coast		real estate		residential				2002

		Mexico		investment-related measures		restrictions		FDI, < 60 miles of border		real estate		residential				2002

		Mexico		investment-related measures		restrictions		FDI, exploitation		forestry and forest products		forestry				2002

		Mexico		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		not specified				animals and animal products		poultry				2002

		Mexico		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		not specified				food and food products (eggs)		eggs, table				2002

		Mexico		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		not specified				food and food products (fruit)		apples				2002

		Mexico		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		not specified				food and food products (fruit)		citrus				2002

		Mexico		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		not specified				food and food products (fruit)		stone				2002

		Mexico		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		not specified				food and food products (grains and nuts)		grains				2002

		Mexico		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		not specified				food and food products (meat)						2002

		Mexico		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		not specified				plants and plant products		seeds				2002

		Mexico		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		not specified				food and food products (vegetables)		avocados				2002

		Mexico		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		not specified				forestry and forest products		wood				2002

		Mexico		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		not specified				forestry and forest products		wood products				2002

		Mexico		standards, testing, certification and labeling		certification		burdensome		beverages (alcoholic)		distilled spirits, tequila				2002

		Mexico		standards, testing, certification and labeling		certification		burdensome		other goods (dietary supplements)		herbal				2002

		Mexico		standards, testing, certification and labeling		certification		burdensome		other goods (dietary supplements)		nutritional				2002

		Mexico		standards, testing, certification and labeling		certification		burdensome		other goods (dietary supplements)		vitamins				2002

		Mexico		standards, testing, certification and labeling		certification		burdensome		not specified								2002

		Mexico		standards, testing, certification and labeling		certification		costly		beverages (alcoholic)		distilled spirits, tequila				2002

		Mexico		standards, testing, certification and labeling		certification		costly		other goods (dietary supplements)		herbal				2002

		Mexico		standards, testing, certification and labeling		certification		costly		other goods (dietary supplements)		nutritional				2002

		Mexico		standards, testing, certification and labeling		certification		costly		other goods (dietary supplements)		vitamins				2002

		Mexico		standards, testing, certification and labeling		certification		costly		not specified								2002

		Mexico		standards, testing, certification and labeling		labeling		burdensome		beverages (alcoholic)		distilled spirits, tequila				2002

		Mexico		standards, testing, certification and labeling		labeling		burdensome		other goods		electrical, household						2002

		Mexico		standards, testing, certification and labeling		labeling		burdensome		other goods (dietary supplements)		herbal				2002

		Mexico		standards, testing, certification and labeling		labeling		burdensome		other goods (dietary supplements)		nutritional				2002

		Mexico		standards, testing, certification and labeling		labeling		burdensome		other goods (dietary supplements)		vitamins				2002

		Mexico		standards, testing, certification and labeling		labeling		burdensome		other goods (equipment)		agricultural						2002

		Mexico		standards, testing, certification and labeling		labeling		burdensome		food and food products (fruit)								2002

		Mexico		standards, testing, certification and labeling		labeling		burdensome		other goods		glass		2002

		Mexico		standards, testing, certification and labeling		labeling		burdensome		other goods		leather		2002

		Mexico		standards, testing, certification and labeling		labeling		burdensome		textiles				2002

		Mexico		standards, testing, certification and labeling		labeling		burdensome		tiles		ceramic		2002

		Mexico		standards, testing, certification and labeling		labeling		costly		beverages (alcoholic)		distilled spirits, tequila				2002

		Mexico		standards, testing, certification and labeling		labeling		costly		other goods (appliances)		electrical, household						2002

		Mexico		standards, testing, certification and labeling		labeling		costly		other goods (dietary supplements)		herbal				2002

		Mexico		standards, testing, certification and labeling		labeling		costly		other goods (dietary supplements)		nutritional				2002

		Mexico		standards, testing, certification and labeling		labeling		costly		other goods (dietary supplements)		vitamins				2002

		Mexico		standards, testing, certification and labeling		labeling		costly		other goods (equipment)		agricultural						2002

		Mexico		standards, testing, certification and labeling		labeling		costly		food and food products (fruit)								2002

		Mexico		standards, testing, certification and labeling		labeling		costly		other goods		glass		2002

		Mexico		standards, testing, certification and labeling		labeling		costly		other goods		leather		2002

		Mexico		standards, testing, certification and labeling		labeling		costly		textiles				2002

		Mexico		standards, testing, certification and labeling		labeling		costly		tiles		ceramic		2002

		Mexico		standards, testing, certification and labeling		not specified				beverages (alcoholic)								2002

		Mexico		standards, testing, certification and labeling		not specified				beverages (alcoholic)		distilled spirits		2002

		Mexico		standards, testing, certification and labeling		not specified				petroleum, gas and petroleum products		gas, natural						2002

		Mexico		standards, testing, certification and labeling		not specified				transport		7						2002

		Mexico		standards, testing, certification and labeling		regulations		protection, animal, 3		not specified								2002

		Mexico		standards, testing, certification and labeling		standards		burdensome		beverages (alcoholic)		distilled spirits, tequila				2002

		Mexico		standards, testing, certification and labeling		standards		burdensome		other goods (dietary supplements)		herbal				2002

		Mexico		standards, testing, certification and labeling		standards		burdensome		other goods (dietary supplements)		nutritional				2002

		Mexico		standards, testing, certification and labeling		standards		burdensome		other goods (dietary supplements)		vitamins				2002

		Mexico		standards, testing, certification and labeling		standards		burdensome		not specified								2002

		Mexico		standards, testing, certification and labeling		standards		costly		beverages (alcoholic)		distilled spirits, tequila				2002

		Mexico		standards, testing, certification and labeling		standards		costly		other goods (dietary supplements)		herbal				2002

		Mexico		standards, testing, certification and labeling		standards		costly		other goods (dietary supplements)		nutritional				2002

		Mexico		standards, testing, certification and labeling		standards		costly		other goods (dietary supplements)		vitamins				2002

		Mexico		standards, testing, certification and labeling		standards		costly		not specified								2002

		Mexico		standards, testing, certification and labeling		testing		burdensome		beverages (alcoholic)		distilled spirits, tequila				2002

		Mexico		standards, testing, certification and labeling		testing		burdensome		other goods (dietary supplements)		herbal				2002

		Mexico		standards, testing, certification and labeling		testing		burdensome		other goods (dietary supplements)		nutritional				2002

		Mexico		standards, testing, certification and labeling		testing		burdensome		other goods (dietary supplements)		vitamins				2002

		Mexico		standards, testing, certification and labeling		testing		burdensome		not specified								2002

		Mexico		standards, testing, certification and labeling		testing		costly		beverages (alcoholic)		distilled spirits, tequila				2002

		Mexico		standards, testing, certification and labeling		testing		costly		other goods (dietary supplements)		herbal				2002

		Mexico		standards, testing, certification and labeling		testing		costly		other goods (dietary supplements)		nutritional				2002

		Mexico		standards, testing, certification and labeling		testing		costly		other goods (dietary supplements)		vitamins				2002

		Mexico		standards, testing, certification and labeling		testing		costly		not specified								2002

		Mexico		taxes		charges		fees, processing, discriminatory, vary by origin and nature of import		horizontal								2002

		Mexico		taxes		charges		taxes		food and food products (sweeteners)		high fructose corn syrup				2002

		Mexico		taxes		charges		taxes, VAT		horizontal								2002

		Morocco		customs procedures		procedures		delays		horizontal				2002

		Morocco		export-related measures		prohibited				animals and animal products		hides, raw		2002

		Morocco		export-related measures		prohibited				animals and animal products		hides, wet blue, all categories		2002

		Morocco		export-related measures		prohibited				animals and animal products		skins, raw		2002

		Morocco		export-related measures		prohibited				animals and animal products		skins, wet blue, all		2002

		Morocco		government procurement		market behavior		selective bidding		horizontal				2002

		Morocco		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, counterfeiting, trademarks		other goods (apparel)				2002

		Morocco		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, counterfeiting, trademarks		other goods				2002

		Morocco		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, counterfeiting, trademarks		other goods		luggage		2002

		New Zealand		anticompetitive practices / competition policy		market behavior		not specified		pharmaceuticals						2002

		New Zealand		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		fisheries, fish, and fish products		trout				2002

		New Zealand		import prohibitions		prohibited				food and food products		biotechnology products				2002

		New Zealand		import prohibitions		prohibited				food and food products		gene technology				2002

		New Zealand		intellectual property rights		market behavior		parallel imports		printing and publishing		books				2002

		New Zealand		intellectual property rights		market behavior		parallel imports		other goods		computer software				2002

		New Zealand		intellectual property rights		market behavior		parallel imports		media services		films				2002

		New Zealand		intellectual property rights		market behavior		parallel imports		art and artistic products		music				2002

		New Zealand		investment-related measures		market behavior		screening		real estate						2002

		New Zealand		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		market behavior		cooking, requirements from countries with porcine reproductive and respiratory syndrome		food and food products (meat)		pork				2002

		New Zealand		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		from California		food and food products (fruit)		grapes, table				2002

		New Zealand		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		restrictions				food and food products (meat)		poultry, cooked				2002

		New Zealand		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		restrictions				food and food products (meat)		poultry, uncooked				2002

		New Zealand		services		market behavior		discriminatory, rates		telecommunication services						2002

		New Zealand		services		requirements		local content		media services		broadcasting, radio				2002

		New Zealand		services		requirements		local content		media services		broadcasting, television				2002

		New Zealand		standards, testing, certification and labeling		labeling		biotechnology products		food and food products						2002

		New Zealand		state-trading		market structure		state-trading		food and food products (dairy)				2002

		New Zealand		state-trading		market structure		state-trading		other goods		flowers, hops		2002

		New Zealand		state-trading		market structure		state-trading		food and food products (fruit)		apples		2002

		New Zealand		state-trading		market structure		state-trading		food and food products (fruit)		boysenberries		2002

		New Zealand		state-trading		market structure		state-trading		food and food products (fruit)		cherries, sweet		2002

		New Zealand		state-trading		market structure		state-trading		food and food products (fruit)		currants, black		2002

		New Zealand		state-trading		market structure		state-trading		food and food products (fruit)		grapes, table		2002

		New Zealand		state-trading		market structure		state-trading		food and food products (fruit)		kiwifruit		2002

		New Zealand		state-trading		market structure		state-trading		food and food products (fruit)		nashi/Asian pears		2002

		New Zealand		state-trading		market structure		state-trading		food and food products (fruit)		nectarines		2002

		New Zealand		state-trading		market structure		state-trading		food and food products (fruit)		peaches		2002

		New Zealand		state-trading		market structure		state-trading		food and food products (fruit)		pears		2002

		New Zealand		state-trading		market structure		state-trading		food and food products (fruit)		persimmons		2002

		New Zealand		state-trading		market structure		state-trading		food and food products (fruit)		plums		2002

		New Zealand		state-trading		market structure		state-trading		food and food products (fruit)		tamarillos		2002

		New Zealand		state-trading		market structure		state-trading		food and food products (grains and nuts)		chestnuts		2002

		New Zealand		state-trading		market structure		state-trading		food and food products (vegetables)		avocados		2002

		New Zealand		state-trading		market structure		state-trading		food and food products (vegetables)		squash, buttercup		2002

		Nigeria		anticompetitive practices / competition policy		market behavior		unfair competition		horizontal						2002

		Nigeria		corruption		corruption		government procurement		horizontal						2002

		Nigeria		customs procedures		inspection		delays, 100%		horizontal						2002

		Nigeria		customs procedures		inspection		delays, reshipment		horizontal						2002

		Nigeria		customs procedures		market behavior		uneven application of collection efforts		horizontal						2002

		Nigeria		export-related measures		charges		fees, exports, inspection		horizontal								1998

		Nigeria		export-related measures		charges		fees, exports, inspection		horizontal								1998

		Nigeria		export-related measures		charges		fees, exports, testing		horizontal								1998

		Nigeria		export-related measures		charges		fees, exports, testing		horizontal								1998

		Nigeria		export-related measures		charges		tariffs, exports, 1% of f.o.b. value of non-oil		horizontal								1998

		Nigeria		export-related measures		charges		tariffs, exports, 15% of f.o.b. value		petroleum, gas and petroleum products		crude oil						1998

		Nigeria		export-related measures		licensing				mining, metals, and mineral products		gold, unrefined						1998

		Nigeria		export-related measures		licensing				petroleum, gas and petroleum products		crude oil						1998

		Nigeria		export-related measures		prohibited				animals and animal products		hides, raw						1998

		Nigeria		export-related measures		prohibited				animals and animal products		skins, raw						1998

		Nigeria		export-related measures		prohibited				food and food products (grains and nuts)		corn [maize]						1998

		Nigeria		export-related measures		prohibited				food and food products (grains and nuts)		rice						1998

		Nigeria		export-related measures		prohibited				agricultural products		palm kernels						1998

		Nigeria		export-related measures		prohibited				other goods		rubber, unprocessed						1998

		Nigeria		export-related measures		prohibited				proscribed or protected items		scrap, metal						1998

		Nigeria		export-related measures		prohibited				food and food products (vegetables)		beans						1998

		Nigeria		export-related measures		prohibited				forestry and forest products		timber						1998

		Nigeria		export-related measures		prohibited				forestry and forest products		logs, unprocessed, except gmelina logs						1998

		Nigeria		export-related measures		prohibited				food and food products (vegetables)		yam tubers						1998

		Nigeria		export-related measures		quotas				mining, metals, and mineral products		gold, unrefined						1998

		Nigeria		export-related measures		quotas				petroleum, gas and petroleum products		crude oil						1998

		Nigeria		export-related measures		subsidies		grants, 4% of confirmed repatriated export proceeds		horizontal								1998

		Nigeria		export-related measures		subsidies		short-term credit, buyer		horizontal								1998

		Nigeria		export-related measures		subsidies		short-term credit, supplier		horizontal								1998

		Nigeria		government procurement		local preference		federal procurement		horizontal								1998

		Nigeria		government procurement		local preference		parastatals preference		horizontal								1998

		Nigeria		government procurement		restrictions		countertrade, to Brazil		petroleum, gas and petroleum products		crude oil, light						1998

		Nigeria		government procurement		restrictions		countertrade, to Saudi Arabia		petroleum, gas and petroleum products		crude oil, light						1998

		Nigeria		import licensing		licensing		onerous		beverages (non-alcoholic)								1998

		Nigeria		import licensing		licensing		onerous		chemicals and chemical products								1998

		Nigeria		import licensing		licensing		onerous		food and food products								1998

		Nigeria		import licensing		licensing		onerous		petroleum, gas and petroleum products								1998

		Nigeria		import licensing		licensing		onerous		pharmaceuticals								1998

		Nigeria		import licensing		licensing		onerous		tobacco and tobacco products		tobacco products						1998

		Nigeria		import licensing		requirements		registration		beverages (non-alcoholic)								1998

		Nigeria		import licensing		requirements		registration		chemicals and chemical products								1998

		Nigeria		import licensing		requirements		registration		food and food products								1998

		Nigeria		import licensing		requirements		registration		petroleum, gas and petroleum products								1998

		Nigeria		import licensing		requirements		registration		pharmaceuticals								1998

		Nigeria		import licensing		requirements		registration		tobacco and tobacco products		tobacco products						1998

		Nigeria		import prohibitions		prohibited		< 10,000 metric tonnes		mining, metals, and mineral products		cement				2002

		Nigeria		import prohibitions		prohibited		< full vessel capacity		mining, metals, and mineral products		cement				2002

		Nigeria		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		food and food products (meat)		all types since 1993						1998

		Nigeria		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		motor vehicles		used, < 5 years old		2001

		Nigeria		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		motor vehicles		used, < 5 years old		2002

		Nigeria		import prohibitions		prohibited		in bulk		food and food products		vegetable oil				2002

		Nigeria		import prohibitions		prohibited		from Europe		other goods (equipment)		air conditioners		2001

		Nigeria		import prohibitions		prohibited		from Europe		other goods (equipment)		air conditioners		2002

		Nigeria		import prohibitions		prohibited		from Europe		other goods (equipment)		compressors		2001

		Nigeria		import prohibitions		prohibited		from Europe		other goods (equipment)		compressors		2002

		Nigeria		import prohibitions		prohibited		from Europe		other goods (equipment)		refrigerators		2001

		Nigeria		import prohibitions		prohibited		from Europe		other goods (equipment)		refrigerators		2002

		Nigeria		import prohibitions		prohibited		from Europe		other goods		non-essential		2001

		Nigeria		import prohibitions		prohibited		from Europe		other goods		non-essential		2002

		Nigeria		import prohibitions		prohibited		from Europe		other goods		non-essential		2001

		Nigeria		import prohibitions		prohibited		from Europe		other goods		non-essential		2002

		Nigeria		intellectual property rights		enforcement		inadequate, patents		horizontal								1998

		Nigeria		intellectual property rights		enforcement		inadequate, trademarks		horizontal								1998

		Nigeria		intellectual property rights		infrastructure		inadequate, legal system, patent law		horizontal								1998

		Nigeria		intellectual property rights		infrastructure		inadequate, legal system, trademark law		horizontal								1998

		Nigeria		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, piracy, copyrights		other goods		computer software				2002

		Nigeria		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, piracy, copyrights		pharmaceuticals						2002

		Nigeria		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, piracy, copyrights		art and artistic products (recordings)		discs, audio				2002

		Nigeria		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, piracy, copyrights		art and artistic products (recordings)		videos				2002

		Nigeria		investment-related measures		charges		taxes, high business taxes		horizontal						2002

		Nigeria		investment-related measures		corruption				horizontal						2002

		Nigeria		investment-related measures		corruption		crime		horizontal						2002

		Nigeria		investment-related measures		infrastructure		confusing, legal system, land ownership laws		horizontal						2002

		Nigeria		investment-related measures		regulations		application, arbitrary		horizontal						2002

		Nigeria		investment-related measures		requirements		local content, 30%		professional services		gas exploration						1998

		Nigeria		investment-related measures		requirements		local content, 30%		professional services		petroleum exploration						1998

		Nigeria		investment-related measures		restrictions		expatriate employment, limits		professional services		gas exploration				2002

		Nigeria		investment-related measures		restrictions		expatriate employment, limits		professional services		petroleum exploration				2002

		Nigeria		investment-related measures		restrictions		investment-related measures, limits		professional services		gas exploration				2002

		Nigeria		investment-related measures		restrictions		investment-related measures, limits		professional services		petroleum exploration				2002

		Nigeria		investment-related measures		subsidies		locally manufactured plant, machinery, and equipment for own use, 15% investment-related measures tax credit		horizontal								1998

		Nigeria		standards, testing, certification and labeling		infrastructure		inadequate, inspection		horizontal						2002

		Nigeria		standards, testing, certification and labeling		testing		arbitrary		horizontal						2002

		Norway		customs procedures		market behavior		uncertainty, tariff adjustments only 2-5 days before implementation		food and food products (fruit)						2002

		Norway		customs procedures		market behavior		uncertainty, tariff adjustments only 2-5 days before implementation		food and food products (vegetables)						2002

		Norway		customs procedures		subsidies		tariffs, export concessions		agricultural products		processing of products for export						1996

		Norway		export-related measures		subsidies				agricultural products		processed, some						1996

		Norway		export-related measures		subsidies				food and food products (dairy)		butter						1996

		Norway		export-related measures		subsidies				food and food products (dairy)		cheese						1996

		Norway		export-related measures		subsidies				food and food products (dairy)		whey powder						1996

		Norway		export-related measures		subsidies				food and food products (eggs)		egg products						1996

		Norway		export-related measures		subsidies				food and food products (eggs)		eggs						1996

		Norway		export-related measures		subsidies				food and food products (fruit)								1996

		Norway		export-related measures		subsidies				animals and animal products		honey						1996

		Norway		export-related measures		subsidies				food and food products (meat)		bovine						1996

		Norway		export-related measures		subsidies				food and food products (meat)		lamb						1996

		Norway		export-related measures		subsidies				food and food products (meat)		poultry						1996

		Norway		export-related measures		subsidies				food and food products (meat)		swine						1996

		Norway		export-related measures		subsidies				food and food products (vegetables)								1996

		Norway		export-related measures		subsidies		credit financing		horizontal								1996

		Norway		export-related measures		subsidies		credit guarantees		horizontal								1996

		Norway		export-related measures		subsidies		financing interest		fisheries, fish, and fish products		fisheries						1996

		Norway		export-related measures		subsidies		financing		professional services		construction, fisheries						1996

		Norway		export-related measures		subsidies		financing		professional services		construction, shipbuilding						1996

		Norway		export-related measures		subsidies		financing		shipbuilding		interest						1996

		Norway		export-related measures		subsidies		promotion		horizontal								1996

		Norway		import licensing		licensing		non-automatic		food and food products (meat)		whale						1996

		Norway		import licensing		licensing		non-automatic		proscribed or protected items		netting, knotted, cordage						1996

		Norway		import licensing		licensing		non-automatic		proscribed or protected items		netting, knotted, rope						1996

		Norway		import licensing		licensing		non-automatic		proscribed or protected items		nettine, knotted, twine						1996

		Norway		import licensing		licensing		non-automatic		food and food products		whale oil						1996

		Norway		import licensing		licensing		non-automatic		whale extracts								1996

		Norway		import prohibitions		prohibited		from Canada		forestry and forest products		wood						1996

		Norway		import prohibitions		prohibited		from Canada		forestry and forest products		wood chips						1996

		Norway		import prohibitions		prohibited		from Canada		forestry and forest products		timber						1996

		Norway		import prohibitions		prohibited		from China		forestry and forest products		wood						1996

		Norway		import prohibitions		prohibited		from China		forestry and forest products		wood chips						1996

		Norway		import prohibitions		prohibited		from China		forestry and forest products		timber						1996

		Norway		import prohibitions		prohibited		from Japan		forestry and forest products		wood						1996

		Norway		import prohibitions		prohibited		from Japan		forestry and forest products		wood chips						1996

		Norway		import prohibitions		prohibited		from Japan		forestry and forest products		timber						1996

		Norway		import prohibitions		prohibited		from Korea		forestry and forest products		wood						1996

		Norway		import prohibitions		prohibited		from Korea		forestry and forest products		wood chips						1996

		Norway		import prohibitions		prohibited		from Korea		forestry and forest products		timber						1996

		Norway		import prohibitions		prohibited		from U.S.		forestry and forest products		wood						1996

		Norway		import prohibitions		prohibited		from U.S.		forestry and forest products		wood chips						1996

		Norway		import prohibitions		prohibited		from U.S.		forestry and forest products		timber						1996

		Norway		import quotas		quotas		tariffs		agricultural products								1996

		Norway		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, piracy		media services		broadcasting, cable, smart card				2002

		Norway		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, piracy		media services		broadcasting, satellite, smart card				2002

		Norway		investment-related measures		local preference		domestic preference		professional services		gas exploration				2002

		Norway		investment-related measures		local preference		domestic preference		professional services		petroleum exploration				2002

		Norway		investment-related measures		local preference		European preference		professional services		gas exploration				2002

		Norway		investment-related measures		local preference		European preference		professional services		petroleum exploration				2002

		Norway		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		additives, not essential		food and food products		enriched flour		2002

		Norway		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		additives, not essential		food and food products		with vitamin additives		2002

		Norway		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		additives, not International standards		food and food products		enriched flour		2002

		Norway		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		additives, not International standards		food and food products		with vitamin additives		2002

		Norway		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		growth hormone		animals and animal products						2002

		Norway		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		growth hormone		food and food products (meat)		animals				2002

		Norway		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		regulations		imports		agricultural products		genetically modified						1996

		Norway		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		regulations		imports		biotechnology products		organisms, genetically modified						1996

		Norway		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		regulations		marketing		agricultural products		genetically modified						1996

		Norway		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		regulations		marketing		biotechnology products		organisms, genetically modified						1996

		Norway		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		regulations		stringent		agricultural products		biotechnology-derived		2002		2002

		Norway		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		requirements		declaration, detailed, agricultural raw materials, detailed, reveal proprietary information		food and food products		processed				2002

		Norway		services		certification		not EEA regulations		other goods (equipment)		telecommunications				2002

		Norway		services		local preference		cross-border insurance can only be supplied by an insurance broker established in Norway		financial services		insurance				2002

		Norway		services		local preference		residence, >= 50%, board members, Norwegian or European		financial services				2002		2002

		Norway		services		local preference		residence, >= 50%, board members, Norwegian or European		financial services		banking				2002

		Norway		services		local preference		residence, >= 50%, corporate assembly, Norwegian or European		financial services				2002		2002

		Norway		services		local preference		residence, >= 50%, corporate assembly, Norwegian or European		financial services		banking				2002

		Norway		services		requirements		certification, if not under the EEA regulations, costs		other goods (equipment)		telecommunications				2002

		Norway		standards, testing, certification and labeling		regulations		protection, public safety, stringent		agricultural production (fertilizers)		containing asbestos						1996

		Norway		standards, testing, certification and labeling		regulations		protection, public safety, stringent		agricultural production (fertilizers)		containing cadmium						1996

		Norway		standards, testing, certification and labeling		regulations		protection, public safety, stringent		agricultural production (fertilizers)		containing carcinogens						1996

		Norway		standards, testing, certification and labeling		regulations		protection, public safety, stringent		agricultural production (fertilizers)		containing mercury						1996

		Norway		standards, testing, certification and labeling		regulations		protection, public safety, stringent		proscribed or protected items		pesticides, containing asbestos						1996

		Norway		standards, testing, certification and labeling		regulations		protection, public safety, stringent		proscribed or protected items		pesticides, containing cadmium						1996

		Norway		standards, testing, certification and labeling		regulations		protection, public safety, stringent		proscribed or protected items		pesticides, containing carcinogens						1996

		Norway		standards, testing, certification and labeling		regulations		protection, public safety, stringent		proscribed or protected items		pesticides, containing mercury						1996

		Norway		state-trading		market structure		monopoly, state		professional services		gas exploration						1996

		Norway		state-trading		market structure		monopoly, state		professional services		petroleum exploration						1996

		Norway		state-trading		market structure		monopoly, state		telecommunication services								1996

		Norway		taxes		subsidies		concessions		forestry and forest products		forest products						1996

		Norway		taxes		subsidies		grants		forestry and forest products		forest products						1996

		Pakistan		anticompetitive practices / competition policy		market behavior		unfair competition		agricultural production (fertilizers)		price controls						2002

		Pakistan		anticompetitive practices / competition policy		market behavior		unfair competition, price controls		paper and paper products		paper						2002

		Pakistan		anticompetitive practices / competition policy		market behavior		unfair competition		pharmaceuticals		price controls						2002

		Pakistan		anticompetitive practices / competition policy		market behavior		unfair competition, price controls		pharmaceuticals		end products				2002

		Pakistan		customs procedures		charges		tariffs, complexity		horizontal								2002

		Pakistan		customs procedures		charges		tariffs, widely different rates		horizontal								2002

		Pakistan		customs procedures		local preference		activity or industry-specific concessions that exclude items		horizontal								2002

		Pakistan		customs procedures		market behavior		discretionary		horizontal						2002

		Pakistan		customs procedures		market behavior		nontransparent		horizontal						2002

		Pakistan		customs procedures		procedures		inconsistent, imports, incentives advertised at the policy level are not granted		horizontal						2002

		Pakistan		customs procedures		regulations		complexity		horizontal						2002

		Pakistan		customs procedures		subsidies		tariffs, numerous concessions		horizontal								2002

		Pakistan		export-related measures		quotas				chemicals and chemical products		urea						2002

		Pakistan		export-related measures		quotas				food and food products (vegetables)		potatoes						2002

		Pakistan		export-related measures		subsidies		1996-1998, 25% of freight costs		food and food products		confectionery						2002

		Pakistan		export-related measures		subsidies				plants and plant products		cotton				2002

		Pakistan		export-related measures		subsidies		25% of freight costs		fisheries, fish, and fish products		fresh, 1996-1998						2002

		Pakistan		export-related measures		subsidies		1996-1998, 25% of freight costs		other goods		flowers						2002

		Pakistan		export-related measures		subsidies				food and food products (fruit)		fresh, 1996-1998, 25% of freight costs						2002

		Pakistan		export-related measures		subsidies				food and food products (grains and nuts)		wheat				2002

		Pakistan		export-related measures		subsidies				food and food products (sweeteners)		sugar						2002

		Pakistan		export-related measures		subsidies				food and food products (vegetables)		fresh, 1996-1998, 25% of freight costs						2002

		Pakistan		export-related measures		subsidies				food and food products (vegetables)		potatoes, 25% of freight costs						2002

		Pakistan		export-related measures		subsidies		certification, ISO 9000		horizontal								2002

		Pakistan		export-related measures		subsidies		freight, begin 2000, stopped 2001		food and food products (fruit)						2002

		Pakistan		export-related measures		subsidies		freight, begins 2000, stopped 2001		food and food products (vegetables)						2002

		Pakistan		export-related measures		subsidies		preferential financing		horizontal								2002

		Pakistan		export-related measures		subsidies		tariffs, exports, inputs for goods		horizontal						2002

		Pakistan		export-related measures		subsidies		taxes, income tax, goods for exports		horizontal						2002

		Pakistan		export-related measures		subsidies		taxes, sales tax, good for export		horizontal						2002

		Pakistan		government procurement		corruption				horizontal						2002

		Pakistan		government procurement		local preference		domestic price preference		horizontal								2002

		Pakistan		government procurement		local preference		domestic suppliers		horizontal								2002

		Pakistan		government procurement		market behavior		political influence		horizontal						2002

		Pakistan		government procurement		procedures		delays, decision-making		horizontal						2002

		Pakistan		import licensing		prohibited		from UK a BSE infected country		horizontal		certain items						2002

		Pakistan		import licensing		restrictions		only to industrial consumers		horizontal		certain items						2002

		Pakistan		import licensing		restrictions		only to public sector		horizontal		certain items						2002

		Pakistan		import prohibitions		prohibited		from Belgium		animals and animal products		livestock products						2002

		Pakistan		import prohibitions		prohibited		from Belgium		animals and animal products		livestock						2002

		Pakistan		import prohibitions		prohibited		from Belgium		food and food products (meat)								2002

		Pakistan		import prohibitions		prohibited		from Belgium a BSE infected country		animals and animal products		bone meal						2002

		Pakistan		import prohibitions		prohibited		from Belgium a BSE infected country		animals and animal products		tallow containing protein, Belgian						2002

		Pakistan		import prohibitions		prohibited		from Belgium a BSE infected country		animals and animal products		live						2002

		Pakistan		import prohibitions		prohibited		from Belgium a BSE infected country		agricultural production (feed)		animal ingredients						2002

		Pakistan		import prohibitions		prohibited		from Belgium a BSE infected country		food and food products (meat)								2002

		Pakistan		import prohibitions		prohibited		from Denmark a BSE infected country		animals and animal products		bone meal						2002

		Pakistan		import prohibitions		prohibited		from Denmark a BSE infected country		animals and animal products		tallow containing protein, Danish						2002

		Pakistan		import prohibitions		prohibited		from Denmark a BSE infected country		animals and animal products		live						2002

		Pakistan		import prohibitions		prohibited		from Denmark a BSE infected country		agricultural production (feed)		animal ingredients						2002

		Pakistan		import prohibitions		prohibited		from Denmark a BSE infected country		food and food products (meat)								2002

		Pakistan		import prohibitions		prohibited		from France a BSE infected country		animals and animal products		bone meal						2002

		Pakistan		import prohibitions		prohibited		from France a BSE infected country		animals and animal products		tallow containing protein, French						2002

		Pakistan		import prohibitions		prohibited		from France a BSE infected country		animals and animal products		live						2002

		Pakistan		import prohibitions		prohibited		from France a BSE infected country		agricultural production (feed)		animal ingredients						2002

		Pakistan		import prohibitions		prohibited		from France a BSE infected country		food and food products (meat)								2002

		Pakistan		import prohibitions		prohibited		from Germany a BSE infected country		animals and animal products		bone meal						2002

		Pakistan		import prohibitions		prohibited		from Germany a BSE infected country		animals and animal products		tallow containing protein, German						2002

		Pakistan		import prohibitions		prohibited		from Germany a BSE infected country		animals and animal products		live						2002

		Pakistan		import prohibitions		prohibited		from Germany a BSE infected country		agricultural production (feed)		animal ingredients						2002

		Pakistan		import prohibitions		prohibited		from Germany a BSE infected country		food and food products (meat)								2002

		Pakistan		import prohibitions		prohibited		from India		horizontal		allowed under 603 HS items as of July 2000						2002

		Pakistan		import prohibitions		prohibited		from Ireland a BSE infected country		animals and animal products		bone meal						2002

		Pakistan		import prohibitions		prohibited		from Ireland a BSE infected country		animals and animal products		tallow containing protein, Irish						2002

		Pakistan		import prohibitions		prohibited		from Ireland a BSE infected country		animals and animal products		live						2002

		Pakistan		import prohibitions		prohibited		from Ireland a BSE infected country		agricultural production (feed)		animal ingredients						2002

		Pakistan		import prohibitions		prohibited		from Ireland a BSE infected country		food and food products (meat)								2002

		Pakistan		import prohibitions		prohibited		from Israel		horizontal								2002

		Pakistan		import prohibitions		prohibited		from Italy a BSE infected country		animals and animal products		bone meal						2002

		Pakistan		import prohibitions		prohibited		from Italy a BSE infected country		animals and animal products		tallow containing protein, Italian						2002

		Pakistan		import prohibitions		prohibited		from Italy a BSE infected country		animals and animal products		live						2002

		Pakistan		import prohibitions		prohibited		from Italy a BSE infected country		agricultural production (feed)		animal ingredients						2002

		Pakistan		import prohibitions		prohibited		from Italy a BSE infected country		food and food products (meat)								2002

		Pakistan		import prohibitions		prohibited		from Luxembourg a BSE infected country		animals and animal products		bone meal						2002

		Pakistan		import prohibitions		prohibited		from Luxembourg a BSE infected country		animals and animal products		tallow containing protein, Luxembourg						2002

		Pakistan		import prohibitions		prohibited		from Luxembourg a BSE infected country		animals and animal products		live						2002

		Pakistan		import prohibitions		prohibited		from Luxembourg a BSE infected country		agricultural production (feed)		animal ingredients						2002

		Pakistan		import prohibitions		prohibited		from Luxembourg a BSE infected country		food and food products (meat)								2002

		Pakistan		import prohibitions		prohibited		from the Netherlands a BSE infected country		animals and animal products		bone meal						2002

		Pakistan		import prohibitions		prohibited		from the Netherlands a BSE infected country		animals and animal products		tallow containing protein, Netherlands						2002

		Pakistan		import prohibitions		prohibited		from the Netherlands a BSE infected country		animals and animal products		live						2002

		Pakistan		import prohibitions		prohibited		from the Netherlands a BSE infected country		agricultural production (feed)		animal ingredients						2002

		Pakistan		import prohibitions		prohibited		from the Netherlands a BSE infected country		food and food products (meat)								2002

		Pakistan		import prohibitions		prohibited		from Spain a BSE infected country		animals and animal products		bone meal						2002

		Pakistan		import prohibitions		prohibited		from Spain a BSE infected country		animals and animal products		tallow containing protein, Spanish						2002

		Pakistan		import prohibitions		prohibited		from Spain a BSE infected country		animals and animal products		live						2002

		Pakistan		import prohibitions		prohibited		from Spain a BSE infected country		agricultural production (feed)		animal ingredients						2002

		Pakistan		import prohibitions		prohibited		from Spain a BSE infected country		food and food products (meat)								2002

		Pakistan		import prohibitions		prohibited		from the UK a BSE infected country		animals and animal products		bone meal						2002

		Pakistan		import prohibitions		prohibited		from the UK a BSE infected country		animals and animal products		tallow containing protein, UK						2002

		Pakistan		import prohibitions		prohibited		from the UK a BSE infected country		animals and animal products		live						2002

		Pakistan		import prohibitions		prohibited		from the UK a BSE infected country		agricultural production (feed)		animal ingredients						2002

		Pakistan		intellectual property rights		market behavior		not specified		horizontal				2002				2003

		Pakistan		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, exploitation of, patents		horizontal				2002				2002

		Pakistan		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, patents		chemicals and chemical products		agricultural, only covers the process		2002

		Pakistan		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, patents		pharmaceuticals		only covers the process						2002

		Pakistan		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, piracy, copyrights		horizontal						2002

		Pakistan		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, piracy, trademarks		horizontal						2002

		Pakistan		intellectual property rights		registration		delays, can take 2 years		pharmaceuticals				2002

		Pakistan		intellectual property rights		requirements		licensing, if in public interest		horizontal				2002				2002

		Pakistan		investment-related measures		charges		tariffs, prescribed raw materials imports licensed at concessionary rates if they meet domestic content requirement		motor vehicles		automobile assembly		2002

		Pakistan		investment-related measures		charges		tariffs, prescribed raw materials imports licensed at concessionary rates if they meet domestic content requirement		motor vehicles		automobile manufacturing		2002

		Pakistan		investment-related measures		corruption		government decision-making		horizontal						2002

		Pakistan		investment-related measures		market behavior		nontransparent, government decision-making		horizontal						2002

		Pakistan		investment-related measures		procedures		inconsistent, unstable policy decisions; changes in government alter investment-related measures assumptions		horizontal						2002

		Pakistan		investment-related measures		requirements		local content		other goods		electrical products				2002

		Pakistan		investment-related measures		requirements		local content		other goods (electronic)						2002

		Pakistan		investment-related measures		requirements		local content		motor vehicles		automobile				2002

		Pakistan		investment-related measures		requirements		local content		professional services		engineering				2002

		Pakistan		services		procedures		delays, repatriating profits		financial services		insurance				2002

		Pakistan		services		requirements		investment-related measures, minimums		professional services		legal firms				2002

		Pakistan		services		restrictions		FDI, caps, <= 60%, within 5 years		professional services		legal firms				2002

		Pakistan		services		restrictions		on loans to state-owned enterprises		financial services		banking				2002

		Pakistan		services		tax problems		various		financial services		insurance				2002

		Pakistan		standards, testing, certification and labeling		infrastructure		inadequate, testing facilities		agricultural products								2002

		Pakistan		standards, testing, certification and labeling		standards		difficulties, quality		horizontal								2002

		Pakistan		standards, testing, certification and labeling		standards		inconsistent		agricultural products								2002

		Pakistan		standards, testing, certification and labeling		standards		inconsistent, quality		agricultural products						2002

		Pakistan		standards, testing, certification and labeling		standards		quality, inadequate		agricultural products						2002

		Pakistan		state-trading		market structure		state-trading, imports, largest share, essential commodities		mining, metals, and mineral products		cement						2002

		Pakistan		state-trading		market structure		state-trading, imports, largest share, essential commodities		chemicals and chemical products								2002

		Pakistan		state-trading		market structure		state-trading, imports, largest share, essential commodities		distribution services		electric power						2002

		Pakistan		state-trading		market structure		state-trading, imports, largest share, essential commodities		other goods (equipment)		machine tools						2002

		Pakistan		state-trading		market structure		state-trading, imports, largest share, essential commodities		other goods (equipment)		transport						2002

		Pakistan		state-trading		market structure		state-trading, imports, largest share, essential commodities		professional services		gas exploration						2002

		Pakistan		state-trading		market structure		state-trading, imports, largest share, essential commodities		professional services		petroleum exploration						2002

		Pakistan		state-trading		market structure		state-trading, imports, largest share, essential commodities		agricultural production (fertilizers)								2002

		Pakistan		state-trading		market structure		state-trading, imports, largest share, essential commodities		petroleum, gas and petroleum products		fuels						2002

		Pakistan		state-trading		market structure		state-trading, imports, largest share, essential commodities		professional services		engineering						2002

		Pakistan		state-trading		market structure		state-trading, imports, largest share, essential commodities		professional services		financial						2002

		Pakistan		state-trading		market structure		state-trading, imports, largest share, essential commodities		telecommunication services								2002

		Pakistan		state-trading		market structure		state-trading, imports, largest share, essential commodities		tourism services								2002

		Pakistan		state-trading		market structure		state-trading, imports, largest share, essential commodities		transportation services								2002

		Pakistan		state-trading		market structure		state-trading, imports, largest share, essential commodities		utilities		electric power, generation						2002

		Pakistan		state-trading		market structure		state-trading, imports, largest share, essential commodities		food and food products (vegetables)		vegetable ghee						2002

		Pakistan		state-trading		market structure		state-trading, imports, largest share, essential commodities, until 2005		telecommunication services		telephone service, basic				2002

		Pakistan		taxes		charges		duties, regulatory duties		food and food products		edible oil						2002

		Pakistan		taxes		charges		duties, regulatory		food and food products (grains and nuts)		oilseeds for crushing						2002

		Pakistan		taxes		charges		fees, imports		horizontal						2002

		Pakistan		taxes		charges		surcharge, withholding tax on imports is effectively a surcharge if greater then the amount of income tax		horizontal								2002

		Pakistan		taxes		charges		taxes, border tax		food and food products		edible oil						2002

		Pakistan		taxes		charges		taxes, border tax		food and food products (grains and nuts)		oilseeds for crushing						2002

		Pakistan		taxes		local preference		domestic inputs		horizontal								2002

		Pakistan		taxes		market behavior		discriminatory		pharmaceuticals		raw materials, domestic product has preferential tax rate				2002

		Pakistan		taxes		subsidies		duties, inputs in the assembly and manufacture of		other goods		electrical products						2002

		Pakistan		taxes		subsidies		duties, inputs in the assembly and manufacture of		other goods		engineering products						2002

		Pakistan		taxes		subsidies		duties, inputs in the assembly and manufacture of		motor vehicles		automobiles						2002

		Panama		corruption		corruption		government procurement		horizontal						2002

		Panama		corruption		corruption		judicial system		horizontal						2002

		Panama		export-related measures		subsidies				horizontal						2002

		Panama		export-related measures		subsidies		taxes, exemptions		fisheries, fish, and fish products		shrimp farming				2002

		Panama		export-related measures		subsidies		taxes		tourism services						2002

		Panama		government procurement		procedures		mishandled		horizontal						2002

		Panama		intellectual property rights		enforcement		inadequate		horizontal						2002

		Panama		investment-related measures		restrictions		foreign labor		horizontal						2002

		Panama		services		requirements		licensing, technical		professional services		architects				2002

		Panama		services		requirements		licensing, technical		professional services		customs procedures brokerage				2002

		Panama		services		requirements		licensing, technical		professional services		doctors				2002

		Panama		services		requirements		licensing, technical		professional services		engineers				2002

		Panama		services		requirements		licensing, technical		professional services		insurance brokers				2002

		Panama		services		requirements		licensing, technical		professional services		lawyers				2002

		Panama		services		requirements		licensing, technical		professional services		psychologists				2002

		Panama		services		requirements		licensing, technical		transportation services		freight forwarding				2002

		Panama		standards, testing, certification and labeling		requirements		certification, processing plants, U.S.		food and food products (meat)		beef, products				2002

		Panama		standards, testing, certification and labeling		requirements		certification, processing plants, U.S.		food and food products (meat)		pork				2002

		Panama		standards, testing, certification and labeling		requirements		certification, processing plants, U.S.		food and food products (meat)		poultry				2002

		Papua New Guinea		customs procedures		inspection		pre-shipment		horizontal								1999

		Papua New Guinea		customs procedures		regulations		administration, poor		horizontal								1999

		Papua New Guinea		customs procedures		regulations		inconsistent		horizontal								1999

		Papua New Guinea		export-related measures		charges		taxes, exports		animals and animal products		skins, crocodile, export tax						1999

		Papua New Guinea		export-related measures		charges		taxes, exports		mining, metals, and mineral products		mineral ores, export tax						1999

		Papua New Guinea		export-related measures		charges		taxes, export tax		plants and plant products		rattan						1999

		Papua New Guinea		export-related measures		charges		taxes, export tax		fisheries, fish, and fish products		sea cucumbers						1999

		Papua New Guinea		export-related measures		charges		taxes, export tax		forestry and forest products		logs						1999

		Papua New Guinea		export-related measures		charges		taxes, export tax		forestry and forest products		sandalwood						1999

		Papua New Guinea		export-related measures		licensing				other goods		commodities, primary						1999

		Papua New Guinea		export-related measures		licensing				plants and plant products		flora, some						1999

		Papua New Guinea		export-related measures		licensing		permits		other goods		commodities, primary						1999

		Papua New Guinea		export-related measures		prohibited				animals and animal products		fauna, some						1999

		Papua New Guinea		export-related measures		prohibited				proscribed or protected items		flora, some						1999

		Papua New Guinea		export-related measures		prohibited				proscribed or protected items		rattan, raw, certain						1999

		Papua New Guinea		export-related measures		prohibited				forestry and forest products		logs, certain unprocessed species						1999

		Papua New Guinea		export-related measures		restrictions		licensing, subject to		animals and animal products		fauna						1999

		Papua New Guinea		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, IPR		horizontal								1999

		Papua New Guinea		state-trading		market structure		monopoly, state, ineffective privatization program		horizontal								1999

		Paraguay		customs procedures		regulations		uncertain, multiple changes		horizontal						2002

		Paraguay		export-related measures		restrictions				animals and animal products		hides, raw		2002

		Paraguay		government procurement		market behavior		discriminatory, bid procedures		horizontal						2002

		Paraguay		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		other goods (apparel)		used				2002

		Paraguay		intellectual property rights		enforcement		inadequate, copyrights		horizontal						2002

		Paraguay		intellectual property rights		enforcement		inadequate, trademarks		horizontal						2002

		Paraguay		intellectual property rights		infrastructure		inadequate, legal system, trademark law		horizontal						2002

		Paraguay		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, BPI		other goods		computer chip layouts				2002

		Paraguay		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, BPI		horizontal						2002

		Paraguay		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, BPI		horizontal						2002

		Paraguay		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, industrial designs		horizontal						2002

		Paraguay		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, patents		chemicals and chemical products		agricultural				2002

		Paraguay		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, patents		chemicals and chemical products		agricultural, parallel imports permitted				2002

		Paraguay		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, patents		chemicals and chemical products		pharmaceutical				2002

		Paraguay		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, patents		chemicals and chemical products		pharmaceutical, parallel imports permitted				2002

		Paraguay		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, patents		horizontal						2002

		Paraguay		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, patents		horizontal						2002

		Paraguay		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, patents, parallel imports permitted		horizontal						2002

		Paraguay		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, patents, parallel imports permitted		horizontal						2002

		Paraguay		intellectual property rights		requirements		licensing, can be granted in 90 days		chemicals and chemical products		agricultural				2002

		Paraguay		intellectual property rights		requirements		licensing, can be granted in 90 days		chemicals and chemical products		pharmaceutical				2002

		Paraguay		intellectual property rights		requirements		licensing, can be granted in 90 days		horizontal						2002

		Paraguay		investment-related measures		restrictions		foreign firm must prove just cause in court to terminate, alter, or fail to renew contract with domestic distributors		horizontal						2002

		Paraguay		state-trading		market structure		monopoly, state		telecommunication services				2002

		Paraguay		taxes		charges		taxes, preferential tax rate		beverages (alcoholic)		beer				2002

		Paraguay		taxes		local preference		preferential tax rate		tobacco and tobacco products		cigarettes				2002

		Philippines		anticompetitive practices / competition policy		enforcement		inadequate, antitrust		horizontal						2002

		Philippines		corruption		enforcement		inadequate		horizontal						2002

		Philippines		customs procedures		inspection		pre-shipment		horizontal						2002		1999

		Philippines		customs procedures		market behavior		unfair competition, reference prices		horizontal						2002

		Philippines		export-related measures		requirements		licensing, exports, permits		animals and animal products								1999

		Philippines		export-related measures		requirements		licensing, exports, permits		animals and animal products		wildlife						1999

		Philippines		export-related measures		requirements		licensing, exports, permits		proscribed or protected items		antiques						1999

		Philippines		export-related measures		requirements		licensing, exports, permits		other goods (apparel)								1999

		Philippines		export-related measures		requirements		licensing, exports, permits		food and food products (vegetables)		coffee						1999

		Philippines		export-related measures		requirements		licensing, exports, permits		mining, metals, and mineral products		copper (concentrates)						1999

		Philippines		export-related measures		requirements		licensing, exports, permits		other goods		fibers, natural						1999

		Philippines		export-related measures		requirements		licensing, exports, permits		mining, metals, and mineral products		gold						1999

		Philippines		export-related measures		requirements		licensing, exports, permits		food and food products (grains and nuts)		grains						1999

		Philippines		export-related measures		requirements		licensing, exports, permits		food and food products (grains and nuts)		by-products						1999

		Philippines		export-related measures		requirements		licensing, exports, permits		media services		films						1999

		Philippines		export-related measures		requirements		licensing, exports, permits		other goods		molasses						1999

		Philippines		export-related measures		requirements		licensing, exports, permits		money		coins, Philippine						1999

		Philippines		export-related measures		requirements		licensing, exports, permits		money		notes, Philippine						1999

		Philippines		export-related measures		requirements		licensing, exports, permits		plants and plant products		all						1999

		Philippines		export-related measures		requirements		licensing, exports, permits		products to socially and centrally planned economies								1999

		Philippines		export-related measures		requirements		licensing, exports, permits		radioactive materials								1999

		Philippines		export-related measures		requirements		licensing, exports, permits		shells								1999

		Philippines		export-related measures		requirements		licensing, exports, permits		food and food products (sweeteners)		sugar						1999

		Philippines		export-related measures		requirements		licensing, exports, permits		textiles								1999

		Philippines		export-related measures		requirements		licensing, exports, permits		proscribed or protected items		arms						1999

		Philippines		export-related measures		requirements		licensing, exports, permits		forestry and forest products		lumber						1999

		Philippines		export-related measures		requirements		licensing, exports, permits		forestry and forest products		timber, logs						1999

		Philippines		export-related measures		requirements		licensing, exports, permits		forestry and forest products		timber, pillars						1999

		Philippines		export-related measures		requirements		licensing, exports, permits		forestry and forest products		timber, poles						1999

		Philippines		export-related measures		restrictions				other goods (apparel)								1999

		Philippines		export-related measures		restrictions				textiles								1999

		Philippines		export-related measures		subsidies				horizontal						2002		1999

		Philippines		export-related measures		subsidies		taxes, imported inputs, tax exemptions		horizontal						2002		1999

		Philippines		export-related measures		subsidies		taxes, locally supplied inputs, tax exemptions		horizontal						2002		1999

		Philippines		export-related measures		subsidies		taxes, tax holidays		horizontal						2002		1999

		Philippines		government procurement		local preference				distribution services		electric power, public utility				2002

		Philippines		government procurement		local preference				food and food products (grains and nuts)		corn				2002

		Philippines		government procurement		local preference				food and food products (grains and nuts)		rice				2002

		Philippines		government procurement		local preference				iron and steel products						2002

		Philippines		government procurement		local preference				pharmaceuticals						2002

		Philippines		government procurement		local preference				transportation services		public				2002

		Philippines		government procurement		local preference				utilities		public, water systems				2002

		Philippines		government procurement		local preference				utilities		public, telecommunication				2002

		Philippines		government procurement		requirements		countertrade, government-owned or controlled corporations, e.g., Philippine International Trade Corp. engages for projects worth $1 billion		horizontal								1999

		Philippines		import licensing		certification		imports		other goods (equipment)		telephones, cellular				2002

		Philippines		import licensing		certification		imports		food and food products (grains and nuts)		rice						1999

		Philippines		import licensing		certification		imports		motor vehicles		automobiles, used				2002

		Philippines		import licensing		licensing		imports		chemicals and chemical products		chlorofluorocarbons						1999

		Philippines		import licensing		licensing		imports		chemicals and chemical products		agricultural						1999

		Philippines		import licensing		licensing		imports		chemicals and chemical products		dangerous, toxic, cyanide						1999

		Philippines		import licensing		licensing		imports		chemicals and chemical products		explosives, for manufacturing						1999

		Philippines		import licensing		licensing		imports		other goods (equipment)		color reproduction						1999

		Philippines		import licensing		licensing		imports		other goods (equipment)		telephones, cellular				2002

		Philippines		import licensing		licensing		imports		fisheries, fish, and fish products		chilled				2002

		Philippines		import licensing		licensing		imports		fisheries, fish, and fish products		fresh				2002

		Philippines		import licensing		licensing		imports		fisheries, fish, and fish products		frozen				2002

		Philippines		import licensing		licensing		imports		mining, metals, and mineral products		gold						1999

		Philippines		import licensing		licensing		imports		food and food products (grains and nuts)		rice						1999

		Philippines		import licensing		licensing		imports		mining, metals, and mineral products		mercury						1999

		Philippines		import licensing		licensing		imports		mining, metals, and mineral products		mercury compounds						1999

		Philippines		import licensing		licensing		imports		money		bank notes						1999

		Philippines		import licensing		licensing		imports		money		coins						1999

		Philippines		import licensing		licensing		imports		motor vehicles		automobiles, used				2002

		Philippines		import licensing		licensing		imports		motor vehicles		components, used						1999

		Philippines		import licensing		licensing		imports		motor vehicles		parts, used						1999

		Philippines		import licensing		licensing		imports		proscribed or protected items		pesticides						1999

		Philippines		import licensing		licensing		imports		pharmaceuticals		dangerous						1999

		Philippines		import licensing		licensing		imports		pharmaceuticals		penicillin						1999

		Philippines		import licensing		licensing		imports		pharmaceuticals		penicillin, derivatives						1999

		Philippines		import licensing		licensing		from socialist and other centrally planned economies		other goods		all goods						1999

		Philippines		import licensing		licensing		imports		radioactive materials								1999

		Philippines		import licensing		licensing		imports		other goods		tires, pneumatic, and tubes, automobile, used						1999

		Philippines		import licensing		licensing		imports		other goods		tires, pneumatic, and tubes, truck, used						1999

		Philippines		import licensing		licensing		imports		proscribed or protected items		ammunition						1999

		Philippines		import licensing		licensing		imports		proscribed or protected items		arms						1999

		Philippines		import licensing		licensing		imports		proscribed or protected items		firearms, parts						1999

		Philippines		import licensing		licensing		imports		proscribed or protected items		warships, all						1999

		Philippines		import licensing		quotas		imports		food and food products (grains and nuts)		rice				2002

		Philippines		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		proscribed or protected items		abortion articles						1999

		Philippines		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		proscribed or protected items		abortion drugs						1999

		Philippines		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		proscribed or protected items		abortion substances						1999

		Philippines		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		other goods (equipment)		amusement machines, gambling equipment						1999

		Philippines		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		animals and animal products		cattle, feeder		2001

		Philippines		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		animals and animal products		horses		2001

		Philippines		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		other goods (apparel)		used						1999

		Philippines		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		proscribed or protected items		explosives, dynamite						1999

		Philippines		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		food and food products (grains and nuts)		rice						1999

		Philippines		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		proscribed or protected items		opium, pipes and parts thereof						1999

		Philippines		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		other goods		rags, used						1999

		Philippines		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		other goods		toy guns						1999

		Philippines		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		proscribed or protected items		treasonous matter inciting against the Philippines						1999

		Philippines		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		proscribed or protected items		gunpowder						1999

		Philippines		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		proscribed or protected items		written matter of obscene character						1999

		Philippines		import prohibitions		prohibited		adulterated		food and food products								1999

		Philippines		import prohibitions		prohibited		adulterated		pharmaceuticals								1999

		Philippines		import prohibitions		prohibited		habit forming		other goods		flowers, poppies						1999

		Philippines		import prohibitions		prohibited		habit forming		proscribed or protected items		marijuna, cannabis						1999

		Philippines		import prohibitions		prohibited		habit forming		proscribed or protected items		opium						1999

		Philippines		import prohibitions		prohibited		misbranded		food and food products								1999

		Philippines		import prohibitions		prohibited		misbranded		pharmaceuticals								1999

		Philippines		import prohibitions		prohibited		not authorized		lottery and sweepstakes tickets								1999

		Philippines		import prohibitions		prohibited		not indicating fineness of quality		other goods		precious metal, products made of						1999

		Philippines		import prohibitions		prohibited		not indicating fineness of quality		other goods		gold, made of						1999

		Philippines		import prohibitions		prohibited		not indicating fineness of quality		other goods		silver, made of						1999

		Philippines		import prohibitions		prohibited		of an obscene character		media services		films						1999

		Philippines		import prohibitions		prohibited		of an obscene character		media services		films, cinematographic negatives						1999

		Philippines		import prohibitions		prohibited		of an obscene character		proscribed or protected items		painted articles						1999

		Philippines		intellectual property rights		enforcement		inadequate		other goods (apparel)						2002

		Philippines		intellectual property rights		enforcement		inadequate, copyrights		art and artistic products (recordings)		discs, audio				2002

		Philippines		intellectual property rights		enforcement		inadequate, copyrights		art and artistic products (recordings)		discs, optical, cinematographic				2002

		Philippines		intellectual property rights		enforcement		inadequate, copyrights		art and artistic products		discs, optical, computer games				2002

		Philippines		intellectual property rights		enforcement		inadequate, copyrights		art and artistic products		discs, video, cable programming				2002

		Philippines		intellectual property rights		enforcement		inadequate, copyrights		art and artistic products (recordings)		discs, video, motion pictures				2002

		Philippines		investment-related measures		prohibited		FDI		architectural services								1999

		Philippines		investment-related measures		prohibited		FDI		chemicals and chemical products								1999

		Philippines		investment-related measures		prohibited		FDI				cockpits (ownership or operation of)						1999

		Philippines		investment-related measures		prohibited		FDI		real estate		cooperative ownership						1999

		Philippines		investment-related measures		prohibited		FDI		professional services		criminology						1999

		Philippines		investment-related measures		prohibited		FDI		education services								1999

		Philippines		investment-related measures		prohibited		FDI		proscribed or protected items		environmental planning						1999

		Philippines		investment-related measures		prohibited		FDI		forestry and forest products		forestry						1999

		Philippines		investment-related measures		prohibited		FDI		professional services		geology						1999

		Philippines		investment-related measures		prohibited		FDI		professional services		interior design						1999

		Philippines		investment-related measures		prohibited		FDI		industrial production		firecrackers						1999

		Philippines		investment-related measures		prohibited		FDI		proscribed or protected items		repair, nuclear weapons						1999

		Philippines		investment-related measures		prohibited		FDI		marine deck offices								1999

		Philippines		investment-related measures		prohibited		FDI		marine engine offices								1999

		Philippines		investment-related measures		prohibited		FDI, marine resource utilization		fisheries, fish, and fish products		fisheries						1999

		Philippines		investment-related measures		prohibited		FDI		mining, metals, and mineral products		mining, small scale						1999

		Philippines		investment-related measures		prohibited		FDI		pharmaceuticals		medicines						1999

		Philippines		investment-related measures		prohibited		FDI		professional services		architects, landscape						1999

		Philippines		investment-related measures		prohibited		FDI		professional services		customs procedures brokerage						1999

		Philippines		investment-related measures		prohibited		FDI		professional services		engineering						1999

		Philippines		investment-related measures		prohibited		FDI		professional services		legal						1999

		Philippines		investment-related measures		prohibited		FDI		professional services		librarianship						1999

		Philippines		investment-related measures		prohibited		FDI		professional services		master plumbing						1999

		Philippines		investment-related measures		prohibited		FDI		professional services		social work						1999

		Philippines		investment-related measures		prohibited		FDI		retail trade								1999

		Philippines		investment-related measures		prohibited		FDI		security agencies services		private						1999

		Philippines		investment-related measures		prohibited		FDI		technology		sugar						1999

		Philippines		investment-related measures		prohibited		FDI		proscribed or protected items		biological, repair						1999

		Philippines		investment-related measures		prohibited		FDI		proscribed or protected items		chemical, repair						1999

		Philippines		investment-related measures		prohibited		FDI		proscribed or protected items		radiological, repair of						1999

		Philippines		investment-related measures		prohibited		foreign nationals		professional services		accountants, licensed						1999

		Philippines		investment-related measures		requirements		countertrade		pharmaceuticals						2002

		Philippines		investment-related measures		requirements		local content		motor vehicles						2002

		Philippines		investment-related measures		requirements		local content		soap and detergent						2002

		Philippines		investment-related measures		restrictions		FDI, caps, <= 40%		utilities		public, management						1999

		Philippines		investment-related measures		restrictions		FDI, caps, <= 40%		utilities		public, operation						1999

		Philippines		investment-related measures		restrictions		FDI, caps, <= 60%		financial services		financing companies						1999

		Philippines		investment-related measures		restrictions		FDI, caps, <= 60%		financial services		investment-related measures houses						1999

		Philippines		investment-related measures		restrictions		FDI, caps, <=25%		professional services		construction, public works						1999

		Philippines		investment-related measures		restrictions		FDI, caps, <=25%		professional services		employment, private recruitment						1999

		Philippines		investment-related measures		restrictions		FDI, caps, <=25%		professional services		repair, public works						1999

		Philippines		investment-related measures		restrictions		FDI, caps, <=30%		professional services		advertising						1999

		Philippines		investment-related measures		restrictions		FDI, caps, <=40%		adjustment companies								1999

		Philippines		investment-related measures		restrictions		FDI, caps, <=40%		real estate		condominium ownership						1999

		Philippines		investment-related measures		restrictions		FDI, caps, <=40%		professional services		natural resources exploration						1999

		Philippines		investment-related measures		restrictions		FDI, caps, <=40%		government owned agency		contracts to						1999

		Philippines		investment-related measures		restrictions		FDI, caps, <=40%		food and food products (grains and nuts)		corn, bioengineering						1999

		Philippines		investment-related measures		restrictions		FDI, caps, <=40%		food and food products (grains and nuts)		rice, bio-engineering						1999

		Philippines		investment-related measures		restrictions		FDI, caps, <=40%		real estate		land ownership						1999

		Philippines		investment-related measures		restrictions		FDI, caps, <=40%		natural resources		development						1999

		Philippines		investment-related measures		restrictions		FDI, caps, <=40%		professional services		construction, defense-related structures						1999

		Philippines		investment-related measures		restrictions		FDI, caps, <=40%		professional services		educational institutions						1999

		Philippines		investment-related measures		restrictions		FDI, caps, <=40%		fisheries, fish, and fish products		ships for deep sea fishing						1999

		Philippines		investment-related measures		restrictions		foreign ownership		industrial production		numerous						1999

		Philippines		investment-related measures		restrictions		foreign ownership, protection, national defense		industrial production								1999

		Philippines		investment-related measures		restrictions		foreign ownership, protection, public health		industrial production								1999

		Philippines		investment-related measures		restrictions		foreign ownership, public security		industrial production								1999

		Philippines		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited				beverages (alcoholic)		wine, containing methanol				2002

		Philippines		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		imports from Texas		food and food products (fruit)						2002

		Philippines		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		requirements		not specified		food and food products (fruit)		apples				2002

		Philippines		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		requirements		sanitary		food and food products (fruit)		grapes, not from Florida or Texas				2002

		Philippines		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		requirements		sanitary		food and food products (fruit)		oranges, not from Florida or Texas				2002

		Philippines		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		requirements		sanitary, not from Florida or Texas		food and food products (vegetables)		herbs, garlic				2002

		Philippines		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		requirements		sanitary		food and food products (vegetables)		onions, not from Florida or Texas				2002

		Philippines		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		requirements		sanitary		food and food products (vegetables)		potatoes, not from Florida or Texas				2002

		Philippines		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		restrictions				animals and animal products		poultry				2002

		Philippines		services		prohibited		foreign nationals		professional services		accountants, licensed				2002

		Philippines		services		prohibited		foreign nationals		professional services		engineers				2002

		Philippines		services		prohibited		foreign nationals		professional services		lawyers				2002

		Philippines		services		prohibited		foreign nationals		professional services		medical				2002

		Philippines		services		prohibited		foreign nationals		professional services		nurses				2002

		Philippines		services		restrictions				telecommunication services		resale of leased circuits				2002

		Philippines		services		restrictions		FDI		financial services		insurance				2002

		Philippines		services		restrictions		FDI		financial services		securities				2002

		Philippines		services		restrictions		FDI		utilities		public				2002

		Philippines		services		restrictions		foreign branches		financial services		banking				2002

		Philippines		services		restrictions		foreign ownership		professional services		accounting, restriction on foreign workers				2002

		Philippines		services		restrictions		regional treatment		satellite services						2002

		Philippines		standards, testing, certification and labeling		inspection				other goods (appliances)		household				2002

		Philippines		standards, testing, certification and labeling		inspection				mining, metals, and mineral products		cement				2002

		Philippines		standards, testing, certification and labeling		inspection				other goods		cosmetics				2002

		Philippines		standards, testing, certification and labeling		inspection				other goods		electrical cables				2002

		Philippines		standards, testing, certification and labeling		inspection				other goods		lighting fixtures				2002

		Philippines		standards, testing, certification and labeling		inspection				medical devices						2002

		Philippines		standards, testing, certification and labeling		inspection				other goods		sanitary wares				2002

		Philippines		standards, testing, certification and labeling		inspection				other goods		tires, pneumatic				2002

		Philippines		standards, testing, certification and labeling		inspection				other goods		wire, electrical				2002

		Philippines		standards, testing, certification and labeling		inspection				not specified		75 items				2002

		Philippines		standards, testing, certification and labeling		labeling				other goods (apparel)		accessories				2002

		Philippines		standards, testing, certification and labeling		labeling				other goods (apparel)		ready-made				2002

		Philippines		standards, testing, certification and labeling		labeling				other goods		linens, household				2002

		Philippines		standards, testing, certification and labeling		labeling				other goods		linens, institutional				2002

		Philippines		standards, testing, certification and labeling		labeling				textiles						2002

		Philippines		taxes		charges		taxes, excise tax		beverages (alcoholic)		distilled spirits				2002		1999

		Philippines		taxes		charges		taxes, excise tax		beverages (alcoholic)		wine				2002		1999

		Philippines		taxes		charges		taxes, excise tax		motor vehicles		automobiles				2002

		Poland		anticompetitive practices / competition policy		market structure		state-owned enterprises, with management appointed for political connections		horizontal						2002

		Poland		corruption		infrastructure		inadequate, legal system slow, inefficient, undermanned, and under funded		horizontal						2002

		Poland		customs procedures		charges		duties, retroactive classification		horizontal						2002

		Poland		customs procedures		charges		fees, clearance, unrelated to service provided		horizontal								2000

		Poland		customs procedures		charges		VAT, retroactive classification		horizontal						2002

		Poland		customs procedures		classification		arbitrary, duties		horizontal						2002

		Poland		customs procedures		classification		arbitrary, VAT		horizontal						2002

		Poland		customs procedures		infrastructure		inadequate, delays		horizontal								2000

		Poland		customs procedures		procedures		excessive, differences between border crossings		horizontal				2002

		Poland		customs procedures		procedures		inconsistent		horizontal								2000

		Poland		customs procedures		procedures		inconsistent, differences between border crossings		horizontal				2002

		Poland		customs procedures		procedures		unclear, differences between border crossings		horizontal				2002

		Poland		export-related measures		restrictions				proscribed or protected items		scrap, non-ferrous		2002

		Poland		export-related measures		subsidies				food and food products (dairy)		milk, non-fat dried				2002

		Poland		export-related measures		subsidies				food and food products (meat)		pork						2000

		Poland		export-related measures		subsidies				plants and plant products		rapeseed				2002

		Poland		export-related measures		subsidies				food and food products (sweeteners)		sugar				2002

		Poland		export-related measures		subsidies				food and food products (sweeteners)		sugar						2000

		Poland		export-related measures		subsidies				food and food products (vegetables)		potato starch						2000

		Poland		export-related measures		subsidies		financing		horizontal								2000

		Poland		export-related measures		subsidies		guarantees		horizontal								2000

		Poland		export-related measures		subsidies		loans		horizontal								2000

		Poland		export-related measures		subsidies		marketing		horizontal								2000

		Poland		export-related measures		subsidies		promotion		horizontal								2000

		Poland		export-related measures		subsidies		taxes, preferential income tax		horizontal								2000

		Poland		government procurement		local preference		domestic price preference 20%		horizontal						2002

		Poland		government procurement		local preference		domestic price preference 20%		horizontal								2000

		Poland		government procurement		market behavior		discriminatory, regulations, do not cover state-owned enterprises		horizontal						2002

		Poland		government procurement		regulations		nontransparent		horizontal						2002

		Poland		government procurement		regulations		violations		horizontal								2000

		Poland		government procurement		requirements		local content, 50%		horizontal						2002

		Poland		import licensing		licensing		imports		food and food products (fruit)		fresh fruits				2002

		Poland		import licensing		licensing		imports		animals and animal products		meat				2002

		Poland		import licensing		licensing		imports		agricultural products		plants, live				2002

		Poland		import licensing		licensing		imports		food and food products (vegetables)		fresh vegetables				2002

		Poland		import licensing		licensing		imports		animals and animal products		animals, live				2002

		Poland		import licensing		licensing		non-automatic		beverages (alcoholic)								2000

		Poland		import licensing		licensing		non-automatic		food and food products		preparations, some						2000

		Poland		import licensing		licensing		non-automatic		horizontal								2000

		Poland		import licensing		licensing		non-automatic		motor vehicles		automobile, bodies						2000

		Poland		import licensing		licensing		non-automatic		motor vehicles		automobile, chassis						2000

		Poland		import licensing		licensing		non-automatic		motor vehicles		automobile, engines						2000

		Poland		import licensing		licensing		non-automatic		motor vehicles		automobile, parts for assembly						2000

		Poland		import licensing		licensing		non-automatic		motor vehicles		automobiles						2000

		Poland		import licensing		licensing		non-automatic		petroleum, gas and petroleum products		mineral oil						2000

		Poland		import licensing		licensing		non-automatic		petroleum, gas and petroleum products		fuels						2000

		Poland		import licensing		licensing		non-automatic		petroleum, gas and petroleum products		oils, other than crude						2000

		Poland		import licensing		licensing		non-automatic		tobacco and tobacco products		tobacco products						2000

		Poland		import licensing		licensing		only existing holders		horizontal								2000

		Poland		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		motor vehicles		automobile, bodies, HS 8701-8705						2000

		Poland		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		motor vehicles		automobile, chassis with engines, HS 8701-8705						2000

		Poland		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		motor vehicles		automobiles, for transport of persons, other than HS 8702 - station wagons and race cars						2000

		Poland		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		motor vehicles		trucks, transport of goods						2000

		Poland		import prohibitions		prohibited		from Eastern Europe on quality grounds		food and food products (meat)		gelatin		2002

		Poland		import prohibitions		prohibited		from Ireland a BSE infected country		food and food products (meat)		gelatin		2002

		Poland		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports, from UK, BSE infected country		food and food products (meat)		gelatin		2002

		Poland		import quotas		quotas		imports, enforced on a quarterly basis, hampers bulk imports		agricultural products		some				2002

		Poland		intellectual property rights		infrastructure		inadequate, IPR, lack of knowledge		horizontal						2002

		Poland		intellectual property rights		infrastructure		legal system, burdensome		horizontal						2002

		Poland		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, BPI		pharmaceuticals						2002

		Poland		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, patents		pharmaceuticals								2000

		Poland		investment-related measures		corruption		government decision-making		horizontal						2002

		Poland		investment-related measures		market behavior		nontransparent, government decision-making		horizontal						2002

		Poland		investment-related measures		restrictions		foreign ownership, 33%		media services		broadcasting				2002

		Poland		investment-related measures		restrictions		foreign ownership, 49%		transportation services		airline				2002

		Poland		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		labeling		biotechnology products		food and food products						2002

		Poland		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		imports		animals and animal products		gelatin, bovine				2002

		Poland		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		imports, from all, BSE infected countries		animals and animal products		bone meal				2002

		Poland		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		imports, from all, BSE infected countries		food and food products (meat)						2002

		Poland		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		imports, from U.S.		animals and animal products		bone meal				2002

		Poland		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited		imports, from U.S.		food and food products (meat)						2002

		Poland		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		regulations		quarantine, weed contamination in grains, stringent		food and food products (grains and nuts)		grains						2000

		Poland		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		standards		arbitrary, application of		horizontal						2002

		Poland		services		charges		fees		telecommunication services		interconnection				2002

		Poland		services		regulations				telecommunication services		long distance, international				2002

		Poland		services		regulations		government control, significant		telecommunication services						2002

		Poland		standards, testing, certification and labeling		labeling		biotechnology products		food and food products								2000

		Poland		standards, testing, certification and labeling		market behavior		outdated list, of reimbursable drugs		pharmaceuticals						2002

		Poland		standards, testing, certification and labeling		registration		delays		pharmaceuticals		innovative drugs				2002

		Poland		standards, testing, certification and labeling		requirements		certification		horizontal						2002

		Poland		standards, testing, certification and labeling		requirements		certification, products, some requiring only manufacturer declaration in EU		horizontal				2002

		Poland		standards, testing, certification and labeling		requirements		test results, and other documents, for products requiring only manufacturer's declaration		horizontal				2002

		Poland		standards, testing, certification and labeling		standards		not international standards		horizontal						2002		2000

		Poland		standards, testing, certification and labeling		testing		complex		horizontal						2002

		Poland		standards, testing, certification and labeling		testing		costly		horizontal						2002

		Poland		standards, testing, certification and labeling		testing		delays		horizontal						2002

		Poland		standards, testing, certification and labeling		testing		EU testing bodies, some, not recognized		horizontal				2002

		Poland		standards, testing, certification and labeling		testing		foreign, limited recognition		horizontal						2002

		Poland		state-trading		market behavior		unfair competition		utilities		including gas, price controls						2000

		Poland		state-trading		market structure		monopoly, state, Polish Oil and Gas Company		petroleum, gas and petroleum products		gas, natural, high methane						2000

		Poland		state-trading		market structure		state-trading, price controls		beverages (alcoholic)		distilled spirits						2000

		Poland		state-trading		market structure		state-trading		pharmaceuticals		price controls						2000

		Poland		state-trading		market structure		state-trading		pharmaceuticals		production cost price-setting				2002

		Poland		state-trading		market structure		state-trading, board, commodity		food and food products (dairy)		butter						2000

		Poland		state-trading		market structure		state-trading, board, commodity		food and food products (dairy)		milk, skim powder						2000

		Poland		state-trading		market structure		state-trading, board, commodity		food and food products (grains and nuts)		rye						2000

		Poland		state-trading		market structure		state-trading, board, commodity		food and food products (grains and nuts)		wheat						2000

		Poland		state-trading		market structure		state-trading, board, commodity		food and food products (meat)		pork						2000

		Poland		state-trading		market structure		state-trading, board, commodity		food and food products (sweeteners)		sugar						2000

		Poland		state-trading		market structure		state-trading, board, commodity		food and food products (vegetables)		potato starch products						2000

		Poland		state-trading		market structure		state-trading, price controls		transportation services		public						2000

		Poland		taxes		local preference		preferential tax rate		agricultural production		inputs		2002

		Poland		taxes		market behavior		discriminatory, excise tax higher on imports		other goods (apparel)								2000

		Poland		taxes		market behavior		discriminatory, excise tax higher on imports		other goods (apparel)		fur						2000

		Poland		taxes		market behavior		discriminatory, VAT higher rates on imports		other goods (apparel)		fur						2000

		Poland		taxes		market behavior		discriminatory, VAT higher rates on imports		other goods (apparel)								2000

		Poland		taxes		market behavior		discriminatory (excise tax, rate higher on imports)		other goods		chewing gum						2000

		Poland		taxes		market behavior		discriminatory (VAT, higher rates on imports)		other goods		chewing gum						2000

		Poland		taxes		market behavior		discriminatory		motor vehicles		excise tax higher on imports						2000

		Poland		taxes		market behavior		discriminatory		motor vehicles		VAT higher rates on imports						2000

		Poland		taxes		market behavior		discriminatory, excise tax higher on imports		other goods		perfumes						2000

		Poland		taxes		market behavior		discriminatory, VAT higher rates on imports		other goods		perfumes						2000

		Poland		taxes		market behavior		discriminatory, excise tax higher on imports		petroleum, gas and petroleum products		gasoline, unleaded						2000

		Poland		taxes		market behavior		discriminatory, VAT higher rates on imports		petroleum, gas and petroleum products		gasoline, unleaded						2000

		Poland		taxes		market behavior		discriminatory		pharmaceuticals		excise tax higher on imports						2000

		Poland		taxes		market behavior		discriminatory		pharmaceuticals		VAT higher rates on imports						2000

		Poland		taxes		market behavior		discriminatory		yachts		excise tax higher on imports						2000

		Poland		taxes		market behavior		discriminatory		yachts		VAT higher rates on imports						2000

		Poland		taxes		market behavior		discriminatory, preferential rate on domestic products		textiles		non-woven fabrics, e.g., polypropylene roll goods		2002

		Romania		corruption		corruption		bribery		horizontal						2002

		Romania		corruption		corruption		taxes		horizontal						2002

		Romania		customs procedures		charges		duties, imports, from U.S. and other non-participants in the "cumulation system," not refunded when imports are used in the production of goods exported under preferential trade agreements, except members of the Pan-European Commutation System		horizontal						2002

		Romania		customs procedures		enforcement		discriminatory		horizontal				2002

		Romania		customs procedures		enforcement		inconsistent		horizontal				2002

		Romania		export-related measures		prohibited				forestry and forest products		logs		2002

		Romania		export-related measures		restrictions		does not apply to EU		other goods		scrap, ferrous		2002

		Romania		export-related measures		subsidies				animals and animal products		poultry meat, $203/tonne up to 4,000 tonnes				2002

		Romania		export-related measures		subsidies		taxes, 5% versus 25% domestic		horizontal				2002

		Romania		government procurement		local preference		foreign supplier only if a Romanian unavailable		horizontal						2002

		Romania		import quotas		charges		tariffs		motor vehicles		automobiles, passenger cars		2002

		Romania		intellectual property rights		enforcement		inadequate, copyrights		horizontal						2002

		Romania		intellectual property rights		enforcement		inadequate, government does not pursue claim, IPR holder must		horizontal								1999

		Romania		intellectual property rights		infrastructure		inadequate, cooperation between different institutions involved		horizontal				2002

		Romania		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, BPI		pharmaceuticals						2002

		Romania		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, counterfeiting		other goods		computer software		2002

		Romania		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, counterfeiting		art and artistic products (recordings)		discs, audio		2002

		Romania		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, geographical indications		beverages (alcoholic)				2002

		Romania		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, piracy		media services		broadcasting, television, programming		2002

		Romania		investment-related measures		infrastructure		inadequate, legal system		horizontal						2002

		Romania		investment-related measures		prohibited		foreign ownership		real estate								1999

		Romania		investment-related measures		prohibited		foreign ownership		natural resources								1999

		Romania		investment-related measures		prohibited		purchase of real estate by non-nationals, except companies established in the country		horizontal				2002

		Romania		investment-related measures		regulations		inconsistent		horizontal						2002

		Romania		investment-related measures		restrictions		foreign exchange controls		horizontal				2002				1999

		Romania		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		requirements		certification, veterinary certificate, to accompany tanned leather and leather prepared after tanning, ready for the manufacture of leather other goods		other goods		leather		2002

		Romania		services		local preference		participation of partner		not specified								1999

		Romania		services		regulations		prescribes legal forms of incorporation		professional services		lawyers		2002

		Romania		services		regulations		prescribes measures to associate Romanian lawyers in registered law firms		professional services		lawyers		2002

		Romania		services		requirements		licensing, to practice of Romanian law		professional services		lawyers				2002

		Romania		services		requirements		partnership with a Romanian partner		financial services		insurance				2002

		Romania		services		requirements		residency		horizontal				2002

		Romania		standards, testing, certification and labeling		standards		not international		horizontal		As of 1998, of 16,025 national standards, 39.3% were equivalent to international, 9.2% equivalent to European; since 1995, 86% of new standards have been equivalent to international or European						1999

		Romania		standards, testing, certification and labeling		standards		restrictive		food and food products		wheat flour		2002

		Romania		standards, testing, certification and labeling		standards		restrictive		food and food products (grains and nuts)		wheat		2002

		Russia		corruption		licensing		bribes, which domestic companies pay		horizontal		non-financial services				2002

		Russia		customs procedures		enforcement		inconsistent		horizontal						2002

		Russia		customs procedures		procedures		delays		horizontal				2001

		Russia		customs procedures		procedures		delays		horizontal				2002

		Russia		customs procedures		procedures		inconsistent		horizontal				2001

		Russia		customs procedures		procedures		inconsistent		horizontal				2002

		Russia		customs procedures		procedures		inconsistent, only certain border crossings allowed		other goods (apparel)		some		2001

		Russia		customs procedures		procedures		inconsistent, only certain border crossings allowed		other goods (apparel)		some		2002

		Russia		customs procedures		procedures		inconsistent, only certain border crossings allowed		other goods		electrical products, some		2001

		Russia		customs procedures		procedures		inconsistent, only certain border crossings allowed		other goods		electrical products, some		2002

		Russia		customs procedures		procedures		inconsistent, only certain border crossings allowed		textiles		some		2001

		Russia		customs procedures		procedures		inconsistent, only certain border crossings allowed		textiles		some		2002

		Russia		customs procedures		procedures		nontransparent		horizontal				2001

		Russia		customs procedures		procedures		nontransparent		horizontal				2002

		Russia		customs procedures		regulations		inconsistent		horizontal						2002

		Russia		government procurement		local preference		unofficial bias to domestic industries		horizontal						2002

		Russia		government procurement		requirements		local content		other goods (equipment)		communications				2002

		Russia		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		petroleum, gas and petroleum products		ethyl alcohol		2001

		Russia		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		petroleum, gas and petroleum products		ethyl alcohol		2002

		Russia		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, counterfeiting		other goods						2002

		Russia		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, counterfeiting		pharmaceuticals						2002

		Russia		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, difficulty registering, trademarks		horizontal						2002

		Russia		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, piracy		other goods		computer software				2002

		Russia		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, piracy		other goods		DVDs				2002

		Russia		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, piracy		art and artistic products (recordings)		music				2002

		Russia		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, piracy		other goods		videos				2002

		Russia		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, trademarks, do not transfer to		electronic commerce						2002

		Russia		intellectual property rights		restrictions		limits on electronic transactions		electronic commerce						2002

		Russia		investment-related measures		approval		FDI, confusing		horizontal						2002

		Russia		investment-related measures		approval		FDI, contradictory		horizontal						2002

		Russia		investment-related measures		charges		tariffs		animals and animal products		hides, exports				2002

		Russia		investment-related measures		charges		tariffs		forestry and forest products		forest products				2002

		Russia		investment-related measures		charges		tariffs, exports		mining, metals, and mineral products		metal				2002

		Russia		investment-related measures		charges		tariffs, exports		mining, metals, and mineral products		metal, scrap				2002

		Russia		investment-related measures		charges		tariffs, exports		petroleum, gas and petroleum products						2002

		Russia		investment-related measures		charges		tariffs, exports		petroleum, gas and petroleum products		oil				2002

		Russia		investment-related measures		charges		taxes, investment-related measures, arbitrary regime		horizontal				2001

		Russia		investment-related measures		charges		taxes, investment-related measures, arbitrary regime		horizontal				2002

		Russia		investment-related measures		corruption				horizontal						2002

		Russia		investment-related measures		infrastructure		inadequate, lack of secondary market		real estate				2001

		Russia		investment-related measures		infrastructure		inadequate, lack of secondary market		real estate				2002

		Russia		investment-related measures		licensing		nontransparent, 5-year term too short		communication services						2002

		Russia		investment-related measures		local preference		80% local labor		utilities		energy				2002

		Russia		investment-related measures		prohibited				financial services		insurance, life				2002

		Russia		investment-related measures		prohibited				financial services		insurance, obligatory types				2002

		Russia		investment-related measures		prohibited		foreign ownership		real estate		agricultural land				2002

		Russia		investment-related measures		regulations		confusing		horizontal						2002

		Russia		investment-related measures		regulations		contradictory		horizontal						2002

		Russia		investment-related measures		regulations		nontransparent, customs procedures		horizontal						2002

		Russia		investment-related measures		regulations		nontransparent, taxation		horizontal						2002

		Russia		investment-related measures		requirements		capital, >= €10 million		financial services		banking				2002

		Russia		investment-related measures		requirements		employees, >= 75% Russian		financial services		banking				2002

		Russia		investment-related measures		requirements		local content, 70%		utilities		energy				2002

		Russia		investment-related measures		requirements		management, >= 50% Russian		financial services		banking				2002

		Russia		investment-related measures		restrictions		5-year term too short to recoup investment-related measures		communication services						2002

		Russia		investment-related measures		restrictions		FDI, <=25%		aeronautics and aerospace		aviation transportation				2002

		Russia		investment-related measures		restrictions		FDI, caps, <=25%		transportation services		aviation		2001

		Russia		investment-related measures		restrictions		FDI, caps, <=25%		transportation services		aviation		2002

		Russia		investment-related measures		restrictions		on total market capitalization		financial services		insurance				2002

		Russia		investment-related measures		restrictions		on transferring money, exchange fees, compliance expenses		horizontal						2002

		Russia		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		requirements		standards, burdensome		horizontal						2002

		Russia		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		requirements		standards, questionable scientific value		horizontal						2002

		Russia		services		prohibited		foreign ownership, > 49%		financial services		insurance, many types		2001

		Russia		services		prohibited		foreign ownership, > 49%		financial services		insurance, many types		2002

		Russia		services		restrictions		foreign participation, <= 15%.		financial services		insurance		2001

		Russia		services		restrictions		foreign participation, <= 15%.		financial services		insurance		2002

		Russia		standards, testing, certification and labeling		certification		costly		other goods (equipment)		construction				2002

		Russia		standards, testing, certification and labeling		certification		costly		other goods (equipment)		telecommunications				2002

		Russia		standards, testing, certification and labeling		certification		delays		other goods (equipment)		oil and gas				2002

		Russia		standards, testing, certification and labeling		certification		delays		other goods (equipment)		telecommunications				2002

		Russia		standards, testing, certification and labeling		certification		delays		other goods (materials)		construction				2002

		Russia		standards, testing, certification and labeling		certification		nontransparent		other goods (equipment)		construction				2002

		Russia		standards, testing, certification and labeling		certification		nontransparent		other goods (equipment)		telecommunications, certification requirements				2002

		Russia		standards, testing, certification and labeling		certification		reluctant to accept foreign certificates		other goods (equipment)		oil and gas				2002

		Russia		standards, testing, certification and labeling		certification		reluctant to accept foreign certificates		other goods (equipment)		telecommunications				2002

		Russia		standards, testing, certification and labeling		certification		reluctant to accept foreign certificates		other goods (materials)		construction				2002

		Russia		standards, testing, certification and labeling		certification		reluctant to accept foreign data		other goods (equipment)		oil and gas				2002

		Russia		standards, testing, certification and labeling		certification		reluctant to accept foreign data		other goods (equipment)		telecommunications				2002

		Russia		standards, testing, certification and labeling		certification		reluctant to accept foreign data		other goods (materials)		construction				2002

		Russia		standards, testing, certification and labeling		charges		fees, high		horizontal				2001

		Russia		standards, testing, certification and labeling		charges		fees, high		horizontal				2002

		Russia		standards, testing, certification and labeling		market behavior		nontransparent		other goods (materials)		construction				2002

		Russia		standards, testing, certification and labeling		procedures		redundant		other goods (equipment)		oil and gas				2002

		Russia		standards, testing, certification and labeling		procedures		redundant		other goods (equipment)		telecommunications				2002

		Russia		standards, testing, certification and labeling		procedures		redundant		other goods (materials)		construction				2002

		Russia		standards, testing, certification and labeling		requirements		certification, approval certificate, each brand, size, speed rating, and type in shipment		other goods		tires, pneumatic		2001

		Russia		standards, testing, certification and labeling		requirements		certification, approval certificate, each brand, size, speed rating, and type in shipment		other goods		tires, pneumatic		2002

		Russia		standards, testing, certification and labeling		requirements		certification, expensive		other goods (materials)		construction				2002

		Russia		standards, testing, certification and labeling		standards		not international standards		horizontal				2001

		Russia		standards, testing, certification and labeling		standards		not international standards		horizontal				2002

		Russia		standards, testing, certification and labeling		testing		contradictory		horizontal				2001

		Russia		standards, testing, certification and labeling		testing		contradictory		horizontal				2002

		Russia		standards, testing, certification and labeling		testing		delays		horizontal				2001

		Russia		standards, testing, certification and labeling		testing		delays		horizontal				2002

		Russia		standards, testing, certification and labeling		testing		excessive		horizontal				2001

		Russia		standards, testing, certification and labeling		testing		excessive		horizontal				2002

		Russia		standards, testing, certification and labeling		testing		redundant		horizontal				2001

		Russia		standards, testing, certification and labeling		testing		redundant		horizontal				2002

		Russia		state-trading		subsidies		state trading, low domestic energy prices		horizontal		fertilizer		2001

		Russia		state-trading		subsidies		state trading, low domestic energy prices		horizontal		fertilizer		2002

		Russia		state-trading		subsidies		state trading, low domestic energy prices		horizontal		non-ferrous metals		2001

		Russia		state-trading		subsidies		state trading, low domestic energy prices		horizontal		non-ferrous metals		2002

		Russia		state-trading		subsidies		state trading, low domestic energy prices		horizontal		steel		2001

		Russia		state-trading		subsidies		state trading, low domestic energy prices		horizontal		steel		2002

		Singapore		anticompetitive practices / competition policy		market behavior		sector-specific, antitrust regulations		distribution services		electric power				2002

		Singapore		anticompetitive practices / competition policy		market behavior		sector-specific, antitrust regulations		financial services						2002

		Singapore		anticompetitive practices / competition policy		market behavior		sector-specific, antitrust regulations		telecommunication services						2002

		Singapore		anticompetitive practices / competition policy		market behavior		sector-specific, antitrust regulations		utilities		electric power, generation				2002

		Singapore		anticompetitive practices / competition policy		market behavior		sector-specific, regulatory bodies		distribution services		electric power				2002

		Singapore		anticompetitive practices / competition policy		market behavior		sector-specific, regulatory bodies		financial services						2002

		Singapore		anticompetitive practices / competition policy		market behavior		sector-specific, regulatory bodies		telecommunication services						2002

		Singapore		anticompetitive practices / competition policy		market behavior		sector-specific, regulatory bodies		utilities		electric power, generation				2002

		Singapore		export-related measures		licensing		protection, environment		other goods		amusements						2000

		Singapore		export-related measures		licensing		protection, environment		animals and animal products		birds, covered under CITEs						2000

		Singapore		export-related measures		licensing		protection, environment		animals and animal products		covered under CITEs						2000

		Singapore		export-related measures		licensing		protection, environment		animals and animal products		wildlife, covered under CITEs						2000

		Singapore		export-related measures		licensing		protection, environment		proscribed or protected items		narcotics						2000

		Singapore		export-related measures		licensing		protection, environment		not specified								2000

		Singapore		export-related measures		licensing		protection, environment		proscribed or protected items		psychotropic substances						2000

		Singapore		export-related measures		licensing		protection, environment		proscribed or protected items		arms						2000

		Singapore		export-related measures		licensing		protection, public health		other goods		amusements						2000

		Singapore		export-related measures		licensing		protection, public health		animals and animal products		birds, covered under CITEs						2000

		Singapore		export-related measures		licensing		protection, public health		animals and animal products		covered under CITEs						2000

		Singapore		export-related measures		licensing		protection, public health		animals and animal products		wildlife, covered under CITEs						2000

		Singapore		export-related measures		licensing		protection, public health		proscribed or protected items		narcotics						2000

		Singapore		export-related measures		licensing		protection, public health		not specified								2000

		Singapore		export-related measures		licensing		protection, public health		proscribed or protected items		psychotropic substances						2000

		Singapore		export-related measures		licensing		protection, public health		proscribed or protected items		arms						2000

		Singapore		export-related measures		licensing		protection, public safety		other goods		amusements						2000

		Singapore		export-related measures		licensing		protection, public safety		animals and animal products		birds, covered under CITEs						2000

		Singapore		export-related measures		licensing		protection, public safety		animals and animal products		covered under CITEs						2000

		Singapore		export-related measures		licensing		protection, public safety		animals and animal products		wildlife, covered under CITEs						2000

		Singapore		export-related measures		licensing		protection, public safety		proscribed or protected items		narcotics						2000

		Singapore		export-related measures		licensing		protection, public safety		not specified								2000

		Singapore		export-related measures		licensing		protection, public safety		proscribed or protected items		psychotropic substances						2000

		Singapore		export-related measures		licensing		protection, public safety		proscribed or protected items		arms						2000

		Singapore		export-related measures		prohibited		to Angola		horizontal								2000

		Singapore		export-related measures		prohibited		to Iraq		horizontal								2000

		Singapore		export-related measures		prohibited		to Liberia		horizontal								2000

		Singapore		export-related measures		prohibited		to Libya		horizontal								2000

		Singapore		export-related measures		prohibited		to Rwanda		horizontal								2000

		Singapore		export-related measures		prohibited		to Sierra Leone		horizontal								2000

		Singapore		export-related measures		prohibited		to Yugoslavia		horizontal								2000

		Singapore		export-related measures		restrictions				other goods (apparel)								2000

		Singapore		export-related measures		restrictions				textiles								2000

		Singapore		export-related measures		subsidies		financing, export insurance		not specified						2002

		Singapore		export-related measures		subsidies		taxes, incentives		not specified						2002

		Singapore		government procurement		local preference		for government-linked  companies		financial services		insurance				2002

		Singapore		government procurement		local preference		for government-linked  companies		horizontal						2002

		Singapore		government procurement		local preference		for government-owned		financial services		insurance				2002

		Singapore		government procurement		local preference		for government-owned		horizontal						2002

		Singapore		government procurement		restrictions		countertrade, encouraged		horizontal								2000

		Singapore		import licensing		licensing		imports		other goods (equipment)		mastering, CDs						2000

		Singapore		import licensing		licensing		imports		other goods (equipment)		mastering, DVD-ROMs						2000

		Singapore		import licensing		licensing		imports		other goods (equipment)		mastering, DVDs						2000

		Singapore		import licensing		licensing		imports		other goods (equipment)		mastering, VCDs						2000

		Singapore		import licensing		licensing		imports		pharmaceuticals		Chinese proprietary						2000

		Singapore		import licensing		licensing		imports, automatic		other goods (equipment)		amusement machines						2000

		Singapore		import licensing		licensing		imports, automatic				cellulose nitrates						2000

		Singapore		import licensing		licensing		imports, automatic		food and food products (fruit)		fresh						2000

		Singapore		import licensing		licensing		imports, automatic		media services		films						2000

		Singapore		import licensing		licensing		imports, automatic		proscribed or protected items		ozone-depleting substances, certain						2000

		Singapore		import licensing		licensing		imports, automatic		art and artistic products		paintings						2000

		Singapore		import licensing		licensing		imports, automatic		art and artistic products		prints						2000

		Singapore		import licensing		licensing		imports, automatic		printing and publishing		publications						2000

		Singapore		import licensing		licensing		imports, automatic		art and artistic products (recordings)		discs, video						2000

		Singapore		import licensing		licensing		imports, automatic		art and artistic products (recordings)		records, gramophone						2000

		Singapore		import licensing		licensing		imports, automatic		other goods		scrambler or encryption hardware						2000

		Singapore		import licensing		licensing		imports, automatic		food and food products (vegetables)		fresh						2000

		Singapore		import licensing		licensing		imports, automatic		other goods		tapes						2000

		Singapore		import licensing		licensing		imports, non-automatic		other goods (equipment)		amusement machines, gaming equipment, fruit or jackpot						2000

		Singapore		import licensing		licensing		imports, non-automatic		proscribed or protected items		endangered species						2000

		Singapore		import licensing		licensing		imports, non-automatic		other goods (equipment)		controlled, drugs manufacture						2000

		Singapore		import licensing		licensing		imports, non-automatic		other goods (equipment)		telecommunications, controlled						2000

		Singapore		import licensing		licensing		imports, non-automatic		proscribed or protected items		explosives						2000

		Singapore		import licensing		licensing		imports, non-automatic		food and food products (grains and nuts)		rice						2000

		Singapore		import licensing		licensing		imports, non-automatic				merchandise containing photographs, drawings or designs resembling Singaporean currency notes and coins						2000

		Singapore		import licensing		licensing		imports, non-automatic		pharmaceuticals		medicines						2000

		Singapore		import licensing		licensing		imports, non-automatic		plants and plant products		plants for propagation						2000

		Singapore		import licensing		licensing		imports, non-automatic		proscribed or protected items		radioactive materials						2000

		Singapore		import licensing		licensing		imports, non-automatic		plants and plant products		seeds, poppy						2000

		Singapore		import licensing		licensing		imports, non-automatic		proscribed or protected items		hazardous						2000

		Singapore		import licensing		licensing		imports, non-automatic		food and food products (sweeteners)		artificial						2000

		Singapore		import licensing		licensing		imports, non-automatic		proscribed or protected items		arms						2000

		Singapore		import licensing		licensing		imports, non-automatic		proscribed or protected items		under the Chemical Weapons Convention						2000

		Singapore		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		proscribed or protected items		aerosols (except medical)						2000

		Singapore		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		animals and animal products		rhinoceros horn						2000

		Singapore		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		animals and animal products		tiger						2000

		Singapore		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		mining, metals, and mineral products		asbestos (clutch linings)						2000

		Singapore		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		mining, metals, and mineral products		asbestos (chrysotile)						2000

		Singapore		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		mining, metals, and mineral products		asbestos (clutch linings)						2000

		Singapore		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		mining, metals, and mineral products		asbestos (crocidolite)						2000

		Singapore		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		chemicals and chemical products		ozone depleting substances, certain						2000

		Singapore		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		chemicals and chemical products		PCBs, polychlorinated biphenyls, and its substitutes						2000

		Singapore		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		other goods		chewing gum						2000

		Singapore		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		other goods (equipment)		controlled, communications, military						2000

		Singapore		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		other goods (equipment)		controlled, receivers, scanning						2000

		Singapore		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		other goods (equipment)		telecommunications						2000

		Singapore		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		other goods		firecrackers						2000

		Singapore		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		proscribed or protected items		ivory, commercial consignments						2000

		Singapore		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		other goods		cigarette lighters						2000

		Singapore		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		other goods		table lighters						2000

		Singapore		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		mining, metals, and mineral products		minerals, volcanic rock						2000

		Singapore		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		motor vehicles		automobiles, used, > 3 years old						2000

		Singapore		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		motor vehicles		trucks, more than 3 years old						2000

		Singapore		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		pharmaceuticals		medicines, containing amidopynine						2000

		Singapore		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports, containing prohibitive substances		other goods		cosmetics						2000

		Singapore		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports, from Central Africa		proscribed or protected items		cocoa						2000

		Singapore		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports, from Central Africa		proscribed or protected items		oil palm						2000

		Singapore		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports, from Central Africa		proscribed or protected items		rubber						2000

		Singapore		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports, from Central America		proscribed or protected items		cocoa						2000

		Singapore		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports, from Central America		proscribed or protected items		oil palm						2000

		Singapore		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports, from Central America		proscribed or protected items		rubber						2000

		Singapore		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports, from Iraq		other goods		all						2000

		Singapore		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports, from South America		proscribed or protected items		cocoa						2000

		Singapore		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports, from South America		proscribed or protected items		oil palm						2000

		Singapore		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports, from South America		proscribed or protected items		rubber						2000

		Singapore		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports, from West Africa		proscribed or protected items		cocoa						2000

		Singapore		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports, from West Africa		proscribed or protected items		oil palm						2000

		Singapore		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports, from West Africa		proscribed or protected items		rubber						2000

		Singapore		intellectual property rights		enforcement		inadequate		other goods		computer software				2002

		Singapore		intellectual property rights		enforcement		inadequate		media services		films				2002

		Singapore		intellectual property rights		enforcement		inadequate		media services		films				2002

		Singapore		intellectual property rights		enforcement		inadequate, transshipment		other goods		computer software				2002

		Singapore		intellectual property rights		not specified				horizontal								2000

		Singapore		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, voluntary use of Source Identification		art and artistic products (recordings)		discs, optical				2002

		Singapore		investment-related measures		restrictions		FDI		financial services		banking, retail				2002

		Singapore		investment-related measures		restrictions		foreign investment-related measures		real estate		land ownership				2002

		Singapore		investment-related measures		restrictions		foreign investment-related measures		media services		broadcasting				2002

		Singapore		investment-related measures		restrictions		foreign investment-related measures		media services		news				2002

		Singapore		services		licensing				art and artistic products (recordings)		audiovisual works				2002

		Singapore		services		licensing				financial services						2002

		Singapore		services		licensing				media services		broadcasting, television				2002

		Singapore		services		licensing				media services		films				2002

		Singapore		services		licensing				media services		print, magazines				2002

		Singapore		services		licensing				media services		print, newspapers				2002

		Singapore		services		licensing				media services		print, periodicals				2002

		Singapore		services		licensing				telecommunication services						2002

		Singapore		services		market behavior		discriminatory		financial services		banking, distribution services				2002

		Singapore		services		market behavior		discriminatory		financial services		banking, lending in Singapore $				2002

		Singapore		services		market behavior		discriminatory		financial services		banking, securities				2002

		Singapore		services		market behavior		discriminatory, location		financial services		banking, ATMs				2002

		Singapore		services		market behavior		discriminatory, location		financial services		banking, branches				2002

		Singapore		services		prohibited		foreign nationals employing Singaporean lawyers		professional services		lawyers				2002

		Singapore		services		prohibited		foreign nationals litigating in local courts		professional services		lawyers				2002

		Singapore		services		prohibited		foreign nationals practicing locally		professional services		lawyers				2002

		Singapore		services		prohibited		imports		media services		television, satellite, direct to home				2002

		Singapore		services		requirements		performance		financial services						2002

		Singapore		services		requirements		performance		telecommunication services						2002

		Singapore		services		requirements		residency		professional services		accounting				2002

		Singapore		services		restrictions				Internet		websites				2002

		Singapore		services		restrictions		FDI, caps, <=49%		media services		broadcasting				2002

		Singapore		services		restrictions		FDI, caps, per shareholder, <=3%		media services		print, newspapers				2002

		Singapore		services		restrictions		imports		satellite dishes						2002

		Singapore		services		restrictions		imports		satellite dishes		television, direct-to-home				2002

		Singapore		services		restrictions		personnel, board of directors		professional services		architecture				2002

		Singapore		services		restrictions		personnel, board of directors		professional services		engineering				2002

		Singapore		services		restrictions		personnel, education		professional services		architecture				2002

		Singapore		services		restrictions		personnel, education		professional services		engineering				2002

		Singapore		services		restrictions		significant		financial services		banking				2002

		Singapore		services		restrictions		use		satellite dishes						2002

		South Africa		anticompetitive practices / competition policy		market behavior		unfair competition, price controls		petroleum, gas and petroleum products								1998

		South Africa		anticompetitive practices / competition policy		market structure		cartels, exports		horizontal								1998

		South Africa		anticompetitive practices / competition policy		market structure		oligopoly		horizontal						2002

		South Africa		customs procedures		charges		duties, antidumping		other goods (dietary supplements)		lysine				2002

		South Africa		customs procedures		charges		duties, antidumping		food and food products (meat)		poultry, leg quarters				2002

		South Africa		customs procedures		charges		duties, frequent		horizontal								1998

		South Africa		customs procedures		charges		duties, wide variety		horizontal								1998

		South Africa		customs procedures		restrictions		tariff schedule, complexity, requires facilitators to assist		horizontal						2002

		South Africa		export-related measures		subsidies				iron and steel products						2002

		South Africa		export-related measures		subsidies		duties		other goods		rebates on all imported inputs						1998

		South Africa		export-related measures		subsidies		duties		motor vehicles		rebates on imported inputs used in assembly for export				2002

		South Africa		export-related measures		subsidies		duties		textiles		rebates on imported inputs				2002

		South Africa		export-related measures		subsidies		duties, credit certificates		other goods (apparel)		some products						1998

		South Africa		export-related measures		subsidies		duties, credit certificates		textiles		some products						1998

		South Africa		export-related measures		subsidies		exhibitions		horizontal						2002

		South Africa		export-related measures		subsidies		financing		horizontal								1998

		South Africa		export-related measures		subsidies		financing		horizontal						2002

		South Africa		export-related measures		subsidies		financing, extended repayments		horizontal								1998

		South Africa		export-related measures		subsidies		marketing		horizontal								1998

		South Africa		export-related measures		subsidies		rebates, South African Primary Steel Industry processed products		iron and steel products								1998

		South Africa		export-related measures		subsidies		trade missions		horizontal						2002

		South Africa		government procurement		local preference		approved SABS standardization mark		horizontal						2002

		South Africa		government procurement		local preference		presence, for contracts		horizontal						2002

		South Africa		government procurement		regulations		inconsistent, preferences to historically disadvantaged individuals		horizontal						2002

		South Africa		government procurement		requirements		local content		food and food products (vegetables)		coffee						1998

		South Africa		government procurement		requirements		local content		food and food products		tea						1998

		South Africa		government procurement		requirements		local content, 20%		horizontal								1998

		South Africa		government procurement		requirements		local content, 50%		other goods (equipment)		telecommunications, customer-premises						1998

		South Africa		import licensing		licensing		requirements, imports, permits		other goods (equipment)		amusement machines, gambling equipment				2002

		South Africa		import licensing		licensing		requirements, imports, permits		chemicals and chemical products		ozone-depleting				2002

		South Africa		import licensing		licensing		requirements, import permits		fisheries, fish, and fish products		fish				2002

		South Africa		import licensing		licensing		requirements, import permits		fisheries, fish, and fish products		fish				2002

		South Africa		import licensing		licensing		requirements, imports, permits		petroleum, gas and petroleum products						2002

		South Africa		import licensing		licensing		requirements, imports, permits		radioactive materials						2002

		South Africa		import licensing		licensing		requirements, imports, permits		other goods		used products				2002

		South Africa		import licensing		licensing		requirements, imports, permits		proscribed or protected items		ammunition				2002

		South Africa		import licensing		licensing		requirements, imports, permits		proscribed or protected items		firearms				2002

		South Africa		import licensing		restrictions		imports, controls		mining, metals, and mineral products		antimony						1998

		South Africa		import licensing		restrictions		imports, controls		mining, metals, and mineral products		cadmium						1998

		South Africa		import licensing		restrictions		imports, controls		mining, metals, and mineral products		cobalt						1998

		South Africa		import licensing		restrictions		imports, controls		fisheries, fish, and fish products		crustaceans						1998

		South Africa		import licensing		restrictions		imports, controls		chemicals and chemical products		dichromium						1998

		South Africa		import licensing		restrictions		imports, controls		fisheries, fish, and fish products		fish						1998

		South Africa		import licensing		restrictions		imports, controls		mining, metals, and mineral products		gallium						1998

		South Africa		import licensing		restrictions		imports, controls		mining, metals, and mineral products		gold						1998

		South Africa		import licensing		restrictions		imports, controls		mining, metals, and mineral products		hafnium						1998

		South Africa		import licensing		restrictions		imports, controls		mining, metals, and mineral products		indium						1998

		South Africa		import licensing		restrictions		imports, controls		mining, metals, and mineral products		manganese						1998

		South Africa		import licensing		restrictions		imports, controls		fisheries, fish, and fish products		mollusks						1998

		South Africa		import licensing		restrictions		imports, controls		proscribed or protected items		ozone-depleting substances, such as CFCs						1998

		South Africa		import licensing		restrictions		imports, controls		petroleum, gas and petroleum products								1998

		South Africa		import licensing		restrictions		imports, controls		plants and plant products		geranium						1998

		South Africa		import licensing		restrictions		imports, controls		proscribed or protected items		radioactive materials						1998

		South Africa		import licensing		restrictions		imports, controls		proscribed or protected items		radioactive materials						1998

		South Africa		import licensing		restrictions		imports, controls		mining, metals, and mineral products		rhenium						1998

		South Africa		import licensing		restrictions		imports, controls		other goods		scrap						1998

		South Africa		import licensing		restrictions		import controls		mining, metals, and mineral products		thallium						1998

		South Africa		import licensing		restrictions		imports, controls		other goods		tires, pneumatic						1998

		South Africa		import licensing		restrictions		imports, controls		other goods		used products						1998

		South Africa		import licensing		restrictions		imports, controls		mining, metals, and mineral products		vanadium						1998

		South Africa		import licensing		restrictions		imports, controls		proscribed or protected items		ammunition						1998

		South Africa		import licensing		restrictions		imports, controls		proscribed or protected items		firearms						1998

		South Africa		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports, from all, BSE infected countries		animals and animal products		all subject to BSE						1998

		South Africa		intellectual property rights		market behavior		parallel imports, draft legislation not consistent with Trademark & Copyright Acts		horizontal						2002

		South Africa		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, piracy		other goods		computer software				2002

		South Africa		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, piracy		art and artistic products (recordings)		discs, optical				2002

		South Africa		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, piracy		art and artistic products (recordings)		discs, video				2002

		South Africa		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, rights holder must request action and cover the expected expense of the action plus potential liability		horizontal								1998

		South Africa		intellectual property rights		requirements		registration, expensive, lack of evidentiary presumptions		horizontal						2002

		South Africa		investment-related measures		corruption		crime		horizontal						2002

		South Africa		investment-related measures		infrastructure		difficult, legal system, to get work permits		horizontal						2002

		South Africa		investment-related measures		requirements		capital base, some minimum, branches		financial services		banking				2002

		South Africa		investment-related measures		requirements		countertrade		horizontal								1998

		South Africa		investment-related measures		requirements		local employees, some minimum, branches		financial services		banking				2002

		South Africa		investment-related measures		restrictions		FDI, caps, <=51%, 2nd supplier		telecommunication services						2002

		South Africa		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prohibited				food and food products (meat)		irradiated				2002

		South Africa		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		requirements		licensing, imports, permits		animals and animal products								1998

		South Africa		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		requirements		licensing, imports, permits		animals and animal products								1998

		South Africa		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		requirements		licensing, imports, permits		plants and plant products		plant products, some						1998

		South Africa		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		requirements		licensing, imports, permits		plants and plant products		plants						1998

		South Africa		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		requirements		not specified		food and food products (fruit)		apples				2002

		South Africa		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		requirements		not specified		food and food products (fruit)		cherries				2002

		South Africa		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		requirements		not specified		food and food products (fruit)		pears				2002

		South Africa		services		market structure		monopoly		telecommunication services						2002

		South Africa		services		private and foreign institutions subject to lengthy process of registration; local institutions exempt				professional services		education, higher				2002

		South Africa		standards, testing, certification and labeling		requirements		licensing		other goods (dietary supplements)		vitamins, some considered medicine				2002

		South Africa		standards, testing, certification and labeling		restrictions		limits, levels for noxious seeds in grain low by world standards		food and food products (grains and nuts)		corn				2002

		South Africa		standards, testing, certification and labeling		restrictions		limits, levels for noxious seeds in grain low by world standards		food and food products (grains and nuts)		oilseeds				2002

		South Africa		standards, testing, certification and labeling		restrictions		limits, levels for noxious seeds in grain low by world standards		food and food products (grains and nuts)		wheat				2002

		South Africa		state-trading		market structure		monopoly, state		commercial services								1998

		South Africa		state-trading		market structure		monopoly, state		utilities		electricity						1998

		South Africa		state-trading		market structure		monopoly, state		financial services								1998

		South Africa		state-trading		market structure		monopoly, state		mining, metals, and mineral products		mining						1998

		South Africa		state-trading		market structure		monopoly, state		mining, metals, and mineral products		quarrying						1998

		South Africa		state-trading		market structure		monopoly, state		telecommunication services								1998

		South Africa		state-trading		market structure		monopoly, state		transportation services								1998

		South Africa		state-trading		market structure		monopoly, state		transportation services		airport						1998

		South Africa		state-trading		market structure		monopoly, state		transportation services		marine port						1998

		South Africa		state-trading		market structure		monopoly, state		utilities		water						1998

		South Africa		state-trading		market structure		state-trading, board, marketing, price controls		food and food products (fruit)		canned						1998

		South Africa		state-trading		market structure		state-trading, board, marketing, price controls		food and food products (grains and nuts)		oilseeds						1998

		South Africa		state-trading		market structure		state-trading, board, marketing, price controls		food and food products (sweeteners)		sorghum						1998

		South Africa		state-trading		market structure		state-trading, board, marketing, price controls		food and food products (grains and nuts)		wheat						1998

		South Africa		state-trading		market structure		state-trading, board, marketing, price controls		food and food products (meat)		marketing board						1998

		South Africa		state-trading		market structure		state-trading, board, marketing, price controls		other goods		mohair						1998

		South Africa		state-trading		market structure		state-trading, exercise rights		commercial services								1998

		South Africa		state-trading		market structure		state-trading, exercise rights		utilities		electricity						1998

		South Africa		state-trading		market structure		state-trading, exercise rights		financial services								1998

		South Africa		state-trading		market structure		state-trading, exercise rights		mining, metals, and mineral products		mining						1998

		South Africa		state-trading		market structure		state-trading, exercise rights		mining, metals, and mineral products		quarrying						1998

		South Africa		state-trading		market structure		state-trading, exercise rights		telecommunication services								1998

		South Africa		state-trading		market structure		state-trading, exercise rights		transportation services								1998

		South Africa		state-trading		market structure		state-trading, exercise rights		transportation services		airport						1998

		South Africa		state-trading		market structure		state-trading, exercise rights		transportation services		marine port						1998

		South Africa		state-trading		market structure		state-trading, exercise rights		utilities		water						1998

		South Africa		state-trading		market structure		state-trading, price controls		food and food products (sweeteners)		sugar						1998

		South Africa		state-trading		market structure		state-trading, price controls		transportation services		airport						1998

		South Africa		taxes		charges		taxes, VAT on imports 14%		fisheries, fish, and fish products		sardines, canned		2002

		South Africa		taxes		market behavior		discriminatory		beverages (non-alcoholic)		excise tax, higher on imports						1998

		South Korea		anticompetitive practices / competition policy		enforcement		inadequate, competition policy		horizontal						2002

		South Korea		anticompetitive practices / competition policy		infrastructure		inconsistent, legal system, laws		horizontal						2002

		South Korea		anticompetitive practices / competition policy		market behavior		nontransparent, rulemaking		horizontal						2002

		South Korea		anticompetitive practices / competition policy		regulations		inconsistent		horizontal						2002

		South Korea		customs procedures		classification		arbitrary		fisheries, fish, and fish products		ray				2002

		South Korea		customs procedures		classification		arbitrary		fisheries, fish, and fish products		fish				2002

		South Korea		customs procedures		classification		arbitrary		food and food products		peanut butter chips				2002

		South Korea		customs procedures		classification		arbitrary		other goods		popcorne, flavored				2002

		South Korea		customs procedures		classification		arbitrary		chemicals and chemical products		soda ash				2002

		South Korea		customs procedures		classification		arbitrary		food and food products (vegetables)		soybean flakes				2002

		South Korea		customs procedures		classification		arbitrary		food and food products (vegetables)		potato flakes, dehydrated				2002

		South Korea		customs procedures		clearance		delays		agricultural products						2002

		South Korea		customs procedures		procedures		arbitrary		agricultural products						2002

		South Korea		customs procedures		procedures		clearance		agricultural products						2002

		South Korea		customs procedures		procedures		clearance		food and food products						2002

		South Korea		export-related measures		subsidies				fisheries, fish, and fish products		fish						2000

		South Korea		export-related measures		subsidies				other goods		flowers						2000

		South Korea		export-related measures		subsidies				food and food products (fruit)								2000

		South Korea		export-related measures		subsidies				semiconductors						2002

		South Korea		export-related measures		subsidies		19 programs notified to WTO and 68 other programs		not specified						2002

		South Korea		import licensing		prior approval		licensing, imports		beverages (alcoholic)		distilled spirits, liquor						2000

		South Korea		import licensing		prior approval		licensing, imports		other goods (equipment)		amusement machines, casino equipment						2000

		South Korea		import licensing		prior approval		licensing, imports		animals and animal products								2000

		South Korea		import licensing		prior approval		licensing, imports		animals and animal products								2000

		South Korea		import licensing		prior approval		licensing, imports		animals and animal products		livestock, breeding stocks, pure-bred						2000

		South Korea		import licensing		prior approval		licensing, imports		animals and animal products		marine						2000

		South Korea		import licensing		prior approval		licensing, imports		animals and animal products		wildlife						2000

		South Korea		import licensing		prior approval		licensing, imports		other goods (appliances)		electrical, dangerous						2000

		South Korea		import licensing		prior approval		licensing, imports		other goods (appliances)		gas						2000

		South Korea		import licensing		prior approval		licensing, imports		beverages (non-alcoholic)		bottled water						2000

		South Korea		import licensing		prior approval		licensing, imports		chemicals and chemical products								2000

		South Korea		import licensing		prior approval		licensing, imports		chemicals and chemical products		agricultural						2000

		South Korea		import licensing		prior approval		licensing, imports		chemicals and chemical products		new						2000

		South Korea		import licensing		prior approval		licensing, imports		other goods		dangerous						2000

		South Korea		import licensing		prior approval		licensing, imports		proscribed or protected items		cultural items, properties						2000

		South Korea		import licensing		prior approval		licensing, imports		proscribed or protected items		designated products						2000

		South Korea		import licensing		prior approval		licensing, imports		agricultural products		silkworm eggs						2000

		South Korea		import licensing		prior approval		licensing, imports		proscribed or protected items		endangered species						2000

		South Korea		import licensing		prior approval		licensing, imports		other goods (equipment)		construction						2000

		South Korea		import licensing		prior approval		licensing, imports		other goods (equipment)		cranes, harmful						2000

		South Korea		import licensing		prior approval		licensing, imports		other goods (equipment)		EMI or EMC						2000

		South Korea		import licensing		prior approval		licensing, imports		other goods (equipment)		protective, helmets						2000

		South Korea		import licensing		prior approval		licensing, imports		other goods (equipment)		recreation						2000

		South Korea		import licensing		prior approval		licensing, imports		other goods (equipment)		telecommunications						2000

		South Korea		import licensing		prior approval		licensing, imports		agricultural production (fertilizers)								2000

		South Korea		import licensing		prior approval		licensing, imports		food and food products		additives						2000

		South Korea		import licensing		prior approval		licensing, imports		food and food products								2000

		South Korea		import licensing		prior approval		licensing, imports		petroleum, gas and petroleum products		gas, high pressure						2000

		South Korea		import licensing		prior approval		licensing, imports		petroleum, gas and petroleum products		gas, propane						2000

		South Korea		import licensing		prior approval		licensing, imports		food and food products (grains and nuts)		rice						2000

		South Korea		import licensing		prior approval		licensing, imports		other goods (instruments)		measuring, legal						2000

		South Korea		import licensing		prior approval		licensing, imports		proscribed or protected items		marijuna, cannabis						2000

		South Korea		import licensing		prior approval		licensing, imports		proscribed or protected items		matches, phosphorous						2000

		South Korea		import licensing		prior approval		licensing, imports		other goods (materials)		for medicines						2000

		South Korea		import licensing		prior approval		licensing, imports		other goods (materials)		for medicines						2000

		South Korea		import licensing		prior approval		licensing, imports		proscribed or protected items		radioisotope materials						2000

		South Korea		import licensing		prior approval		licensing, imports		media services		broadcasting, radio apparatus						2000

		South Korea		import licensing		prior approval		licensing, imports		media services		films						2000

		South Korea		import licensing		prior approval		licensing, imports		medical devices								2000

		South Korea		import licensing		prior approval		licensing, imports		proscribed or protected items		military equipment						2000

		South Korea		import licensing		prior approval		licensing, imports		money		bank notes						2000

		South Korea		import licensing		prior approval		licensing, imports		money		coins						2000

		South Korea		import licensing		prior approval		licensing, imports		motor vehicles		automobiles						2000

		South Korea		import licensing		prior approval		licensing, imports		proscribed or protected items		narcotics						2000

		South Korea		import licensing		prior approval		licensing, imports		petroleum, gas and petroleum products		crude oil						2000

		South Korea		import licensing		prior approval		licensing, imports		petroleum, gas and petroleum products		crude oil						2000

		South Korea		import licensing		prior approval		licensing, imports		pharmaceuticals								2000

		South Korea		import licensing		prior approval		licensing, imports		pharmaceuticals		veterinary						2000

		South Korea		import licensing		prior approval		licensing, imports		plants and plant products		plant products						2000

		South Korea		import licensing		prior approval		licensing, imports		plants and plant products		plants						2000

		South Korea		import licensing		prior approval		licensing, imports		plants and plant products		plants, marine						2000

		South Korea		import licensing		prior approval		licensing, imports		printing and publishing		publications, foreign						2000

		South Korea		import licensing		prior approval		licensing, imports		art and artistic products (recordings)		discs, audio						2000

		South Korea		import licensing		prior approval		licensing, imports		art and artistic products (recordings)		videos						2000

		South Korea		import licensing		prior approval		licensing, imports		sanitation-related products								2000

		South Korea		import licensing		prior approval		licensing, imports		plants and plant products		seeds, crop						2000

		South Korea		import licensing		prior approval		licensing, imports		plants and plant products		seeds, tobacco						2000

		South Korea		import licensing		prior approval		licensing, imports		proscribed or protected items		harmful						2000

		South Korea		import licensing		prior approval		licensing, imports		proscribed or protected items		toxic						2000

		South Korea		import licensing		prior approval		licensing, imports		proscribed or protected items		waste						2000

		South Korea		import licensing		prior approval		licensing, imports		proscribed or protected items		swords						2000

		South Korea		import licensing		prior approval		licensing, imports, controlled substances under Montreal Convention		not specified								2000

		South Korea		import prohibitions		prohibited		protection of animal life		horizontal								2000

		South Korea		import prohibitions		prohibited		protection of the environment		proscribed or protected items		horizontal						2000

		South Korea		import prohibitions		prohibited		protection of hygiene		proscribed or protected items		horizontal						2000

		South Korea		import prohibitions		prohibited		protection of plant life		proscribed or protected items		horizontal						2000

		South Korea		import prohibitions		prohibited		protection of public health		proscribed or protected items		horizontal						2000

		South Korea		import prohibitions		prohibited		protection of public health		proscribed or protected items		horizontal						2000

		South Korea		import prohibitions		prohibited		protection of public health		proscribed or protected items		horizontal						2000

		South Korea		import quotas		quotas		imports		animals and animal products		live				2002

		South Korea		import quotas		quotas		imports		food and food products (grains and nuts)		rice				2002

		South Korea		import quotas		quotas		imports		food and food products (meat)		beef						2000

		South Korea		import quotas		requirements		clearance, imports, protection, environment, 4,443 in 1999		not specified								2000

		South Korea		import quotas		requirements		clearance, imports, protection, public health, 4,443 in 1999		not specified								2000

		South Korea		import quotas		requirements		clearance, protection, public security, 4,443 in 1999		not specified								2000

		South Korea		intellectual property rights		enforcement		inadequate, trademarks		agricultural products						2002

		South Korea		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, copyrights		printing and publishing		books				2002

		South Korea		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, copyrights		other goods		computer software				2002

		South Korea		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, copyrights		pharmaceuticals						2002

		South Korea		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, copyrights		textiles						2002

		South Korea		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, dominant patents		horizontal						2002

		South Korea		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, patents		horizontal						2002

		South Korea		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, subservient patents		horizontal						2002

		South Korea		investment-related measures		market behavior		nontransparent		medical devices		approval regulations				2002

		South Korea		investment-related measures		market behavior		nontransparent		medical devices		regulatory approval				2002

		South Korea		investment-related measures		market behavior		unfair competition		medical devices		hospitals' buying practices				2002

		South Korea		investment-related measures		market behavior		unfair competition		medical devices		reduction of insurance reimbursement rates				2002

		South Korea		investment-related measures		market behavior		unfair competition		medical devices		revisions to reimbursement pricing guidelines				2002

		South Korea		investment-related measures		market behavior		unfair competition		pharmaceuticals		reference pricing system				2002

		South Korea		investment-related measures		restrictions		FDI		media services		broadcasting, television, cable				2002

		South Korea		investment-related measures		restrictions		FDI		media services		broadcasting, television, satellite				2002

		South Korea		investment-related measures		restrictions		FDI, state-owned firms		food and food products (meat)		beef, wholesalers				2002

		South Korea		investment-related measures		restrictions		guidelines, reimbursement		pharmaceuticals						2002

		South Korea		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prior approval		inspection		food and food products (grains and nuts)		walnuts, in-shell				2002

		South Korea		services		approval				media services		broadcasting, satellite transmissions, by Korean Broadcasting Commission				2002

		South Korea		services		approval		by procuring agencies		professional services		engineering				2002

		South Korea		services		market behavior		documentation, restricts growth		electronic commerce						2002

		South Korea		services		market behavior		nontransparent, delineation of permitted practices for foreign nationals		professional services		legal				2002

		South Korea		services		market behavior		unfair competition, restrictions		direct marketing						2002

		South Korea		services		market structure		monopoly, state		professional services		accounting				2002

		South Korea		services		procedures		burdensome		financial services						2002

		South Korea		services		procedures		costly		financial services						2002

		South Korea		services		prohibited		foreign firms		professional services		legal				2002

		South Korea		services		prohibited		negative list		not specified						2002

		South Korea		services		quotas				media services		films, on screens				2002

		South Korea		services		quotas		local preference, # employees		professional services		accounting				2002

		South Korea		services		restrictions				financial services		insurance				2002

		South Korea		services		restrictions		capital, paid-in		direct marketing						2002

		South Korea		services		restrictions		foreign branches, operations		financial services		banking				2002

		South Korea		services		restrictions		foreign operations, educational		media services		broadcasting, television, free				2002

		South Korea		services		restrictions		foreign ownership		telecommunication services						2002

		South Korea		services		restrictions		foreign programming, per channel of air time, 50%		media services		broadcasting, television				2002

		South Korea		services		restrictions		foreign programming, per channel of air time, 50%		media services		broadcasting, television, cable				2002

		South Korea		services		restrictions		growth, banking practices		electronic commerce						2002

		South Korea		services		restrictions		not specified		professional services		accounting				2002

		South Korea		services		restrictions		payouts, multilevel compensation companies		direct marketing						2002

		South Korea		services		restrictions		renegotiating, bids		professional services		construction				2002

		South Korea		services		testing		product, repetition		professional services		accounting				2002

		South Korea		standards, testing, certification and labeling		approval				other goods		cosmetics				2002

		South Korea		standards, testing, certification and labeling		certification				other goods (appliances)		electrical						2000

		South Korea		standards, testing, certification and labeling		certification				other goods (appliances)		gas						2000

		South Korea		standards, testing, certification and labeling		certification				other goods (equipment)		telecommunications						2000

		South Korea		standards, testing, certification and labeling		certification				motor vehicles		automobiles						2000

		South Korea		standards, testing, certification and labeling		certification				other goods		pressure vessels						2000

		South Korea		standards, testing, certification and labeling		certification		separate import		food and food products (grains and nuts)		corn, food-grade				2002

		South Korea		standards, testing, certification and labeling		labeling		biotechnology products		food and food products (grains and nuts)		corn				2002

		South Korea		standards, testing, certification and labeling		labeling		biotechnology products		food and food products (vegetables)		soybeans				2002

		South Korea		standards, testing, certification and labeling		labeling		standards, ambiguous		food and food products						2002

		South Korea		standards, testing, certification and labeling		labeling		standards, vague		food and food products						2002

		South Korea		standards, testing, certification and labeling		licensing		government influence		media services		broadcasting, television, satellite				2002

		South Korea		standards, testing, certification and labeling		licensing		government influence		telecommunication services		wireless				2002

		South Korea		standards, testing, certification and labeling		prior approval				chemicals and chemical products						2002

		South Korea		standards, testing, certification and labeling		prior approval				other goods		computers				2002

		South Korea		standards, testing, certification and labeling		prior approval				other goods (equipment)		telecommunications				2002

		South Korea		standards, testing, certification and labeling		prior approval				food and food products		additives				2002

		South Korea		standards, testing, certification and labeling		prior approval		testing		pharmaceuticals						2002

		South Korea		standards, testing, certification and labeling		prohibited				food and food products (meat)		chilled, freezing				2002

		South Korea		standards, testing, certification and labeling		prohibited				food and food products (meat)		fresh, freezing				2002

		South Korea		standards, testing, certification and labeling		restrictions		package size		horizontal						2002

		South Korea		standards, testing, certification and labeling		standards				motor vehicles		automobiles						2000

		South Korea		standards, testing, certification and labeling		standards		classification, product, ambiguous		food and food products						2002

		South Korea		standards, testing, certification and labeling		standards		classification, product, vague		food and food products						2002

		South Korea		standards, testing, certification and labeling		standards		packaging		horizontal						2002

		South Korea		standards, testing, certification and labeling		testing				other goods		cosmetics				2002		2000

		South Korea		standards, testing, certification and labeling		testing		redundant		pharmaceuticals						2002

		South Korea		state-trading		market structure		state-trading, 91 enterprises		not specified								2000

		South Korea		taxes		charges		taxes		motor vehicles		motorcycles, special consumption tax				2002		2000

		South Korea		taxes		charges		taxes, special consumption tax		motor vehicles		automobiles				2002		2000

		Switzerland		anticompetitive practices / competition policy		market behavior		parallel imports, not in possession of homologation documents must be licensed		motor vehicles								2000

		Switzerland		anticompetitive practices / competition policy		market behavior		parallel imports, not in possession of homologation documents must pay a license tax		motor vehicles								2000

		Switzerland		anticompetitive practices / competition policy		market behavior		unfair competition, weak internal competition		horizontal				2002

		Switzerland		anticompetitive practices / competition policy		market structure		cartels		horizontal				2002

		Switzerland		anticompetitive practices / competition policy		market structure		cartels		pharmaceuticals						2002

		Switzerland		anticompetitive practices / competition policy		market structure		cartels, domestic oriented firms		horizontal						2002

		Switzerland		export-related measures		subsidies				food and food products		processed food				2002

		Switzerland		export-related measures		subsidies				food and food products (dairy)						2002

		Switzerland		import licensing		licensing		imports, non-automatic		agricultural products								2000

		Switzerland		import licensing		licensing		imports, reciprocal purchases		agricultural products								2000

		Switzerland		import licensing		quotas		on some that have requirements licensing		agricultural products		not specified		2002

		Switzerland		import licensing		quotas		on some that have requirements licensing		petroleum, gas and petroleum products				2002

		Switzerland		import quotas		quotas		imports, TRQs issued for local purchase		food and food products (vegetables)		potato products				2002

		Switzerland		import quotas		quotas		imports, must be matched with domestic production		agricultural products								2000

		Switzerland		import quotas		quotas		imports, must be matched with domestic production		food and food products (eggs)		eggs						2000

		Switzerland		import quotas		quotas		imports, must be matched with domestic production		food and food products (grains and nuts)		cereals, certain						2000

		Switzerland		import quotas		quotas		imports, must be matched with domestic production		food and food products (meat)								2000

		Switzerland		intellectual property rights		charges		tax, if diversity is not maintained		media services		films				2002

		Switzerland		intellectual property rights		requirements		broadest possible use of European works		art and artistic products		art and artistic products						2000

		Switzerland		intellectual property rights		requirements		maintain diversity, not yet defined		media services		films				2002

		Switzerland		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		requirements		certification, sanitary		fisheries, fish, and fish products		fish		2002

		Switzerland		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		requirements		certification, sanitary		food and food products (meat)		products		2002

		Switzerland		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		restrictions		discriminatory, on non European and Mediterranean Plant Protection Organization		plants and plant products		plant products						2000

		Switzerland		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		restrictions		discriminatory, on non European and Mediterranean Plant Protection Organization		plants and plant products		plants						2000

		Switzerland		services		licensing		requirements, local		professional services		legal				2002

		Switzerland		services		prohibited		passing personal data to a foreign country not having an adequate data protection law		Internet						2002

		Switzerland		services		requirements		local presence, branch or subsidiary		financial services		insurance				2002

		Switzerland		services		requirements		only products for which licensed in the home country		financial services		insurance				2002

		Switzerland		standards, testing, certification and labeling		approval		Federal Food Safety Office		food and food products		genetically engineered				2002

		Switzerland		standards, testing, certification and labeling		approval		submit detailed information on modifications		food and food products		genetically engineered				2002

		Switzerland		standards, testing, certification and labeling		labeling		special, food not meeting local regulations		food and food products (eggs)		eggs, fresh				2002

		Switzerland		standards, testing, certification and labeling		labeling		special, food not meeting local regulations		food and food products (meat)		fresh				2002

		Switzerland		state-trading		market structure		monopoly, state		utilities		hydroelectric		2002

		Switzerland		state-trading		market structure		monopoly, state		utilities		nuclear power, generation		2002

		Switzerland		state-trading		market structure		monopoly, state		mining, metals, and mineral products		mining		2002

		Switzerland		state-trading		market structure		monopoly, state		petroleum, gas and petroleum products		oil		2002

		Switzerland		state-trading		market structure		monopoly, state		postal services				2002

		Switzerland		state-trading		market structure		monopoly, state		transportation services		explosives		2002

		Switzerland		state-trading		market structure		monopoly, state		transportation services		marine, navigation		2002

		Switzerland		state-trading		market structure		monopoly, state		transportation services		railroads		2002

		Taiwan		import licensing		licensing		imports				130 categories				2002

		Taiwan		import licensing		licensing		imports		not specified		200 items				2002

		Taiwan		import licensing		licensing		imports		proscribed or protected items		ammunition				2002

		Taiwan		import quotas		quotas		imports		agricultural products						2002

		Taiwan		import quotas		quotas		imports		food and food products (grains and nuts)		rice				2002

		Taiwan		import quotas		quotas		imports		food and food products (meat)		pork, belly				2002

		Taiwan		import quotas		quotas		imports		food and food products (meat)		pork, offal				2002

		Taiwan		import quotas		quotas		imports		food and food products (meat)		poultry, chicken				2002

		Taiwan		import quotas		quotas		imports		food and food products (meat)		poultry, offal				2002

		Taiwan		import quotas		quotas		imports		not specified		24 items				2002

		Taiwan		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, copyrights		other goods		computer software				2002

		Taiwan		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, copyrights		art and artistic products		optical media products				2002

		Taiwan		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, packaging		other goods		computer software				2002

		Taiwan		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, packaging		art and artistic products		optical media products				2002

		Taiwan		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, patents		other goods		computer software				2002

		Taiwan		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, patents		art and artistic products		optical media products				2002

		Taiwan		investment-related measures		prohibited		FDI		agricultural production						2002

		Taiwan		investment-related measures		prohibited		FDI		beverages (alcoholic)		distilled spirits, liquor				2002

		Taiwan		investment-related measures		prohibited		FDI		utilities		electric power distribution				2002

		Taiwan		investment-related measures		prohibited		FDI		media services		broadcasting				2002

		Taiwan		services		requirements		paid-in capital		telecommunication services						2002

		Taiwan		services		restrictions				professional services		legal				2002

		Taiwan		services		restrictions		capital flows		financial services						2002

		Taiwan		services		restrictions		limits on portfolio investment-related measuress		financial services						2002

		Taiwan		standards, testing, certification and labeling		approval				medical devices						2002

		Taiwan		standards, testing, certification and labeling		procedures		registration		medical devices						2002

		Taiwan		standards, testing, certification and labeling		procedures		registration		pharmaceuticals						2002

		Taiwan		standards, testing, certification and labeling		requirements		documentation, risk assessment		food and food products (grains and nuts)		corn, bioengineered				2002

		Taiwan		standards, testing, certification and labeling		requirements		documentation, risk assessment		food and food products (vegetables)		soybeans, bioengineered				2002

		Taiwan		standards, testing, certification and labeling		standards		building codes		forestry and forest products		southern pine				2002

		Taiwan		standards, testing, certification and labeling		standards		building codes		forestry and forest products		wood products				2002

		Taiwan		standards, testing, certification and labeling		testing				other goods (equipment)		air conditioning, industrial				2002

		Taiwan		standards, testing, certification and labeling		testing				other goods (equipment)		refrigeration				2002

		Taiwan		taxes		charges		taxes		motor vehicles		motorcycles				2002

		Thailand		customs procedures		corruption		bribery		horizontal				2001

		Thailand		customs procedures		market behavior		nontransparent		horizontal				2001		2002

		Thailand		customs procedures		market behavior		unfair competition, imports, minimum prices		horizontal				2001		2002

		Thailand		customs procedures		procedures		valuation, arbitrary		horizontal				2001

		Thailand		customs procedures		regulations		import, arbitrary		horizontal				2001		2002

		Thailand		customs procedures		regulations		import, irregular		horizontal				2001		2002

		Thailand		export-related measures		licensing				animals and animal products		bovine, live						1999

		Thailand		export-related measures		licensing				other goods (apparel)								1999

		Thailand		export-related measures		licensing				food and food products (vegetables)		coffee						1999

		Thailand		export-related measures		licensing				food and food products (vegetables)		coffee products						1999

		Thailand		export-related measures		licensing				agricultural production (fertilizers)								1999

		Thailand		export-related measures		licensing				fisheries, fish, and fish products		shrimp						1999

		Thailand		export-related measures		licensing				fisheries, fish, and fish products		tuna, canned						1999

		Thailand		export-related measures		licensing				food and food products (fruit)		durians, fresh						1999

		Thailand		export-related measures		licensing				food and food products (fruit)		longans						1999

		Thailand		export-related measures		licensing				food and food products (fruit)		pineapple, canned						1999

		Thailand		export-related measures		licensing				food and food products (fruit)		pineapple, concentrated juice						1999

		Thailand		export-related measures		licensing				mining, metals, and mineral products		gold						1999

		Thailand		export-related measures		licensing				other goods		pearls						1999

		Thailand		export-related measures		licensing				fisheries, fish, and fish products		seafood						1999

		Thailand		export-related measures		licensing				plants and plant products		seeds, jute						1999

		Thailand		export-related measures		licensing				plants and plant products		seeds, kenaf						1999

		Thailand		export-related measures		licensing				food and food products (vegetables)		soybean cake						1999

		Thailand		export-related measures		licensing				food and food products (sweeteners)		sugar						1999

		Thailand		export-related measures		licensing				food and food products (vegetables)		tapioca						1999

		Thailand		export-related measures		licensing				food and food products (vegetables)		tapioca, pellets and chips						1999

		Thailand		export-related measures		licensing				textiles								1999

		Thailand		export-related measures		subsidies				food and food products (vegetables)		processed				2002

		Thailand		export-related measures		subsidies				other goods						2002

		Thailand		government procurement		local preference				horizontal						2002

		Thailand		government procurement		local preference		Buy Thai policy		horizontal						2002

		Thailand		government procurement		procedures		regional policies		horizontal						2002

		Thailand		government procurement		requirements		countertrade		horizontal				2001		2002

		Thailand		import licensing		licensing		imports		agricultural products						2002

		Thailand		import licensing		licensing		imports		other goods (equipment)		amusement machines, gaming equipment				2002

		Thailand		import licensing		licensing		imports		other goods (equipment)		engines, diesel, used, displacement of 331-1100cc						1999

		Thailand		import licensing		licensing		imports		fisheries, fish, and fish products		meal						1999

		Thailand		import licensing		licensing		imports		other goods		jute, gunny bag						1999

		Thailand		import licensing		licensing		imports		mining, metals, and mineral products		marble						1999

		Thailand		import licensing		licensing		imports		other goods (materials)						2002

		Thailand		import licensing		licensing		imports		motor vehicles		automobiles, used						1999

		Thailand		import licensing		licensing		imports		motor vehicles		buses, six-wheeled						1999

		Thailand		import licensing		licensing		imports		motor vehicles		motorcycle parts, used				2002

		Thailand		import licensing		licensing		imports		motor vehicles		motorcycle parts, used				2002

		Thailand		import licensing		licensing		imports		motor vehicles		trucks, used						1999

		Thailand		import licensing		licensing		imports		not specified		26 categories				2002

		Thailand		import licensing		licensing		imports		petroleum, gas and petroleum products		petroleum				2002

		Thailand		import licensing		licensing		imports		pharmaceuticals				2001		2002

		Thailand		import licensing		licensing		imports		plants and plant products		jute						1999

		Thailand		import licensing		licensing		imports		plants and plant products		kenaf						1999

		Thailand		import licensing		licensing		imports		other goods		raw materials				2002

		Thailand		import licensing		licensing		imports		textiles						2002

		Thailand		import licensing		licensing		imports, non-automatic		mining, metals, and mineral products		granite						1999

		Thailand		import licensing		licensing		imports, non-automatic		mining, metals, and mineral products		marble						1999

		Thailand		import licensing		licensing		imports, special		proscribed or protected items		art objects				2002

		Thailand		import licensing		licensing		imports, special		food and food products						2002

		Thailand		import licensing		licensing		imports, special		mining, metals, and mineral products		minerals, certain				2002

		Thailand		import licensing		licensing		imports, special		pharmaceuticals						2002

		Thailand		import licensing		licensing		imports, special		proscribed or protected items		ammunition				2002

		Thailand		import licensing		licensing		imports, special		proscribed or protected items		arms				2002

		Thailand		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		other goods (equipment)		refrigerators, CFC, household						1999

		Thailand		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports, counterfeit		horizontal								1999

		Thailand		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports, from Angola		other goods		diamonds						1999

		Thailand		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, copyrights		other goods		computer software				2002

		Thailand		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, copyrights		art and artistic products (recordings)		discs, optical				2002

		Thailand		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, patents		not specified						2002

		Thailand		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, trademarks		other goods (apparel)		accessories				2002

		Thailand		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, trademarks		other goods (apparel)						2002

		Thailand		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, trademarks		other goods		toys				2002

		Thailand		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prior approval				agricultural products		certain				2002

		Thailand		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		restrictions		arbitrarily applied		agricultural products		certain				2002

		Thailand		services		corruption		government procurement		horizontal						2002

		Thailand		services		infrastructure		inadequate, Internet		electronic commerce						2002

		Thailand		services		infrastructure		inadequate, legal system		electronic commerce						2002

		Thailand		services		local preference				professional services		construction				2002

		Thailand		services		local preference		restriction on foreign participation		professional services		architecture				2002

		Thailand		services		local preference		restriction on foreign participation		professional services		engineering				2002

		Thailand		services		local preference		restriction on foreign participation		telecommunication services						2002

		Thailand		services		local preference		restriction on foreign participation		professional services		accounting				2002

		Thailand		services		restrictions		FDI		telecommunication services						2002

		Thailand		services		restrictions		FDI, <= 40%		professional services		legal				2002

		Thailand		services		restrictions		on foreign participation		financial services						2002

		Thailand		standards, testing, certification and labeling		certification		complex		pharmaceuticals						2002

		Thailand		standards, testing, certification and labeling		certification		costly		pharmaceuticals						2002

		Thailand		standards, testing, certification and labeling		certification		delays		pharmaceuticals						2002

		Thailand		standards, testing, certification and labeling		not specified				food and food products						2002

		Thailand		standards, testing, certification and labeling		procedures		burdensome		medical devices						2002

		Tunisia		state-trading		market structure		state-trading		mining, metals, and mineral products		phosphate rock extraction		2002

		Turkey		anticompetitive practices / competition policy		market behavior		parallel imports, prohibited		intellectual property		all, any form						1998

		Turkey		anticompetitive practices / competition policy		market behavior		parallel imports, prohibited		other goods		intellectual property, all, any form						1998

		Turkey		anticompetitive practices / competition policy		prohibited				other goods (equipment)		construction, manufactured in prior years				2002

		Turkey		corruption		corruption		government procurement		public procurement						2002

		Turkey		customs procedures		enforcement		inadequate, varying levels		agricultural products						2002

		Turkey		customs procedures		procedures		notification, changes in import policies are communicated verbally		agricultural products						2002

		Turkey		customs procedures		procedures		notification, changes in import policies are not notified to the WTO		agricultural products						2002

		Turkey		customs procedures		procedures		notification, changes in phytosanitary measures are not notified to the WTO		agricultural products						2002

		Turkey		customs procedures		procedures		notification, changes in phytosanitary measures are notified verbally		agricultural products						2002

		Turkey		export-related measures		subsidies				agricultural products						2002

		Turkey		export-related measures		subsidies				agricultural products		limited number						1998

		Turkey		export-related measures		subsidies				food and food products		processed, limited number						1998

		Turkey		export-related measures		subsidies				food and food products (grains and nuts)		wheat				2002

		Turkey		export-related measures		subsidies		ExImbank credits		other goods		non agricultural				2002

		Turkey		export-related measures		subsidies				food and food products (sweeteners)		sugar				2002

		Turkey		export-related measures		subsidies		environmental projects		horizontal						2002

		Turkey		export-related measures		subsidies		establishment of overseas branches		horizontal						2002

		Turkey		export-related measures		subsidies		financing		horizontal		environmental projects				2002

		Turkey		export-related measures		subsidies		financing		horizontal		establishment of overseas branches				2002

		Turkey		export-related measures		subsidies		financing		market research						2002

		Turkey		export-related measures		subsidies		financing, exports, 15% to 20% of total		horizontal								1998

		Turkey		export-related measures		subsidies		financing, R&D		horizontal						2002

		Turkey		export-related measures		subsidies		financing, trade fairs		horizontal						2002

		Turkey		export-related measures		subsidies		guarantees, exports, 15% to 20% of total		horizontal								1998

		Turkey		export-related measures		subsidies		market research		horizontal						2002

		Turkey		export-related measures		subsidies		marketing		horizontal								1998

		Turkey		export-related measures		subsidies		promotion		horizontal								1998

		Turkey		export-related measures		subsidies		R&D		horizontal						2002

		Turkey		export-related measures		subsidies		taxes, credits		horizontal						2002

		Turkey		export-related measures		subsidies		trade fairs		horizontal						2002

		Turkey		government procurement		local preference				professional services		construction				2002

		Turkey		government procurement		procedures		complicated, bidding process		horizontal						2002

		Turkey		government procurement		procedures		complicated, negotiation process		horizontal						2002

		Turkey		government procurement		procedures		lengthy		horizontal						2002

		Turkey		government procurement		requirements		offset, imports, > $1 million		horizontal								1998

		Turkey		government procurement		requirements		offset, imports, military procurement		horizontal						2002		1998

		Turkey		import licensing		licensing		imports, only single permits		food and food products (fruit)		bananas, 200MT/permit				2002

		Turkey		import licensing		licensing		imports, only single permits		food and food products (vegetables)		beans, 50MT/permit				2002

		Turkey		import licensing		licensing		imports, permits only to flour product exporters and EU-quota holders		food and food products (grains and nuts)		wheat				2002

		Turkey		import licensing		licensing		imports, permits, not issued during domestic harvest		food and food products (grains and nuts)		rice, paddy				2002

		Turkey		import licensing		requirements		imports, certification, control		beverages (alcoholic)						2002

		Turkey		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		animals and animal products		cattle, slaughter				2002

		Turkey		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		animals and animal products		live						1998

		Turkey		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		food and food products (meat)						2002

		Turkey		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		food and food products (meat)		animal						1998

		Turkey		import quotas		quotas		imports		other goods (apparel)								1998

		Turkey		import quotas		quotas		imports		textiles								1998

		Turkey		import quotas		quotas		imports, from China		other goods		footware						1998

		Turkey		import quotas		quotas		imports, from China		other goods		kitchenware						1998

		Turkey		import quotas		quotas		imports, from China		other goods		tableware						1998

		Turkey		import quotas		quotas		imports, from China		other goods		toys						1998

		Turkey		intellectual property rights		market behavior		unfair competition, pricing policy		pharmaceuticals						2002

		Turkey		intellectual property rights		market behavior		unfair competition, procurement policies		pharmaceuticals						2002

		Turkey		intellectual property rights		not specified				not specified						2002

		Turkey		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate		media services		broadcasting				2002

		Turkey		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, BPI		pharmaceuticals						2002

		Turkey		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, counterfeiting,  allegedly widespread, sophisticated		horizontal						2002

		Turkey		investment-related measures		requirements		special permission		financial services						2002

		Turkey		investment-related measures		requirements		special permission		petroleum, gas and petroleum products		petroleum				2002

		Turkey		investment-related measures		restrictions		foreign shareholders, <=20%		media services		broadcasting				2002

		Turkey		investment-related measures		restrictions		foreign shareholders, <=49%		communication services		value-added				2002

		Turkey		investment-related measures		restrictions		foreign shareholders, <=49%		transportation services		airline				2002

		Turkey		investment-related measures		restrictions		foreign shareholders, <=49%		transportation services		marine				2002

		Turkey		services		prohibited		foreign nationals		professional services		architects				2002

		Turkey		services		prohibited		foreign nationals		professional services		engineers				2002

		Turkey		services		prohibited		foreign nationals		professional services		lawyers				2002

		Turkey		services		prohibited		foreign nationals, not permitted to acquire, own an interest in, form a partnership with, merge with, establish, or affiliate with Turkish accounting firms		professional services		accounting, firms				2002

		Turkey		services		requirements		certification, no recognition of foreign-country education		professional services		auditors				2002

		Turkey		services		requirements		nationality		professional services		auditors				2002

		Turkey		standards, testing, certification and labeling		infrastructure		inadequate, testing facilities		food and food products		ingredients, certain				2002

		Turkey		standards, testing, certification and labeling		requirements		labeling		beverages (alcoholic)				2002

		Turkey		standards, testing, certification and labeling		standards		not international standards, 75%		horizontal								1998

		Turkey		state-trading		market structure		monopoly, state		beverages (alcoholic)				2002		2002

		Turkey		state-trading		market structure		monopoly, state		telecommunication services		telephone				2002

		Turkey		state-trading		market structure		state-trading, 14.2%		utilities		energy						1998

		Turkey		state-trading		market structure		state-trading, 28.3%		communication services								1998

		Turkey		state-trading		market structure		state-trading, 28.3%		transportation services								1998

		Turkey		state-trading		market structure		state-trading, 48.2%		industrial production								1998

		Turkey		state-trading		market structure		state-trading, imports		beverages (alcoholic)		some						1998

		Turkey		state-trading		market structure		state-trading, imports		forestry and forest products		cinchona (alkaloids of)						1998

		Turkey		state-trading		market structure		state-trading, imports		forestry and forest products		cinchona (bark)						1998

		Turkey		state-trading		market structure		state-trading, imports		mining, metals, and mineral products		potassium iodine						1998

		Turkey		state-trading		market structure		state-trading, imports, prior approval, of organizations		beverages (alcoholic)		some						1998

		Turkey		state-trading		market structure		state-trading, imports, prior approval, of organizations		forestry and forest products		cinchona (alkaloids of)						1998

		Turkey		state-trading		market structure		state-trading, imports, prior approval, of organizations		forestry and forest products		cinchona (bark)						1998

		Turkey		state-trading		market structure		state-trading, imports, prior approval, of organizations		mining, metals, and mineral products		potassium iodine						1998

		Turkey		taxes		market behavior		discriminatory, specific and ad valorem taxes not levied on domestic goods		fisheries, fish, and fish products		fish						1998

		Turkey		taxes		market behavior		discriminatory, specific and ad valorem taxes not levied on domestic goods		fisheries, fish, and fish products		fish						1998

		United States		customs procedures		prohibited		protection, environment		not specified				2001

		United States		customs procedures		prohibited		protection, public health		not specified				2001

		United States		customs procedures		prohibited		protection, public morals		not specified				2001

		United States		customs procedures		prohibited		protection, public safety		not specified				2001

		United States		customs procedures		requirements		invoice, burdensome		other goods (apparel)		certain		2001

		United States		customs procedures		requirements		invoice, burdensome		other goods		footware, certain		2001

		United States		customs procedures		requirements		invoice, burdensome		textiles		certain		2001

		United States		customs procedures		requirements		invoice, costly		other goods (apparel)		certain		2001

		United States		customs procedures		requirements		invoice, costly		other goods		footware, certain		2001

		United States		customs procedures		requirements		invoice, costly		textiles		certain		2001

		United States		export-related measures		restrictions				communication satellites				2001

		United States		export-related measures		restrictions				communication satellites		parts		2001

		United States		export-related measures		subsidies				aeronautics and aerospace		aeronautics		2001

		United States		export-related measures		subsidies				aeronautics and aerospace		aerospace		2001

		United States		export-related measures		subsidies		Foreign Sales Corporation		agricultural products				2001				2001

		United States		export-related measures		subsidies				mining, metals, and mineral products		coal		2001

		United States		export-related measures		subsidies				food and food products		food and food products		2001				2001

		United States		export-related measures		subsidies				petroleum, gas and petroleum products		oil		2001

		United States		export-related measures		subsidies				shipbuilding				2001

		United States		export-related measures		subsidies		award program		food and food products (dairy)								2001

		United States		export-related measures		subsidies		financing, guarantees		agricultural products								2001

		United States		export-related measures		subsidies		financing, guarantees		agricultural products								2001

		United States		government procurement		local preference				transportation services		airport (improvement)		2001

		United States		government procurement		local preference				iron and steel products				2001

		United States		government procurement		local preference				other goods (materials)		construction		2001				2001

		United States		government procurement		local preference				transportation services		mass		2001

		United States		government procurement		market behavior		set-asides, small business		horizontal				2001

		United States		government procurement		restrictions		national security		not specified				2001

		United States		import licensing		licensing		imports		beverages (alcoholic)								2001

		United States		import licensing		licensing		imports		animals and animal products								2001

		United States		import licensing		licensing		imports		animals and animal products		wildlife						2001

		United States		import licensing		licensing		imports		fisheries, fish, and fish products		fish						2001

		United States		import licensing		licensing		imports		petroleum, gas and petroleum products		gas, natural						2001

		United States		import licensing		licensing		imports		proscribed or protected items		narcotics						2001

		United States		import licensing		licensing		imports		proscribed or protected items		nuclear facilities						2001

		United States		import licensing		licensing		imports		plants and plant products		plants						2001

		United States		import licensing		licensing		imports		tobacco and tobacco products		tobacco						2001

		United States		import licensing		licensing		imports		proscribed or protected items		arms						2001

		United States		import prohibitions		prohibited		protection of the environment		fisheries, fish, and fish products		fish		2001

		United States		import prohibitions		prohibited		protection, public safety		not specified				2001

		United States		import quotas		quotas		imports		other goods (apparel)				2001				2001

		United States		import quotas		quotas		imports		textiles				2001				2001

		United States		intellectual property rights		charges		costs, indirect, related to first-to-invent patent system		horizontal				2001

		United States		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, copyrights		art and artistic products (recordings)		music		2001

		United States		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, geographical indications		beverages (alcoholic)		distilled spirits		2001

		United States		intellectual property rights		protection		inadequate, geographical indications		beverages (alcoholic)		wine		2001

		United States		investment-related measures		market behavior		discriminatory, taxes, requirements records relating to transactions with related parties		horizontal				2001

		United States		investment-related measures		regulations		unitary income taxation results in double taxation		horizontal				2001

		United States		investment-related measures		restrictions		FDI, national security, acquisitions, Exon-Florio		horizontal				2001

		United States		investment-related measures		restrictions		FDI, national security, mergers, Exon-Florio		horizontal				2001

		United States		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		not specified		notifications to the WTO as of 2001, 500		not specified								2001

		United States		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		restrictions		public health, issues related to animal disease		not specified				2001

		United States		services		infrastructure		complex, legal system		financial services		banking		2001

		United States		services		licensing		national and regional		financial services		insurance		2001

		United States		services		market behavior		conditionality of market access		telecommunication services		satellites		2001

		United States		services		market behavior		nontransparent		financial services				2001

		United States		services		procedures		burdensome		telecommunication services		mobile		2001

		United States		services		procedures		burdensome		telecommunication services		satellites		2001

		United States		services		procedures		delays		telecommunication services		satellites		2001

		United States		services		procedures		lengthy		telecommunication services		mobile		2001

		United States		services		procedures		reciprocity-based, de facto		telecommunication services		satellites		2001

		United States		services		prohibited				transportation services		air, foreign carriers		2001

		United States		services		prohibited				transportation services		marine, foreign carriers		2001

		United States		services		regulations		differing, various regulatory bodies		financial services		banking		2001

		United States		services		regulations		operating, national and regional		financial services		insurance		2001

		United States		services		regulations		solvency, national and regional		financial services		insurance		2001

		United States		services		restrictions		establishing, branches		financial services		securities		2001

		United States		standards, testing, certification and labeling		labeling		burdensome		motor vehicles		automobiles		2001

		United States		standards, testing, certification and labeling		labeling		burdensome		textiles				2001

		United States		standards, testing, certification and labeling		procedures		delays, testing, FDA		pharmaceuticals		medicines		2001

		United States		standards, testing, certification and labeling		procedures		third-party conformity		other goods (appliances)		household		2001

		United States		standards, testing, certification and labeling		procedures		third-party conformity		other goods (equipment)		electrical		2001

		United States		standards, testing, certification and labeling		regulations		protection, consumer, national and regional		biotechnology products				2001

		United States		standards, testing, certification and labeling		regulations		protection, consumer, national and regional		other goods (equipment)		electrical		2001

		United States		standards, testing, certification and labeling		regulations		protection, consumer, national and regional		financial services		insurance						2001

		United States		standards, testing, certification and labeling		regulations		protection, consumer, national and regional		medical devices								2001

		United States		standards, testing, certification and labeling		regulations		protection, consumer, national and regional		motor vehicles		automobiles		2001

		United States		standards, testing, certification and labeling		regulations		protection, consumer, national and regional		radioactive materials								2001

		United States		standards, testing, certification and labeling		regulations		protection, environment, national and regional		biotechnology products								2001

		United States		standards, testing, certification and labeling		regulations		protection, environment, national and regional		other goods (equipment)		electrical		2001

		United States		standards, testing, certification and labeling		regulations		protection, environment, national and regional		financial services		insurance		2001

		United States		standards, testing, certification and labeling		regulations		protection, environment, national and regional		medical devices								2001

		United States		standards, testing, certification and labeling		regulations		protection, environment, national and regional		motor vehicles		automobiles		2001

		United States		standards, testing, certification and labeling		regulations		protection, environment, national and regional		radioactive materials								2001

		United States		standards, testing, certification and labeling		regulations		regional		professional services		accounting						2001

		United States		standards, testing, certification and labeling		regulations		technical		beverages (non-alcoholic)								2001

		United States		standards, testing, certification and labeling		regulations		technical		other goods		cosmetics						2001

		United States		standards, testing, certification and labeling		regulations		technical		food and food products								2001

		United States		standards, testing, certification and labeling		regulations		technical		pharmaceuticals								2001

		United States		standards, testing, certification and labeling		regulations		technical		tobacco and tobacco products		tobacco						2001

		United States		standards, testing, certification and labeling		standards		not international standards		other goods		electrical products		2001

		United States		standards, testing, certification and labeling		standards		not international standards		other goods (electronic)				2001

		United States		standards, testing, certification and labeling		testing		costly		other goods (equipment)		telecommunications network		2001

		United States		standards, testing, certification and labeling		testing		delays, FDA procedures		agricultural products				2001

		Uruguay		anticompetitive practices / competition policy		infrastructure		inadequate, legal system, lack of laws to promote competition		horizontal								1998

		Uruguay		customs procedures		market behavior		unfair competition, reference prices, minimum prices set under minimum export price system		food and food products (sweeteners)		sugar						1998

		Uruguay		customs procedures		market behavior		unfair competition, reference prices, minimum prices set under minimum export price system		textiles								1998

		Uruguay		customs procedures		procedures		burdensome		horizontal								1998

		Uruguay		customs procedures		requirements		special permission		motor vehicles								1998

		Uruguay		customs procedures		requirements		special permission		other goods		phonograms						1998

		Uruguay		customs procedures		requirements		special permission		textiles								1998

		Uruguay		customs procedures		requirements		special permission		proscribed or protected items		weapons						1998

		Uruguay		export-related measures		charges		taxes, exports		agricultural products		other						1998

		Uruguay		export-related measures		charges		taxes, exports		animals and animal products		hides, dry						1998

		Uruguay		export-related measures		charges		taxes, exports		animals and animal products		hides, pickled						1998

		Uruguay		export-related measures		charges		taxes, exports		animals and animal products		hides, salted						1998

		Uruguay		export-related measures		licensing		occasional		not specified								1998

		Uruguay		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		animals and animal products		blood, bovine						1998

		Uruguay		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		agricultural production (feed)		livestock						1998

		Uruguay		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		fisheries, fish, and fish products		fish, exotic						1998

		Uruguay		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		fisheries, fish, and fish products		fish of the sea						1998

		Uruguay		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		motor vehicles		automobiles, used						1998

		Uruguay		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		proscribed or protected items		hazardous waste						1998

		Uruguay		intellectual property rights		infrastructure		inadequate, legal system, copyright law		pharmaceuticals								1998

		Uruguay		intellectual property rights		infrastructure		inadequate, legal system, patent law		pharmaceuticals								1998

		Uruguay		intellectual property rights		infrastructure		inadequate, legal system, trademark law		pharmaceuticals								1998

		Uruguay		investment-related measures		not specified		Trade-Related investment-related measures Measures		motor vehicles								1998

		Uruguay		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		certification				plants and plant products		seeds, and similar						1998

		Uruguay		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		certification				animals and animal products								1998

		Uruguay		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		certification				animals and animal products								1998

		Uruguay		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		certification				proscribed or protected items		endangered species						1998

		Uruguay		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		inspection				fisheries, fish, and fish products		fish						1998

		Uruguay		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		prior approval				plants and plant products		seeds						1998

		Uruguay		state-trading		market structure		state-trading		petroleum, gas and petroleum products		oil, hydrocarbon						1998

		Uruguay		state-trading		market structure		state-trading		petroleum, gas and petroleum products		oil by products						1998

		Venezuela		anticompetitive practices / competition policy		market behavior		not specified		telecommunication services		mobile				2002

		Venezuela		corruption		not specified				proscribed or protected items		environmental				2002

		Venezuela		corruption		not specified				professional services		advertising				2002

		Venezuela		corruption		not specified				waste management services						2002

		Venezuela		customs procedures		market behavior		unfair competition, price band system		agricultural products						2002

		Venezuela		export-related measures		licensing		permits		food and food products (vegetables)		cocoa		2002

		Venezuela		export-related measures		licensing		permits		food and food products (vegetables)		coffee		2002

		Venezuela		export-related measures		licensing		permits		mining, metals, and mineral products		gold		2002

		Venezuela		export-related measures		licensing		permits		petroleum, gas and petroleum products				2002

		Venezuela		government procurement		market behavior		inconsistent, temporary changes in the bidding process under exceptional circumstances		horizontal						2002

		Venezuela		import licensing		prohibited		imports, failure to grant licenses		animals and animal products		poultry				2002

		Venezuela		import licensing		prohibited		imports, failure to grant licenses		other goods (apparel)		used		2002

		Venezuela		import licensing		prohibited		imports, failure to grant licenses		mining, metals, and mineral products		asbestos (blue)		2002

		Venezuela		import licensing		prohibited		imports, failure to grant licenses		food and food products (dairy)						2002

		Venezuela		import licensing		prohibited		imports, failure to grant licenses		food and food products (fruit)		grapes				2002

		Venezuela		import licensing		prohibited		imports, failure to grant licenses		food and food products (grains and nuts)		corn				2002

		Venezuela		import licensing		prohibited		imports, failure to grant licenses		food and food products (grains and nuts)		oilseeds				2002

		Venezuela		import licensing		prohibited		imports, failure to grant licenses		food and food products (sweeteners)		sorghum				2002

		Venezuela		import licensing		prohibited		imports, failure to grant licenses		petroleum, gas and petroleum products		grease, yellow				2002

		Venezuela		import licensing		prohibited		imports, failure to grant licenses		proscribed or protected items		matches, phosphorous		2002

		Venezuela		import licensing		prohibited		imports, failure to grant licenses		food and food products (meat)		pork				2002

		Venezuela		import licensing		prohibited		imports, failure to grant licenses		motor vehicles		automobiles, used		2002

		Venezuela		import licensing		prohibited		imports, failure to grant licenses		other goods		tires		2002

		Venezuela		import licensing		prohibited		imports, failure to grant licenses		food and food products (vegetables)		onions				2002

		Venezuela		import licensing		prohibited		imports, failure to grant licenses		food and food products (vegetables)		potatoes				2002

		Venezuela		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		other goods (apparel)		used				2002

		Venezuela		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		motor vehicles		automobiles, used				2002

		Venezuela		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		other goods		tires, pneumatic, used				2002

		Venezuela		investment-related measures		local preference		local content requirements		motor vehicles						2002

		Venezuela		investment-related measures		restrictions				media services		broadcasting, television				2002

		Venezuela		investment-related measures		restrictions				natural resources						2002

		Venezuela		investment-related measures		restrictions				petroleum, gas and petroleum products		petroleum				2002

		Venezuela		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		certification				agricultural products						2002

		Venezuela		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		certification				beverages (non-alcoholic)				2002

		Venezuela		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		certification				other goods		cosmetics		2002

		Venezuela		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		certification				other goods		dentifrices		2002

		Venezuela		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		certification				other goods (equipment)		veterinary		2002

		Venezuela		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		certification				food and food products				2002

		Venezuela		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		certification				medical devices				2002

		Venezuela		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		certification				other goods		medical material		2002

		Venezuela		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		certification				proscribed or protected items		pesticides		2002

		Venezuela		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		certification				pharmaceuticals						2002

		Venezuela		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		certification				professional services		advertising				2002

		Venezuela		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		certification				toilet preparations				2002

		Venezuela		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		certification				food and food products (vegetables)		vegetable products		2002

		Venezuela		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		certification				other goods		veterinary products		2002

		Venezuela		sanitary and phytosanitary measures		restrictions		from countries with swine fever		food and food products (meat)		food and food products (meat)		2002

		Venezuela		services		licensing		non-citizens		professional services		architects				2002

		Venezuela		services		licensing		non-citizens		professional services		business consultants				2002

		Venezuela		services		licensing		non-citizens		professional services		economists				2002

		Venezuela		services		licensing		non-citizens		professional services		engineers				2002

		Venezuela		services		licensing		non-citizens		professional services		journalists				2002

		Venezuela		services		licensing		non-citizens		professional services		lawyers				2002

		Venezuela		services		licensing		non-citizens		professional services		medical practitioners				2002

		Venezuela		services		licensing		non-citizens		professional services		veterinarians				2002

		Venezuela		services		local preference		for local equal time		professional services		musicians				2002

		Venezuela		services		quotas				media services		films, Venezuelan, distribution, 50%				2002

		Venezuela		services		quotas				media services		films, Venezuelan, exhibition, 50%				2002

		Venezuela		services		restrictions		FDI		media services		broadcasting, radio				2002

		Venezuela		services		restrictions		FDI		media services		broadcasting, television				2002

		Venezuela		services		restrictions		FDI		media services		print, newspapers, Spanish language				2002

		Venezuela		services		restrictions		FDI, enterprises, > 10 workers		horizontal						2002

		Venezuela		services		restrictions		licensing, only for citizens		professional services		accounting				2002

		Venezuela		standards, testing, certification and labeling		certification		costly		horizontal						2002

		Venezuela		standards, testing, certification and labeling		standards		strict		horizontal						2002

		Venezuela		state-trading		market structure		state-trading		distribution services		electric power				2002

		Vietnam		import licensing		licensing		imports		beverages (alcoholic)				2002

		Vietnam		import licensing		licensing		imports		food and food products		vegetable oil		2002

		Vietnam		import licensing		licensing		imports		tiles		ceramic and marble		2002

		Vietnam		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		chemicals and chemical products		dangerous, toxic		2002

		Vietnam		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		other goods		used		2002

		Vietnam		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		proscribed or protected items		cultural items, certain products		2002

		Vietnam		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		other goods (equipment)		military		2002

		Vietnam		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		other goods		firecrackers		2002

		Vietnam		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		motor vehicles		automobile, parts, used]		2002

		Vietnam		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		motor vehicles		automobiles, right-hand drive		2002

		Vietnam		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		motor vehicles		motorcycles, fully assembled		2002

		Vietnam		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		proscribed or protected items		narcotics		2002

		Vietnam		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		tobacco and tobacco products		cigarettes		2002

		Vietnam		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		other goods		toys, certain categories		2002

		Vietnam		import prohibitions		prohibited		imports		proscribed or protected items		weapons		2002

		Zimbabwe		corruption		corruption		establishment of assets		horizontal						2002

		Zimbabwe		corruption		corruption		expansion of assets		horizontal						2002

		Zimbabwe		corruption		corruption		transfer of assets		horizontal						2002

		Zimbabwe		government procurement		local preference		local content requirements		horizontal						2002

		Zimbabwe		government procurement		market behavior		nontransparent, government procurement		horizontal						2002

		Zimbabwe		government procurement		market behavior		unfair competition, bidding		horizontal						2002

		Zimbabwe		intellectual property rights		enforcement		inadequate		other goods		cassettes (video)				2002

		Zimbabwe		intellectual property rights		enforcement		inadequate		art and artistic products (recordings)		cassettes, audio				2002

		Zimbabwe		investment-related measures		corruption				horizontal						2002

		Zimbabwe		investment-related measures		delays				horizontal						2002

		Zimbabwe		investment-related measures		market behavior		nontransparent, investment-related measures, restrictions		horizontal						2002

		Zimbabwe		services		restrictions				other goods		computer software (extensive graphics)				2002

		Zimbabwe		state-trading		market structure		monopoly, state, privatization program, ineffective		horizontal						2002

		Primary sources:		EU: http://mkaccdb.eu.int/

				USTR: http://www.ustr.gov/Document_Library/Reports_Publications/2002/2002_NTE_Report/Section_Index.html

				WTO: http://www.wto.org/english/tratop_e/tpr_e/tpr_e.htm

		Sources: Compiled by USITC staff.

		The information contained in this compilation does not represent the views of the U.S. International Trade Commission (USITC) staff, the Commission as a whole, or any of its individual Commissioners.
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